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Price, 25 cents 
Theo. Presser Co., Publishers 
$2.00 a Year 
v 
Josef Lhevinne on “Secrets of Touch” 
KleczynsKi on “Studying Chopin* 
Ernest Hutcheson on “Piano Study for Adults** 
Twenty-two Excellent Compositions 
mmw itiuyniinii. tm, < j * 
Percy Grainger* 
owner of three Tindale Cabinets, writes 
this prised letter telling why and how 
Tindale Cabinets are helpful to musicians. 
“I consider your music filing cabinets perfect from the stand¬ 
point of a professional musician, and I am sure they must prove 
equally a boon to all music-owning people that need to get 
quickly to their music. Anyone like myself is not in need of 
great deep drawers of music, but of shallow, light, easily handled 
drawers like those of your cabinets which enable one easily and 
speedily to separate one composer from another, and one class 
of music from another. 
“I repeat, your cabinets seem to me perfect in every way; 
pleasant to the eye and pleasant to the hand. 
“Hearty congratulations on your most excellent achievement. 
Yours sincerely, 
HERE 
NEW IMPROVED TINDALE TRAY 
For Sheet Music and Records 
Capacity 30 pieces of sheet music 
large enough for 12-inch Records. 
An ingenious arrangement for 
the filing of phonograph records 
is just one of the many features 
afforded by the Tindale Cabinet 
—a noteworthy achievement 
made only possible through years 
of concentrated effort to the pro¬ 
duction of the perfect music 
Appreciation of a Masterpiece 
lovers everywhere for its convenience and simplicity of filing system 
Tindale Music Cabinets 
equipped with 
THE NEW IMPROVED TINDALE TRAY 
, 7 f'"" fr?Kry p,ece—Every Piece in its Place” 
:"“-pr“f 57-«-*• d«. 
Any good music dealer will pjan >< 6 errC ayment. 
gladly demonstrate to you the ’ __ 
superior qualities of the Tindale dealfr« „ 
Cabinet—or send direct for cata- are not 1 LEASENOTE~lt you 
log “I” containing many ilins- 8 bJ P'“ 
nations of various designs in for thiTLJ “”d “ on" 
ror this most attractive proposition. 
Style H 
Mission Design 
Capacity 540 pieces of 
Birch, Mahogany or 
Tindale Cabinet Company 
56 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK 
Width. 20/ inches 
Depth, 16 inches 
Ideal as stand for 
portable phonograph 
1 
PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE 
The World of Music 
737 
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Thirty-Fifth Annual Holiday Offer of Musical Gifts 
Gift Suggestions for Teachers, Students or Lovers of Music. The best 
ature and Coilections offered at Holiday Cash Prices that m most case 
five per cent to fifty per cent less than the Publisher’s Price. and, in a * ’ POSITIVELY 
charges are prepaid. The prices given are for Cash with Order. THIS OFFER POSII IVfcLT 
- EXPIRES JANUARY 1, 1924. Send All Orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. Mn!o0n.D2“.™H£sSTPTLsTREETE PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
COLLECTIONS OF MUSIC 
.Beethoven . 
Favorite Compositions by Carl Bohni 
Erahms Album  
Celebrated Compositions by Famous 
Composers . 
Celebrated Pieces in Easier Ar- 
AChoDinf Se!80*0'* Compositions by 
lighter Compositions by Chopin 
Album of Favorite Compositions bj Engelmann . 
Easy Engelmann Album . 
Exhibition Pieces, Brilliant. IHf- 
First Parlor Pieces...!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
First Recital Pieces. 
Favorite Compositions by Godard.. 
Album of Miscellaneous Compositions 
It Handel Album .'.!!!!!!.'!!. 
- Album of Pianoforte Pieces -If,-ins. 
. Hungarian Melodies—Hartmann 
> Mississippi River Scenes Kern 
l Left-Hand Recreation Album_ 
, Liszt Album . 
' Concert Album -r,;u . 
• Little Home Player  
I Master Pieces: from Great Compaq', V 
Standard Concert Etudes: Difficult' 
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words 
Modern Dance Album . 
Modern Drawing Room Pieces... 
Favorite Compositions by Moszkowcki 
Mozart’s Sonatas: Compute .. 
Favorite Compositions by Mozart... 
Parlor and School Marches. 
Piano Player’s Repertoire. 
Popular Parlor Album. .. 
Popular Home Collection: 'M Pieces 
Popular Recital Repertoire 
Popular Salon Album.. . 
Rachmaninoff Album 
Russian Album . 
School and Home Marches. 
Album for the Piano by Spauiding Standard Advanced Album . 
Standard American Album  
Standard Brilliant Album: 27 pieces 
Standard Elementary Album 
Standard First Pieces; 72 Kasu Pirn's Standard Opera Album_ 
Standard Parlor Album. . 
lundayrdpSianoenM' ?Ia88ic Abilin.' • 
Tranquil Hours .. 
Tschaikowsky Album . .. 
Nutcracker Suite —TschailonVl-'u. 
Very First Pieces. 
Paul Wachs' Album. 
Young Folks’ Piano Folio.'. 
Young Players’ Album; 70 Pices'. '.' Young Virtuoso  
Four Hands 
Concert Duets . 
Duet Hour ( Kasv Grades) . 
Engelmann Four-Hand Album.. 
Four-Hand Exhibition Pieces... 
Four-Hand Miscellany . 
Four-Hand Parlor Pieces. 
Italian Overtures . 
Juvenile Duet Players .... 
March Album  
Music Lovers' Duet Book 
Operatic Four-Hand Album. 
Original Four-Hand Pieces. 
Just We Two. 
You and I. Very tiasy. 
Standard Duet Players’ 
Two Pianists. Grade .jnnuiam... 
Two Students. Grade i: Popular.. 
Very First Duet Book. 
Young Duet Players. 
For the Singer 
— -:»-ic Vocal Album for High Voice 
Artistic Vocal Album for Low Voice 
Celebrated Recital Songs—Bispham 
Church and Home Collection of 
red Songs (High) (Low) each.. 
miuiuh Soloist (High) (Low) each... 
Eight Songs from Green Timber— 
■te: 
from the Yeliowstone— 
jf the North American indiai 
o Repertoire' (Soprano)(Tenor; 
Standard Song Treasury: ft Songs ' 
Standard Vocalist; :,0 Songs. 
Studio Song Album .i] 
For the Violinist 
A Pieces Favorite First Position 
Alburn^ of ^ Transcriptions—Hartmann 
MUSICAL LITERATURE 
Every real lover of music should be well.acquainted with musical history, bh.gr.,,,hi, 
music composers and other interesting musical subjects to be found in the won Intel 
low. These works make excellent additions to a music lovers hl.iari. 
Cloth Bound, Unless Other 
wise Noted 
History of Music—BaJIsrll. 
Business Manual for Music Teachers 
Master Lessons in Pianoforte Play- 
Pronouncing Dictionary of Musical 
1 o c k e t Pronouncing Dictionary (Paper)—Dr. Clarke . 
Great Pianists on Piano Playing- - 
rt of Singing 
An interesting « 
student or the ainbi 
Great Singers on tl 
Music Masters Old 
Standard History of Music— 
"ilebrated Pianists of the Past an 
Mistakes and Disputed Points i 
i Study in Germany—Kay. 
wessons in Musical History- FUlmnr, 
Pianoforte Music—Fillmore .. 
Musical Progress—//. T. Finch. 
Piano Tuning, Regulating and Re¬ 
pairing—Fisher . 
allery of Distinguished Musicians (Portrait Biographies)—Garbett. (Paper, Art Bound) . 
Gallery of Eminent Musicians (p'oV- 
‘-ait Biographies)—Garbett. (Paner 
oociery Dance Journal 
Standard Violinist; .12 Pirns. 
Student’s Popular Album..  
Violinist’s Popular Repertoire....'!! 
For the Organist 
Wedding and Funeral Music 
American Organist 
The Organ Player . 
Organ Repertoire .... 
Organ Melodies: Flr.r /,. 
The Standard Organist 
The New Organist -11 
■loth ! 
Conducting— 
MUSICAL JEWELRY NOVELTIES 
\ GOVERNMENT TAX OF FIVE PER CENT MUST BE ADDED TO THESE PRICES 
d*i\,k?„YVc,uailr"P'"c S0,d plate, rose gold, 
S1.00 ” h' r°'Ser Parts polis!,ed- Price, 
A complete list of musical iewclru sent „„ 
an Bound) . 
Anecdotes of Great Musici, 
In Praise of ^Music—Gates.. 
Musical K 
Piano Playing with Piano Questions 
Answered—Hofmann . 
A wealth of pianistii inform.,n 
Old Fogy, His Musical Opinions and 
Grotesques //,,„./.,r  
Observations of s Musician, The Art 
Melodious- -Lombard . 
How to Understand Music Maihn, 
2 volumes, each  
The Masters and Their Music 
Music; Its idoais anil Methods 
Malhrirs . 
Music and Culture -1/,, - 
Musical Essays In Art. Culture ami 
Education, cloth ami IKir : 
Descriptivo Analyses of Plano Works 
known piano i omposiiiuns. 
Stories of Standard Teaching Piece* 
Secrets of the Success of Great 
llclans—Piranl . i 
scries of Inspirational life analy 
Musical Sketchos -pall.,, . j 
Musicai Dictionary and Pronouncing 
Guide— llnIman . 
The^Embellishments of Music l:, 
The^ Pedais of the Pianoforte 
How to Teach,' How to Study - 
Life Stories of Great Composer 
—Sir ml field . j 
CImts With Music 8tudent» l 
The Education of the Muslo Touchcr 
" 
Indian Music Lecturi—'rrm/ir Vp i ', ' Art Round) . ' 
nvrZm LT,™0* *ov.t0 , 
Fiction-Musical Novels 
The First Violin—Fmhrroill 
Suitapble for Gifts to the Child Music Student 
-.worn iota Muslcal- 
*£***■ for Young Peopie- 
Too in 9 volumes, hoxerl 
vvfii-wrmen Own Book ( Child’s 
fvtfe 
ach Biography .... 
nmlJ;^Tooktte chiM p™* 
It Studies in Music Biography- 
‘ietu Fa’ks 
Composers- . 
Collections for Little Pion- f 
„ --*1 Children—Tanner Tannic °f 
for Tiny Tots— 
’ treemcaM R“ymes front A „ _ 
Childrens' Songs and Gam., 
Kay Songs—i;V,„ ,V„/ / ' 
J."™1* T<>ne Stories lln,,,. - 
S the Past 
for Chi:dtood Times 
M«8;X Thou*hts’ for' Little Tots-: 
pTanlfe-i Tune8 tfVtio 
Plea^t Pastimes for'Young'Pay! 
imAhy”es. with New funes - 
Musical Picture Book '',',!. 
J?®} Poems—//??/,. . 
Tone ,8k®tOhos—Aoptrj. 
Rone ie3 f0r B°y« »nd oirlil '- 
llrtSS £ HoSi^nd''. 
rapass 
Fab!es Set to Music— " — aEauiamg v ® i 
A Complete Descriptive Circular of the wh, a --- 
THE ETUDE 
NOVEMBER 1923 
THE ETUDE Page 7J,0 NOVEMBER IMS 
D. Appleton and Company Present the Universally Popular Piano Collection 
Piano Pieces the Whole World Plays 
r~w~wyn /"'IT 4 CCTPTPn T\Tni?Y 
To Canadian “ Etude ” Readers 
We have recently issued a special 
edition of this book for sale in 
Canada. Price $1.50. Write for 
free descriptive circular giving 
complete contents. 
THE COMPLETE CLASSIFIED INDEX 
Confidence 
Fifth Voct 
.IIL’MMEI. 
IENUELSSOHN 
.LISZT 
.LEVBACH 
..BEETHOVEN 
.GOSSEC 
.GRIEG 
. .TSCHAIKOYVSKI 
.SAINTSAKNS 
.( U A M 1 N.\ I) I' 
r. No. / ...DVORAK 
!o. a BRAHMS 
.RUBINSTEIN 
The... .I.ABITZKY 
irs.SI’INDLER 
. CABRIELMARIF. 
.WAHLS 
.HAUSER 
.GANNE 
.LANGE 
.BOHM 
Classic Piano Pieces 
(,/wv Rondo .HAYDN 
Ion Sana .HENSELT 
Minute /Valle .CHOPIN 
Moment Musical .SCHUBERT 
Nocturne Or 9 No. 2 CHOPIN 
delude in .BACH 
Modern Piano Pieces 
Menuet a I,’Antique.. .PADEREWSKI 
Polish Dance Op. 2, No. 1. 
SCHARWENKA 
.SCHUBERT 
..MENDELSSOHN 
d Romanes. .SCHUMANN 
Ponpie 
Of. i 
' RACHMANINOFF 
Salut d’Amour .ELGAR 
Light Piano Pieces 
Jntermesso Russc.FRANKF. 
Loin du Bat GILLET 
I.onqing for Home .Il’NGMANN 
Lore’s Dream After the Ball. 
CZIBULKA 
Paloma, La .VRADIER 
Secret. Le .GAUTIER 
Serenade .TI L 
Operatic Piano Pieces 
Evening Star (.Tamilianserf. .WAGNER 
Lavotte (Mignon) .THOMAS (,rand March (Norma) .BELLINI 
Minuet (Don Juan) .MOZART 
Miserere (II Trovatore) .VERDI 
...M1CHAELIS 
.MARGI s 
...RICHARDs 
.BI.AKI 
My Heart at Tliy Street t’oice (Sam 
sou and Delilah) _SAINT SAEN s Hi~~irntn ( Vv/f.1,11 I k ir I T it i. s Tocelyn) .GODARD 
he Hours (La Gioconda), 
PONCHIELLI 
For sale at all Modern Music Shops throughout the United States 
Send for complete free catalogue of the “Whole World” Music Series 
(We do not send this catalogue into Canada) 
....DELIBES 
.VERDI 
.DONIZE1T1 
....GOUNOD 
D. APPLETON AND COMPANY 35 WEST 32nd STREET NEW YORK CITY 
™ELXITAL PURPOSE OF TEACHING MUSIC 
IS TO INSTIL A LOVE FOR GOOD MUSIC 
HERE ARE THREE VOLUMES OF GOOD PIANO MUSIC 
TOYtC ^ siuite for piano soI° by MILDRED WESTON - 
andT" andT^e^Funny^ittle^Clown^ H°P\A Do11- A Bowlegged 
“ beC°meS a ^ W th learfng 
works be called “Humoresque’-here they are termed “Fun.”8 J ’ A Bunny that Hops’ ln *e Bowlegged Bear wouWb larger 
TOYS, by Mildred Weston, with cover in colors. Price, 7SC. 
LITchi5E£yMildred Weston 
feiSSKLTJrSHr There are four numbers in this little Suite for the Piano, Little Red RkW tt child's interest. y exPressive 
UTTLE REDRWtSC HOOD h, 
ss»m:aa.=^«>• «. ^ 
LsttU Red Riding Hood by Mildred Weston repre\1nt7uUncU^uslf. 
For those desiring to know what the Great^Pian^^ now^oun^^AmeHa^^e* ^ ^ Se?SOn 
interest,ng new book- unng Amerlca are Paying, we make the extraordinary 
. , AN album of program pieces 
This unusual collection has been compiled If those coZTofitionTwZchare Hit'be^diPfT* BaUer‘ 
_ beyond the technical ability of the 
announcement of a most 
..._.“ottn avefage 
Published by THE JOHN CHURCH rniWDAMv 
Cincinnati-109.111 W. 4th St. New York-318-32^W 46th St C0MPANY 
-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00 
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Thanksgiving 
We give thanks for the great blessings which all of the 
musical folk of America enjoy at this time. Our thanks seem 
to mean more to us when we contemplate the disasters, earth¬ 
quakes and tidal wave tragedies with which so many parts of 
the world have been visited during the last ten terrible years. 
May we be spared and may we deserve to prosper through our 
efforts to help others! 
In Germany we know that the conditions of musicians 
have been next to unthinkable. One musician in Germany 
writes us, “The devil is born here. Starvation, life-size, stalks 
everywhere.” Another writes that he walked the streets for 
days begging hospitals to take in his wife for an operation for 
appendicitis. The hospital free wards were full and the only 
thing he could do was to await her death. The operation 
would cost 20,000,000 marks, and his savings were only a few 
thousand. Finally he received four dollars from America. 
Four dollars was just 20,000,000 marks and his wife’s life was 
saved. Hundreds of similar stories of deprivation have been 
coming to us—stories of musicians of real fame gradually 
selling off their furniture until they were left with a bed and 
a chair. We have forgotten that these art workers were born 
natives of the land that a few years ago was our enemy and we 
have remembered the heritage of Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, 
Bach, Schubert, Weber, Schumann, Brahms, Wagner, who will 
give joy to millions for centuries. We have helped and our 
good friends have helped the suffering abroad, which is grow¬ 
ing greater every day. It is futile to give thanks when we 
have failed to give blessings to others, when it has been within 
our power to give. 
The Etude will forward to musicians in need in Germany, 
Austria and Russia any free-will offerings which may come to 
us for this purpose. Letters should be addressed Master 
Musicians’ Relief Fund. We will then request the individual 
receiving the money to respond personally to the one sending 
it so that our readers may know of the good that their gift 5s 
doing. We have dozens of cases on record furnished to us by 
experienced investigators in several fields so that there is no 
possibility of money being wasted. These European teachers 
are helpless—few pupils if any, no concert opportunities, and 
prices of living necessities going up mountain high over night. 
An American dollar may save the life of another Schubert 
if it reaches him at the right moment. 
What better way is there to give thanks than to pass on 
a little part of our very great blessing to others. 
Old Favorites 
Are we becoming a nation of old favorites? England is 
sometimes ridiculed for the tenacity with which she clings to 
artists long past their prime, who sing or play in a manner 
pathetically inferior to that which marked their heyday. 
To us there is something truly beautiful in the loving atti¬ 
tude with which Londoners rally to the concerts of old-timers. 
It. is a very fine tribute to their art of other days, a keen desire 
to meet again over the footlights some one who has given 
delight in years gone by. Now the talking machine preserves 
records of bygone triumphs which sometimes make comparisons 
odious. Yet we notice more and more in America that the 
younger generation lias a great curiosity to sec those heroes of 
the concert hall and the opera who have had a part in making 
American history in music. 
The genius, the knowledge, the art remains; and that far 
outbalances a few cracked notes here and there. Let us stick 
by our old favorites and show that the Anglo-Saxon traditions 
which mold our country are worth while in this particular. 
Palaver and Pedagogy Most; of us have heard the old story of the man who criti¬ 
cised the fishmonger’s sign—“Fresh Fish sold here to-day.” 
Ho was able to convince the wight that nothing at all was 
necessary. Of course the fish were fresh—no dealer would 
attempt to sell stale fish; of course he was selling them to-day, 
otherwise he would not have his shop open; of course he was 
selling fish, anybody who knew what a fish is could see that. 
Therefore why waste words about it. 
While advertisers know the value of a sign, it is never¬ 
theless a fact that we are all great wasters of words in trying 
to make certain perfectly obvious things clear. 
We often think that this is peculiarly true of music 
teachers. They sometimes wear the little pupil out with long 
strings of perfectly useless words. Children are usually far 
smarter than adults give them credit for being. The child is 
bored with words; when he often grasps the point far in 
advance of the completion of the teacher’s explanation. Look 
for the glance of understanding in the child’s eye. Hand the 
truths out, shorn of verbal foliage. Get it to him as quickly 
as possible. Then, by cleverly devised questions, convince 
yourself of the degree of his knowledge. 
The Unfailing Secret of Success 
An unusually prosperous music teacher of New York City, 
an elderly Jewish gentleman, whose large classes of pupils 
regard him witli affectionate admiration, was asked to give his 
rule whereby he had acquired such great success. He smiled 
and replied:— 
“Rules for success? Every man must make his own. One 
man will seem to acquire success by making himself a slave to 
his business, hardly ever leaving his work for a moment during 
his lifetime. Another will acquire even a greater fortune and 
conduct a larger business, although lie spends a generous 
portion of his time on the golf course or cruising around the 
world on- his yacht. How can you explain it? Is the second 
man inferior to the first?, Hardly. He probably has greater 
faith in the capacity of others and has a way of impressing his 
policy upon others so that when he is away from the grind¬ 
stone lie knows that it is turning just as regularly and 
smoothly as though he were stopping it every few minutes to 
see whether it was working right. 
“What is success anyhow? Certainly not the mere 
acquisition of money. Otherwise the Rothschild, the 
Rockefeller or the Vanderbilt would be a success before he was 
born. Such an idea is absurd. Success is the mode of life 
whereby one can give the greatest joy and profit to others 
and to one’s self. This does not mean money profit alone. 
Ninety per cent of the millionaires are miserable, desolate, 
friendless failures, largely because they are unwilling to share 
their easily obtainable life happiness with others, because they 
are slaves to a policy of keeping most of the good times to 
themselves. In music the artist or the teacher is successful in 
proportion to what he gives to the world and not in proportion 
to what he earns. If lie works right, saves right, and thinks 
right, fame and riches should come to him. There is no gen¬ 
eral rule for success; but this may come very near to it: 
Success is the Result of the Requisite Application to 
Work, Wise Judgment in Steering One’s Life Course, 
Saving without Miserliness, the Conservation of One’s 
Health, Belief in One’s Fellowman, Honesty always, 
all so Intensely Focused upon One’s God-given Talents 
that They may be Developed to their Limits for the 
Greatest Joy and Profit of Others and One’s Self. 
“Of course fate and opportunity play a major role. It is 
stupid to deny this. Some are born with far greater capacity 
and talent than others. However, as a rule the average 
individual does not develop much more than fifty or sixty 
per cent of his God-given talents. He thinks he does; but he 
doesn’t. Opportunity, Fate and Luck usually wait in the trail 
of those who follow the general recipe for success that I have 
given.”  
Missing Half the Fun 
Those who have never played any instrument or taken up 
the study of singing seriously can scarcely be expected to 
realize that the greatest joy in music comes from re-creating it 
yourself. 
Possibly The Etude in the past has laid too much stress 
upon the great educational significance of music. We believe in 
this most thoroughly; yet at the same time we have had such a 
wonderful amount of real sport from music that we are wonder¬ 
ing whether this aspect of the art has been stressed enough in 
our pages. 
There is as much sport in playing a Mendelssohn Scherzo, 
Rubinstein’s Staccato Etude, Debussy’s Arabesques or Chopin’s 
E Minor Posthumous Valse as there is in the liveliest possible 
game of tennis. The delight of possessing the skill to master 
such compositions, the very fun of feeling one’s fingers dance 
over the keys is exhilarating and refreshing. 
. Probably much of our playing would be a great deal 
better if we had more fun with it. Knowing h,ow to play, 
being able to play, and playing for fun, puts a person in a 
wholly different class than the individual who is forced to take 
all his musical enjoyment second-hand from others or from 
talking and playing machines. 
We believe most emphatically in the musical records for 
those who cannot play or cannot sing effectively. They get 
huge joy and profit from the machines without any doubt. 
Moreover the phonograph and the player-piano are coming to 
be used “’‘everywhere” by teachers as models. Models are vitally 
necessary. The painter would be helpless without them. 
Musicians ought to realize more and more how valuable these 
recordings are, if only used as models. 
Yet, honestly, those who cannot play or sing miss half the 
fun, even in listening to music made by others and through 
records. - 
Accuracy and Music Orders 
“Please give me Pussy-Catty by von Lieb,” demanded the 
sweet young music teacher of the music clerk. Of course she 
meant Pizzicati by Delibes; and the music clerk had had so 
many similar blunders in ordering that be “caught on” at once. 
In the big music store such requests as Mater’s “Inflamation” 
(Inflavimatus from the “Stabat Mater,”) “Meditation by 
Doris” (Meditation from “Thais,”) or such a one as came to 
Lt. J. P. Sousa, some time ago, “The Ice Cold Cadets March” 
(High School Cadets), are not at all unusual. 
Music teacher's are often most inaccurate when sending 
in orders, especially orders by mail. Accuracy is a habit. The 
champions in all sports are first of all accurate. Tilden, the 
tennis king, whose shots over the net are marvels of accuracy, 
is simply the ordinary tennis player with the accuracy habit 
raised to the high'est degree. 
It is hard to be accurate in one thing without having the 
accuracy habit which makes one accurate in all things. 
Accuracy in music is one of the most important factors in the 
study of the art. It means that you must be “accurate-minded,” 
that you must remold your whole life tow'ard accuracy in all 
things. See straight, think straight, do straight. It’s easy if 
you strive for it. 
What Christmas gift has a more enduring value than 
music or the things belonging to music. A piano that is used 
every day for ten years, a violin that is used every day for a 
quarter of century, a piece that is played month after month, 
a book that may re-make a whole career. Surely such 
Christmas presents are worth far more than those which wear 
out in a single season. 
Music Lessons and the Family Budget 
There is nothing that cuts quite so deeply into the sen¬ 
sibilities of the father of a family as the feelmg that perhaps 
those around him are not as sympathetic as they should be 
toward Iris efforts to maintain necessary economy. Every 
natural father wants his family to have everything he can 
afford to earn for them. That is the main incentive for Ins 
labors. When the son or the daughter or the wife indicates 
even very slightly that father is just a little mean when lie 
has put his foot down on the outlay of money in excess of 
what he deems it prudent to spend, father may not say any¬ 
thing about it, but he is hurt nevertheless. 
Education is one of the serious items in the family budget. 
It is as important as clothes and like clothes it may be bought 
so cheap that it is worthless. It is often quite as costly to 
hire a cheap music teacher as it is to hire a cheap doctor. 
Music education should be regarded as an investment. The 
man who proposes to buy a house does not depend upon some 
sudden windfall or stroke of business luck to enable him to do 
so. He saves systematically for the investment. Why should 
not education be regarded in the same light. Nothing pays 
as big dividends as education. The future of the child depends 
upon that more than upon any tiling else. Money put 
into education is money saved, not money spent, and it should 
be regarded in no other light. 
It is wrong to nag a parent for music lessons at exorbitant 
prices; and it is wrong for the parent to neglect to provide 
for the educational obligations of his children that lie knows 
are sure to come. Meet father half way on the music lesson 
proposition. Let him know that it is- a mistake to secure too 
cheap a teacher; but realize that it is unjust to father to burden 
him with an expense far beyond his income. 
The Artists’ Tools 
The good mechanic keeps his tools in the finest possible 
shape. In fact it is the habit of many to judge an artisan’s 
feelings by the way in which he sharpens and polishes the 
implements of his trade. 
The instrumentalist’s tools are his hands. They demand 
and deserve the finest care and attention. 
If you were Paderewski, Kreisler or Casals, you would 
think nothing of paying huge insurance premiums upon your 
hands, so that in case of injury you would not be without tools. 
Your hands are just as important to you, proportionately, 
as are those of the greatest virtuoso living. We are willing 
to wager that you never realize it until some thought like this 
jolts you. 
We used to laugh at pianists when they massaged then- 
hands with various creams and lotions. We don’t any more. 
We know now that they were merely taking the care of their 
hands which their bread winning tools deserved. 
The better the condition of your hands the freer will be 
the translation of your thought through- the instrument you 
play. 
Fakir :—The music teacher who accepts a pupil for whom 
he is convinced there is no possible musical future. 
My kingdom for the grand opera singer who knows how 
to forget that “the applause was tremendous.” 
A pupil in the studio is worth two in prospect. 
Good cheer and good music are synonymous. 
Georges Enesco, one of the foremost living symphonic 
composers, says, “In New York you enjoy more symphony 
orchestras to the square mile than in all European countries 
put together.” The number and quality of orchestras, large 
and small, in America is nothing short of amazing to European 
visitors. 
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Adults and Piano Study 
Problems of the Student Who Seeks to Develop His Playing When Past the Age of Twenty 
An Interview with the Distinguished Pianist, Teacher and Composer 
ERNEST HUTCHESON 
rEditor's Note.—Possessed of one of the most brilliant 
and rational minds in the field of pianistic art, Mr. Ernest 
Hutcheson in his pianistic career develops year by year in 
a manner which has commanded the permanent admira¬ 
tion of world music critics as well as the popular applause 
of the musical public attending his concerts. He was born 
at Melbourne, Australia, July 20, 1871. His talents were 
recognized so early that he was classed as a “wonder” 
chUd. His first teacher of note was Max Vogrich. At the 
age of five he made an extended tour of Australia. His 
talent was so pronounced that he was taken to the Leipzig 
Conservatory where he became a pupil of Reinecke and 
others, graduating in 1890. He was then sent to the noted 
Liszt pupil, Stavenhagen, in Weimar. During the follow¬ 
ing ten years he devoted most of his time h teaching ami 
practice, making his first mature tour in 1900, when he 
played with notable success in Germany, England and Rus¬ 
sia. In 1907 he came to America, playing occasionally 
with success but studying by himself continually and doing 
much teaching. For a time he was head of the piano de¬ 
partment of the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore. In 
1912 he returned to Europe, meeting with enormous suc¬ 
cess at all his public performances. Returning to America 
in 1915 he played at a single concert in New York, the 
Liszt E-Flat Concerto, the Tschaikowsky B-Flat Minor 
Concerto and the MncDowell D Minor Concerto: a masto- 
donic feat which naturally created a sensation. This season 
Mr. Hutcheson is playing a series of programs at Aeolian 
" " xr —"-g each program - 
Schun 
o the work of the great 
in, Chopin, Liszt.] 
Can Adults Progress? 
Is there a time when progress is hopeless? This 
question is a very “live” one to the many students of 
mature years who find progress discouragingly slow, to 
many teachers who in the stress of work have been 
obliged to neglect their playing until it seems to have 
gone beyond recall. 
Obviously, in considering the question, technical 
capacity offers the most critical point, for undoubtedly 
this is most easily developed in childhood or youth, 
most hampered by a late start, most quickly 
impaired by lack of practice. Yet even here no 
one need despair. 
The scientist will probably tell you that our 
physical powers normally increase up to the age 
of thirty, then remain constant for about fifteen 
years, and gradually wane after the age of forty- 
five. The average is less favorable in certain 
pursuits; for example, prize-fighting. In piano 
playing, on the other hand, it is more favorable. 
Saint-Saens, at the very advanced age of eighty, 
still possessed phenomenal speed, accuracy and 
flexibility. Many of the best pianists living have 
perceptibly bettered their technic after the age 
of forty. Has the musical world noticed any 
recent deterioration in Hofmann, Bauer, Lhe- 
vinne and others ? Quite the reverse; they have 
improved steadily, even on the mechanical side. 
It is true that certain great geniuses; after 
reaching maturity, become noticeably careless of 
small details. They are so occupied with the 
spirit that to some extent they lose interest in 
the letter. Rubinstein was a notable case in 
point. When this happens, the public rarely fails 
to discern the truth; it, too, willingly sets the 
spirit above the letter, and finds compensation 
for the smaller loss in the greater gain. It is 
true, too, that the preservation of high technical 
ability depends largely on the solidity of the 
foundation. Saint-Saens had behind him the 
painstaking finish of the French training; Lhe- 
vinne went through the long and severe disci¬ 
pline of the Russian schools; and similarly did 
others. 
Given a good foundation, then, there is no 
reasonable limit or period to technical accom¬ 
plishment. Further, a well-grounded technic is 
often recovered without undue difficulty, after 
long neglect. I know .several fine young pianists 
who served in the war, perforce giving up their 
playing entirely for a year or two. Released, 
they reached their old proficiency in a few weeks. 
During this season we have witnessed the triumphal 
return of Paderewski to the concert platform after no 
less than five years of pianistic inactivity. 
Mental Control 
Such things are possible because all technic is essen¬ 
tially mental. The mind controls the body, and the 
mind must remain in control of the playing mechanism 
if that mechanism is to function adequately. If Hof¬ 
mann is a greater interpreter of music than you are, 
you know quite well that it is because he has a better 
musical mind. Perhaps, however, you think that his 
superiority in speed and lucidity is due to some inher¬ 
ent difference of hand and finger? Not a bit of it! 
He excels you in speed and lucidity of mind, and his 
mind directs his fingers, just as your mind directs your 
fingers, and with exactly proportionate results. It is 
not by exercising his fingers on the keys, but by exercis¬ 
ing his mind on his fingers, that he has attained his 
perfection of technic. 
Correcting a Faulty Foundation 
What may be said, however, of the player who has 
reached adult years without having secured a good foun¬ 
dation ? What hope may be held out in this case ? 
While it is true that a virtuoso technic is only pos¬ 
sible if a solid foundation is laid in early years, a good 
action is never impossible to acquire. A good action is 
the proper basis of technic; without it limitations and 
difficulties will always be felt; with it you can build 
indefinitely, according to your diligence, mental equip¬ 
ment, and the time you spend on it. With a good action, 
you can always get all the technic you can use. Few 
persons need or could use a virtuoso technic, and no 
one should lament an inability to play the whole piano 
literature. The-number of works within the capacity 
of a good, not extraordinary mechanism, is practically 
inexhaustible. 
Now, the technical troubles of most players are readily 
traced to some elementary fault of action—a heavy arm, 
a stiff wrist, a bad hand-position, or poor finger-training, 
These are all very simple things, and the fault may be 
corrected at any time or any age, because it is purely 
a matter of habit. 
Habit 
A whole sermon might be preached on habit. The 
student is apt to believe that fixed old habits are al¬ 
most impossible to overcome. I should do them a very 
great service if I could thoroughly disabuse their minds 
of this nonsense; for nonsense it is. If you go about 
it properly, that is, with a determined spirit and a ration¬ 
al mind, you can establish any new habit in about three 
days. Not permanently, but well enough for your 
purpose. Please consider these points: 
1. Do a thing a hundred times per day, fifty times 
one way and fifty times another way, and you will not 
establish a habit. 
2. Do a thing ten times a day, eight times one way and 
twice another way, and you will establish a likelihood but 
not a habit. 
3. Do a thing five times per day, always the same way, 
and you will very quickly establish a habit. 
It does not matter a particle how old or fixed a habit 
is, ignore it, think only of the new habit, and you can¬ 
not help succeeding. The power of habit is indeed 
strong; but the power of the new habit is as strong as 
the power of the old. We are not creatures (things 
created) of habits; we create them. To resign ourselves 
weakly to old habits, then, is sheer lack of character. 
Mental Conditions Again! 
Behind faults of action such as have been mentioned 
above, there usually lies a hindering mental con¬ 
dition. Often it is a false belief in the difficulty 
of the thing to be done, bringing about a tense 
approach to the task and some form of stiffness. 
This is the wrong kind of concentration. Or it 
may be a limp want of directed effort, resulting 
in some form of unclearness—the wrong kind’of 
relaxation. This brings us back to mental con¬ 
trol, and I insist again that you cannot progress 
unless you use your mind. In fact, it might well 
be argued that the adult, in general, learns less 
quickly than the child because his mind has been 
allowed to become comparatively inactive—not 
because he is older. 
Still, do not be discouraged if, as you con¬ 
tinue your work, progress seems increasingly 
slow. Of course it does! When you know little, 
you can add enormously to your knowledge with 
very small effort. Knowing much, it is harder 
to add. As Oliver Wendell Holmes says, you 
can pour out nine-tenths of a jar of honey in a 
minute, but you can hold the jar upside down 
for a long time before you get rid of the other 
tenth. 
Memory 
Outside of technic, the most serious problem 
in relation to adult progress is that of memory. 
But again, if your mind is functioning properly, 
there should be no great difficulty. The memory, 
normally used, is singularly reliable. Scientists 
assert that our subconscious memory is infal¬ 
lible, that it always remembers everything. I am 
not writing a scientific treatise, so I content my¬ 
self with pointing out that normally the mem¬ 
ory only fails in extreme old age, and even then 
what I may call the “professional” memory is 
often retained. I knew a celebrated preacher 
who in his last years sometimes forgot the 
persons and names of his own family, but 
was absolutely dependable in the pulpit for a 
coherent sermon. 
Slips of memory are almost always due to interfer¬ 
ence of the conscious mind. Play in fear of forgetting, 
and your chances of forgetting are immensely increased. 
Begin to worry about what comes next, and it goes from 
you. Set your mind on any process of memory, and the 
result will probably be disastrous. Every effort to re¬ 
member defeats its purpose. Therefore trust your sub¬ 
conscious memory, which is perfect. Cultivate confidence 
in it. And when slips of finger or memory do occur, 
take them calmly, for the mind will inevitably return 
immediately to the beaten track unless you hinder it by 
anxiety. It does not much matter how you go to work to 
suggest this confidence to yourself. You may pin your 
faith to Christian Science, Coue, Troward, common 
sense, or anything you please. If you do not know your 
piece, learn it. If you do know it, believe in it. It is no 
harder to believe that you will not forget than it is to 
believe that you uill; and it is infinitely more profitable. 
The Value of Added Years 
The rest is plain sailing. There is no conceivable 
barrier to unlimited progress, at any age, in the purely 
artistic qualities of playing. Added maturity, wisdom, 
aesthetic sense and experience, all tend to widen the 
scope of interpretation. Year after year, the value of a 
personality should augment in every way, and eyiecially 
in its chosen field of expression. The pianist W10 fails 
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to progress has become a stagnant personality. Arrested 
development is unnecessary, unnatural and immoral. 
The lesson of the parable of the talents is as vital to¬ 
day as when it was first spoken. 
Stretching Exercises 
By Edward Glockling 
Anything that will help to develop the flexibility of 
the hand, and especially if it will facilitate the spreading 
of the fingers, is always welcome to the wide-awake 
student. The following is of unusual interest because it 
is built on a motive that is easily comprehended by one 
scarcely more than a beginner, yet contains the changes 
of tonality that keep one on the alert and prevent tedious¬ 
ness. While favoring the spread of the fingers, it also is 
valuable for developing legato by the weak fingers. 
Ex.l h s 
L.H 
Each of these chords is major; or you might think of 
them as the Tonic chords of the keys of C, D, E, F, G, 
A, B and C, Ascend and descend-without- stopping and 
with the legato touch. 
For variety, this study may be practiced also with all 
the chords in their Minor form. While playing them, 
hold the tips of the second finger and thumb lightly to- 
Word Pastel Portraits of Chopin 
If you would know what Chopin really resembled, we 
must add to the existing portraits such verbigraphs as 
those penned by his best friends, Franz Liszt and George 
Sand. 
Liszt says: 
“His blue eyes were more spiritual than dreamy; his 
bland smile never writhed into bitterness. The trans¬ 
parent delicacy of his complexion pleased the eye; his 
fair hair was soft and silky; his nose, slightly aquiline; 
his bearing so distinguished and his manners stamped 
the tones of his voice veiled, often stifled. His stature 
was low, his limbs were slight.” 
George Sand says: 
“Gentle, sensitive and very lovely, he united the charm 
of adolescence with the suavity of more mature age. 
Through the want of muscular development he retained 
a peculiar beauty, an exceptional physiognomy which, if 
we may venture so to speak, belonged to neither sex or 
age. It was more like the ideal creations with which 
the poetry of the Middle Ages adorned the Christian 
temples. The delicacy of his constitution rendered him 
interesting in the eyes of women. The full, yet graceful 
cultivation of his mind, the sweet and captivating orig¬ 
inality of his conversation, gained for him the attention 
of the most enlightened men; while those less highly 
cultivated liked him for the exquisite courtesy of his 
manners. 
Chopin’s Tempo Rubato 
In his book, “Great Piano Virtuosos" (G. Schirmer), 
a former pupil of Chopin, named von Lenz, tells us some! 
thing of Chopin’s playing which is of interest to all 
music lovers. ‘That which particularly characterized 
Chopin s playing,” he says, “was his rubato, whereby 
the rhythm and time through the whole remained ac¬ 
curate. The left hand,’ I often heard him say, ‘is the 
conductor, it must not waver or lose ground; it may 
take just so long to perform the whole, but in the de¬ 
tails deviations may occur.’ 
“But. I heard Chopin’s rubato better defined by Liszt, 
at Weimar. 1871—as I heard from his distinguished 
pupil, the capital Russian pianist, Neilissow. ‘Do vou 
see those trees .’Liszt said to Neilissow; ‘the wind plavs 
. *. vl? wave*, life unfolds and develops between them; but the trees remain the same—that is the Chopin rubato- 
“In the fluctuation of the tempo, in this ‘Hangen liml 
Bangen ; in the rubato of his conception. Chopin was 
ravishing. Every note stood on the highest degree of 
I? n0biest sen,se ,°.f, tbat term- When he em¬ bellished—which he rarely did—it was always a species 
of miracle of good taste.” 
Helpful Hints to Disheartened Students 
By Leslie Fairchild 
The following bits of advice have been culled from 
experience both in studying and teaching; and the student 
who applies them will be well repaid for the effort. 
Do not make the mistake of changing teachers too 
often. Much valuable time as well as money is lost in 
this way. Choose a teacher whom you know has had 
excellent training and results from teaching. Stay with 
this chosen teacher as long as you feel you arc advancing. 
Do not make the mistake of going out of town to an 
artist teacher before you have exhausted the knowledge 
of the best teachers in your own town. Unless you are 
thoroughly prepared you will not gain the points that 
the artist has to offer and you'will find it quite expensive. 
Most artists teach music—not technic. 
Never exhaust your teacher’s patience by having to be 
repeatedly told the same thing over at each lesson. 
This repetition makes your lesson just that much more 
expensive. A little concentration will break this habit. 
Make Notes of Useful Points 
Form the habit of making notes during the week of 
various questions you would like to ask your teacher. 
Try it a few times and see how much more your teacher 
wil become interested in your work and how much more 
you will gain and grow in knowledge. 
Read the opinions of authoritative people in the current 
musical magazines; they will be of great help in broaden¬ 
ing your views. Remember that music is advancing the 
same as other arts and one must keep abreast with the 
times by reading. 
Keep a scrap hook where you can paste many valuable 
clippings from “The Etude.” In this way you will 
acquire a volume of information that will help your indi¬ 
vidual needs. 
Attend as many concerts as you can; they are a neces¬ 
sary part of your musical education. Do not think of 
this as only a form of amusement. Consider the inspir¬ 
ational and educational side as well. Pupils who live far 
from the concert centers and who are unable to reach 
them, can learn a great deal by listening to the record¬ 
ings of the great artists on the phonographs and repro¬ 
ducing pianos. 
Plan your practice periods as carefully as you would 
your investments. You have only a certain amount of 
time; so make it pay you compound interest in knowledge. 
Remember that an extra hour practiced to-day will not 
repay you for the hour you lost yesterday. 
Try to be a little thoughtful of others when practicing. 
Arrange to have the same time every day. The people 
in the same house with you or the neighbors next door 
will be accustomed to hearing you playing at these hours 
and will not mind quite so much as if you practiced any 
old time of the day or night. 
In practicing, start on the most difficult part of your 
lesson while your mind is clear and your ear is more acute. 
You will not need quite so much energy to do the parts 
that are not so difficult. 
Don’t Avoid Simple Exercises 
Make sure that you are thoroughly grounded in the 
very fundamentals of piano playing, if you expect to 
rise above the mediocre. These principles will not be 
learned very easily from a Chopin Etude or Liszt Rhap¬ 
sody; so do not be too proud to go back to simple 
exercises like the trill study you had in first lessons. 
Complicated exercises lead away from clear thinking. 
One is so carried away with the melody, let alone the 
ability to play the correct notes, that the simple prin¬ 
ciples which are of so much importance, arc entirely 
lost from sight. 
Memorize as you go along. Every repetition should 
strengthen the memory. Never think you are too 
advanced to take each hand alone, at a very slow tempo. 
Above all, do not fail to count aloud; this will entirely ' 
eliminate any hazy idea about the correct rhythm. 
Do not listen to anyone who tells you that the metro¬ 
nome will be a detriment to your playing. (See article 
in the September, 1922 issue of “The Etude” upon a 
“Tireless and Faithful Musical Servant.”) 
Take a monthly inventory of your technic and pieces—- ■ 
find your weakness, and then set about to overcome it. 
Do not be over anxious with yourself or discouraged 
if you do not cover a great amount of ground in a short 
time. Remember that after all it is quality, not quantity, 1 
that you want in your playing. Music comes through 
slow growth and one must be patient and painstaking. 
Technic and Gray Matter 
Much of the drudgery of repetition in our practicing 
could be eliminated if only we could cultivate the habit * 
of exercising our gray matter in just proportion as we 
do our fingers. • I 
How many study a piece mentally before attempting it j 
on on the piano? If such a course were pursued, the 
ears of many would he spared and our progress in 
mastering the many difficulties would be greatly facili- J 
tated. If we can think a passage correctly, we can play ' 
it correctly. As one great artist has said of piano play- 
mg, it ^requires “One quarter fingers and three quarters j 
If it is your intention to become a teacher, you should .1 
study with that idea in view. Remember that teachers , 
do not just happen, but require special training in order to 
impart to others their store of knowledge. The ability to 
play a repertoire of pieces is only one of the requisites 
of a competent teacher. 
If you have talent, you will have to be constantly on 
your guard against laziness. So many .talented pupils 
are apt to rely too much on their natural ability and 
neglect the real grind that is required to build a fine 
hand and develop a brilliant technic. 
Never say “die” in your music studies. It is often 
necessary to practice against your will. Try to take a 
keen delight in mastering the many difficulties that arise 
m your daily work. 
By Their Names Ye Should Know Them 
By Jesse McMaster 
Many teachers would be surprised to learn that they 
have pupils who do not know the names of the studies 
and pieces in their last lesson; who are unable to tell 
from what book these pieces and studies were selected, 
and, worse yet, their composers. 
Recently a friend played Schumann’s Traumerei and 
then remarked: “That is a pretty ‘thing,’ isn’t it? I had 
it in my lesson some time ago but I never could pro¬ 
nounce its name properly.” 
Another example: After hearing Grieg’s Norwegian 
Bndal Procession at a recital, this same friend consulted 
her program and then remarked: “I knew it was some 
thing about a bride; I had that ‘thing’ for my lesson 
several weeks ago. ’ Imagine the works of the masters 
being known as “things”! 
Remarks like these raised the question as to whether 
all students are so careless. A survey of friends caused 
no little surprise. Some did not know even a selection 
for their next lesson, by name. Some knew a name but 
no composer. Only three could spell correctly the names 
ot the pieces and their composers. Four knew the names 
o tieir lesson books. I had interviewed eleven pupils, 
of whom not more than three studied with any one 
eacter. All these were under well-known local 
instructors. 
Is this lack of knowledge the result of an assumption 
on the part of the teacher that the pupil remembers the 
name of the piece, the book or study when told what to 
purchase for the lessons? If so, would not the taking 
of several minutes of the lesson period to correctly learn 
these important things be time well spent? 
Another step in the advancement of music would be 
to tram the pupil, when called upon to play for “com 
pany,” t° announce carefully the name of the selection 
and of its composer. A good piece, well played is 
aid° in T 7 *° 6 T r ‘° the hcarts of the hearers and, in a few days, to their collection of music. 
In order to have a mass of fine music constantly pro¬ 
duced w must have a fine civilisation and a common 
faith ai'vi enthusiasm for life. 
^ — W. J. Turner. 
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How Masterpieces Are Made 
By EDWIN HALL PIERCE 
Distinctive Methods Used by the Great Masters 
There are still in existence a number of Beethoven’s 
musical sketch-books, in which he was accustomed to jot 
down musical ideas as they occurred to him, and which 
throw a most interesting light on his method of work. 
Many of the most admired themes of his great works 
appear first in the sketch-books, in homely and unattrac¬ 
tive form; again they may appear in an improved form, 
sometimes marked “better,” and this may occur several 
times; yet after all, when the theme actually gets to be 
used in the composition for which it was destined, it will 
be seen to have undergone some important further change. 
The real inspiration of a genius is nowhere more clearly 
evident than in the tremendous leap from the best 
“sketch” to the final and perfect form. In writing his 
sonatas and symphonies, the first and second subjects of 
each movement usually were sketched in this way; some¬ 
times also a hint of episodes or or development. In 
more than one instance some theme, excellent enough in 
itself, was abandoned for another more suitable for the 
particular place, and in course of time the left-over theme 
was used for a totally different piece. Thus, the slow 
movement at first designed for the Waldstein Sonata 
Op. 53, was discarded in favor of another and much 
briefer one, but eventually appeared as a separate piece, 
the Andante Favori, in F. 
Handel’s Sketches 
Some of Handel’s sketches, also, are preserved, though 
he did not adopt the sketching practice so systematically 
as Beethoven, being a very rapid and fluent writer of 
music—so much so, in fact, that he often left the organ or 
piano parts incomplete, writing merely the melody and 
the bass, with certain figures applied to the latter—a sort 
of musical shorthand, known as “thorough-bass” to indi¬ 
cate the proper chords, which he expected any musicianly 
player to be able to fill in off-hand, as he did himself. 
His sketches, such as have come down to us, are chiefly 
concerned with the solution of some intricate problem 
in counterpoint or fugue, most of his choruses being of 
fugal nature. For instance we may see from sketches 
still in existence that he spent much study and patient 
experiment on the Amen chorus of The Messiah, before 
he finally settled on its best reading. 
How Mozart Worked All Night 
Mozart left no sketches, so far as we know, and proba¬ 
bly never made any on paper, yet his way of working 
may have been nearer like Beethoven’s than would appear, 
the difference being that he did all his preliminary plan¬ 
ning and choosing within his own mind, so that when he 
came to write down his compositions, the work was of a 
merely clerical nature. On one occasion, wishing to 
write an overture within very limited time—but one 
which he had already well thought out—he worked all 
night at it while his wife helped him keep awake by tell¬ 
ing him fairy-stories. Such an. incident as that would go 
to support the above opinion. 
Schubert’s Flow of Inspiration 
Schubert’s manner of work was quite the contrary. 
His flow of inspiration was so free that his pen could 
scarcely keep pace with his ideas. While he excels all 
others in the creation of beautiful and spontaneous mel¬ 
ody, yet this way of working was not without its weak¬ 
nesses—he is exceedingly apt to be too diffuse and not 
sufficiently self-critical. This is the case with many of 
his longer pieces, which are too long for their musical 
content, and yet it would seem sacrilegious to attempt to 
cut them down, as some charming spots would have to 
be sacrificed. In his shorter pieces, for instance some 
of his best songs, we are not conscious of any such defect. 
Curiously enough, that which he created in. his hours of 
inspiration seemed to make no lasting impression on his 
own memory. On one occasion he failed to recognize one 
of his own songs, when he saw it copied in another per¬ 
son’s handwriting, and took for granted it was the com¬ 
position of the friend who had copied it. 
Different Creative Minds 
We have chosen these four composers as illustrating 
the working of different types of mind among creative 
musicians. All others will be found either a combina¬ 
tion of or a compromise between them, in their methods 
of work. There is another important distinction, how¬ 
ever, worthy of some remark: some composers work at 
the instrument—usually the piano—and first play over 
what they presently write down. In the case of piano 
music, this has the advantage of tending toward a good 
“pianistic” style, but, in general, the highest type of 
musician is not only able to write independently of the 
piano but also prefers to do so. Schumann did both 
ways, but expressed the belief that those musical ideas 
which came to one when not at the instrument generally 
had more vitality and excellence. 
Jazz Kings and Jazz Publishers 
To descend for a moment from the sublime to the 
ridiculous—many composers of so-called “popular” 
songs are too defective in musical education to write 
down their own works and enlist the services of some 
experienced musician to listen to what they play and 
write it down correctly. In some cases they cannot even 
play the piano but merely sing the melody of their song, 
which is first taken down and fitted with chords or 
accompaniment-figures. This is the reason that occa¬ 
sionally one will see several names associated in the title 
of a piece of this sort. Perhaps, for instance, Pete 
Moron, of Avenue A has evolved a bit of doggerel 
which seems to have a fascinating jingle. After a while 
a tune seems to evolve itself in his inner consciousness 
and he finds himself singing it. After various inquiries 
and adventures, he at last lands in the office of some 
one of the several large publishers of this class of music. 
He announces that he has a song for sale; and they are 
neither surprised nor contemptuous when it appears that 
no manuscript has been prepared. On the contrary, they 
give him a hearing, and if the song appears to be good 
for anything, from their point of view, they are willing 
to talk business with him. (Of course this happens 
but once out of many times—generally about 99% or 
so of all that is brought in is utterly impossible.) But 
suppose they like it and have made a satisfactory agree¬ 
ment, the next thing is to call in one of their 
experienced musical hacks, who will take down the 
melody in correct rotation. This done, the same hack, or 
another one, writes a piano accompaniment for it; and 
if orchestral parts are to be put out for use, another 
one makes the orchestration. Then in the course of a 
month or two, there may be one more of those gay-col¬ 
ored covers in the music-store windows, bearing an im- 
. posing title something of this sort—“Please, Mister 
Turkey, Don’t Roost So High”—Lyric by Pete Moron, 
music by A. Hack and G. Howe Strange, orchestration 
by O. Kaskowisky. But enough of this painful subject. 
Sullivan’s Method 
Speaking of song-composing of a higher order, Arthur 
Sullivan, the composer of “Pinafore,” “The Mikado,” 
and a long list of the “Savoy” successes, gave a 
practical example in his own works of the possibility 
of composing really popular music that .was at the same 
time musicianly and highly admirable from a technical 
point of view. Without doubt one secret of his success 
(aside from the fact of his real genius, supplemented by 
thorough education) was that he took such pains to 
discover the natural rhythm and swing of the words, and 
formed his musical melodies accordingly. His custom 
was, before he attempted the actual creation of the 
melody, to read over the words many times until a 
Craftsmanship Counts 
We know the case of a man who has com¬ 
posed some of the most effective songs we 
have ever heard, but who was unable to 
write them in musical notation. He was an 
educated man with great musical gifts, who, 
with the requisite craftsmanship, might have 
been developed into a really remarkable 
musician. In submitting a composition to 
the leading publishers, the ear-marks cf 
craftsmanship always have a great influence 
upon the critics. Craftsmanship, in itself, 
has sold many a composition that might 
have gone begging without it. 
certain rhythm came to be associated with them. This 
he would write out in notes on a single line, with 
proper time-signature and bar-lines but with no expres¬ 
sion of pitch. Afterward, using this as a basis he would 
form it into a good singable melody, and lastly add 
suitable harmonies. Some of our present young com¬ 
posers, of high ideals but faulty method, have almost 
reversed this' process; they first sit at the piano until 
they have composed an accompaniment—practically a 
piano piece—which seems to suit the mood of the song, 
and then they devise a melody which will fit, on the 
one hand, the words of the song, and on the other hand, 
their ingenious but rather prematurely-made accom¬ 
paniment. A song written in this way is practically 
fore-doomed to failure, for it is not properly a song at 
all, but rather a piano piece with vocal obbligato. 
Orchestral Composing 
Composing for a large orchestra is another matter 
in which methods of work differ with the individual. 
There being from a dozen up to twenty or thirty staves 
on a page, representing instruments which may sound 
simultaneously, singly, or in an infinite number of 
different combinations, it becomes much like an engi¬ 
neering or architectural problem. The mere clerical work, 
even, being very laborious, it becomes highly desirable 
to have the first writing as correct as possible, in order 
to save the great labor involved in extensive alterations. 
The usual plan is to write it first in “condensed score”— 
i.e. on two (or occasionally three) staves, like a piano 
piece, but without any effort to have it. playable on the 
piano, and to mark the entry of different instruments 
or groups of instruments, as “Clarinet,” “Strings,” “Brass’’ 
or whatever may be the case. This “short score” may be 
corrected or revised if necessary, without great labor, 
and when it appears satisfactory, the full score is pre¬ 
pared as an elaborated copy from it. Some, however, 
manage to work at first-hand on the full score; but in 
this case they generally jot down first only enough of 
the leading instruments to show the general structure, 
filling out the rest of the instrumentation after the 
plan is clearly shown. 
Scoring Without Sketching 
Mozart, it is said, could and did often write a complete 
orchestral score without previous sketching, but that is 
all on a line with his general habits of composition—his 
immense power of concentration in thinking out a work 
entire before he wrote down a note of it. Schubert, and 
also Mendelssohn, are both known to have made suc¬ 
cessful attempts at writing a full score without sketching, 
though it was not their usual custom by any means. 
Wagner, in one of his letters to Liszt, states that he 
was about to write the Prelude to “Rheingold;” that he 
had it all thought out in his mind, and intended to write 
it at once in full score, as sketching would he of very 
little aid. This, however, was not his habit but quite 
the contrary; otherwise he would-not have thought of 
mentioning it to Liszt. If you will examine the Prelude 
to “Rheingold,” you will discover the probable reason; 
it is exceptionally simple as to harmony, but very intri¬ 
cate in its orchestration. He needed all the staves of 
the full score to record the intended effects. 
Do You Know? 
That the first Academy of Music in England was 
established in London, at the “Crown and Anchor” Tav¬ 
ern, over two hundred and ten years ago? 
That the first composer of comic opera had the rather 
startling name of Filippo Acciajuoli? He was born in 
Rome in 1637. 
That the accordion and the concertina are both com¬ 
paratively new instruments ? The accordion was invented 
in Vienna and the concertina in London, both in 1829. 
That the Mexicans have a wind instrument, known as 
the acocotl, made from a dried stalk ten feet long, which 
is played by inhaling the air through it? 
That a piano-like instrument, known as the adiaphon, 
was very popular in some circles one hundred years ago ? 
Timing forks took the place of wires. While it rarely 
got out of tune, it was so monotonous that it has not 
survived. 
That the Bach family, starting with Veit Bach in 1600, 
were engaged in music for nearly two centuries and a 
half, or until 1845, when W. F. E. Bach, pianist and 
composer, and last grandson of the great John Sebastian, 
died at the age of 86? 
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Is the Modern Piano a Perfect 
Instrument ? 
By Sidney Silber 
Dean of The Sherwood Music School, Chicago, 111. 
Is the modern pianoforte susceptible of greater devel¬ 
opment and improvement; and, if so, will such develop¬ 
ment or improvement tend to enhance its expressional 
powers as a musical instrument? has often been asked. 
There are, as usual, strong protagonists, and antagonists 
of the proposition. All musicians are agreed that the 
stringed instruments long ago reached their zenith of 
development. Some of the greatest music for the violin 
was written before the pianoforte was invented. The 
history of the mechanical development of the piano is 
one of innumerable attempts at improvement. With 
each improvement new resources and means of expres¬ 
sion were found and the desire for still others inspired. 
The technic of playing the piano has thus undergone 
many radical changes. 
Our modern pianoforte was born in 1709; but the first 
real compositions expressly composed for it (those of de¬ 
menti) did not appear before 1771. The new instrument 
did not, of course, immediately supersede its predeces¬ 
sors, the clavichord, harpsichord and dulcimer. As a 
matter of fact, Beethoven considered the clavichord the 
most expressive of musical instruments and for a long 
time preferred it to the piano. It was his compositions, 
however, which were destined to revolutionize the manu¬ 
facture of pianos. In order to obtain the increased 
power of tone which his works required, the thickness of ' 
the strings had to be increased as well as the range of 
tones. From the four-octave instrument of Cristofori— 
father of the modern piano—an instrument of but moder 
ate tension supported by a wooden sounding-board, the 
modern piano has developed into an instrument of tre¬ 
mendous tone power, with a compass of over seven 
octaves and a tension amounting to several tons. The 
action has undergone innumerable changes until to-day it 
appears to represent the acme of perfection as regards 
precision and sympathy. 
Liszt’s Influence 
It is perhaps due to the compositions of Liszt that 
modern pianos have reached their present sonority and 
that actions are able to withstand the enormous weight 
which is needed to bring out this sonority, as well as the 
accentuation which the successful performance of his 
compositions entails. Chopin’s compositions had little 
effect upon the mechanical improvement. His art was 
more chaste and subtle, and he confined his efforts in 
composition to making the most of the resources of the 
instrument of his times. 
The period 1840-1850 was a crucial one. It was the 
parting of the ways. Players, composers and public 
must accept the art of Chopin or of Liszt. A large ma¬ 
jority went with Liszt and the evolution of the piano 
since then has been influenced by this great advocate of 
realism. 
Arthur Whiting, in his excellent essay on The Lesson 
of The Clavichord has the following to say: “While 
acknowledging that Liszt, the man, was greatly superior 
to Chopin; that, in spite of his masterful character, he 
had humility and generosity; that his desire was always 
benevolent; yet, so long as we confine our historical 
review to his activity in this one department of music, 
we cannot escape the conviction that in following Liszt 
rather than Chopin, the pianoforte took the wrong path.” 
It is Whiting’s conviction that the resources of the 
piano have by no means been exhausted. In his estima¬ 
tion “the great mine of color in the use of the damper 
pedal has hardly been touched, although Chopin found 
here his most precious effects. Debussy has discovered 
the spot and has dug from it pure pianoforte gems 
hitherto unknown.” 
Radical Demands 
Contrasted with those sentiments, what do the “radi¬ 
cals” demand ? First of all, a change was made, several 
years ago, in the_ form of the keyboard. The Clutsam 
keyboard, which is in the form of an arc, is conceded 
by many to be a decided advance in facilitating per¬ 
formance. Rudolph Ganz was one of the first to pub¬ 
licly demonstrate the virtues of this type of keyboard. 
He assured the writer that for such works as the Chopin 
Study, Op. 10, No. 1. the Clutsam keyboard offered 
greater facility than the present straight keyboards. 
Busoni affirms that the Clutsam keyboard not only in¬ 
creases and perfects the present power of pianoforte 
expression, but that it opens up many new possibilities 
for the future. Gottfried Galston, the Austrian piano 
virtuoso, records the following improvements which he 
desires and which are stated in his highly interesting 
Studienbuch. 
(a) Octave coupler, effected by means of a 
third pedal. 
(b) A system of pedals striking heavily over¬ 
spun strings with a range of sub-contra “F. 
to small “C.” 
(c) An electrical device for the production 
of very soft tremolos. 
(d) A second manual for echo effects. 
Some have considered it advisable to insert a device 
(electricity has been recommended) by means of which 
the pianist might increase and decrease on single tones 
and chords. It is thought that in this manner a more 
lyric quality might be added to pianoforte expression. 
The above are by no means all of the innovations sug¬ 
gested for further mechanical development of the piano. 
Some of our more radical radicals desire a system of 
third tones, and even quarter tones, instead of our semi¬ 
tone system. This latter suggestion would undoubtedly 
open up new possibilities in composition. 
From the above indications we note considerable unrest 
in the realm of pianoforte expression. Certain it is that 
since Chopin we have had no equally great “piano spirit” 
to enrich our musical experience through the medium of 
this noble instrument. 
If mechanical changes will bring forth a Messiah we 
want the changes to be made. But it would seem a rever¬ 
sal of past experience, inasmuch as mechanical changes 
have been the result, not the cause, of innovations in 
creative art. 
Why Musical Prodigies Usually Retire 
Early in Life 
By George Woodhouse 
In the nature of things, this vital quality in technic 
varies in the individual; mood and disposition play a 
big part, and account for the variability noticeable in the 
playing of many artists. It is not a question of technical 
accuracy; two performances may be equally perfect in 
this respect, the difference being entirely that of a fluctu¬ 
ating intensity in the musical feeling. There are per¬ 
formers who never make any demand on this creative 
quality in their playing. They are often talented, pos¬ 
sessing a good ear, rhythmic sense and execution, but 
they never, in a single phrase, impart a personal touch. 
The function of this class is to imitate, and many possess 
the unconscious faculty of giving clever reproductions; 
they belong to the mimetic type of artist, as distinct from 
the creative. Children and prodigies usually belong to 
this category, but it is a significant fact that there is often 
a noticeable break in their development as they reach 
adolescence. In many cases self-consciousness intervenes 
and raises a barrier to the new feelings which seek 
expression. It is possibly for this reason that many 
prodigies retire early from the concert platform, and only 
comparatively few maintain their youthful reputations. 
But he who emerges and survives as an artist, brings 
with him a new musical consciousness; and the fact that 
he has now something of his own to say, and is no 
longer only a medium through which other minds are 
expressed, affects the whole character of his playing. 
The art of the lithographer is now transformed into that 
of the creative artist, and technic is no longer a thing 
apart from himself; his whole being is concentrated on 
the content as well as on the context of the music he 
interprets.—From Creative Technique. 
Form in Music 
By Alfredo Trinchieri 
" puniaymg emotions, music assumes varion 
forms. These undergo many variations. As the passim 
feelings are presented, this form must, of necessity, hav 
a beginning, a development, a climax, and an ending. 
heelings of a greatly varying nature may be portrayec 
m outlines quite similar. A sonata movement or a song 
may tell the same story of grief, of joy, of heroism 
£nmeTm** °f Execution and 
general structure th?L^Tn orn 
Happy is the child who is early introduced to what 
—Goethe, 
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Save Your Energy ! 
By Mary T. Folta 
The average student who is spending time and money 
on music is in earnest. He works very hard and yet 
comes not within the shadow of his ideal. In his enthusi¬ 
asm he spends as much energy upon a salon piece as 
should be necessary to carry him through an elaborate 
concerto. 
Even so, he does not secure the desired effect. Why? 
Naturally, one would reason that the more vitality is 
spent, the better the results obtained. 
Not so, decidedly not. The trouble with the average 
student is that he has learned neither how to use nor 
how to save his energy. He has not learned how to 
withhold the flow of vitality when it is not needed. 
If you are a student, and especially if you are tem¬ 
porarily without a teacher; or if you are a teacher who 
has not yet forgotten to be seeking all means of ad¬ 
vancement; take stock of your use of vitality in your 
playing. There are so many ways in which this may 
be done. 
The soft passage needs unusual attention in this mat¬ 
ter. In it there will be considerable demands upon the 
nervous energy for the sake of light, even execution; 
but the expenditure of physical strength may become 
almost negligible. Here is the opportunity to relax, physi¬ 
cally, and to store up vitality for the resounding climax 
that is in prospect. 
Use energy discriminately. Adapt it to the needs of 
the work in hand. Waste no muscular exertion that is 
not required for the effect desired. The artist must 
learn this, else he never would reach the end of his pro¬ 
gram. Learn where to relax and where to put your 
whole vitality into the work of the moment. 
Play a passage—though it may be not more than a 
scale. Stop; think; then play it again with the idea of 
having it just a little more beautiful, but with a smaller 
demand upon vitality. 
Do nothing indifferently. Know what you are doing, 
and why you are doing it. Then, do not waste yourself 
in the effort. . 
“Trapping” the Parent 
By Frank H. Williams 
“Of course,” said a successful middle western music 
teacher, “I am always looking for incentives to make 
my pupils take greater interest in their work and he 
more anxious to get ahead. And I find that one of the 
very best means is to discover, the favorite musical selec¬ 
tion of the parents and then to tell the pupils how this 
selection pleases their parents and get them to learn it 
well as quickly as possible. 
“Generally the children take great interest in trying 
to play their parents’ favorite piece; and I increase this 
hJf teI them what I know about its historv 
and the life of the composer and all that sort of thing. 
u1S’-Vf7 ,ref,Uentl-v- mak« ^e young people plunge 
hev S'a lygm° tHeir W°rk that in ma"y instances 
as much progress in weeks as otherwise they 
would have done in months. 
tn • t0°e-,it immenseIy Phases the parents 
to find that their children are so quickly learning to play 
DeonWnr ^ th'S tHem t0 Praise the y°unS people for the progress they are making. This, in turn 
cCtr ln,St'mUlating the chhdren to still greater 
IT Auf Pla" WOfks 0ut good results from both 
angles and helps me greatly in training the young folks. 
mfJoct S-°°ner a jT? PUpil can be made to take a real 
nterest in some definite selection and can be made en- 
n*fHVCalu anxl0u*.‘° ,earn how to play that selection 
which iill k! m?-ref 'ke1y the pupil is to make progress 
T«. . satisfactory to all of the people concerned 
Ihis plan of focusing the attention of the pupil on the 
parents favorite selection is the best way of getting 
the real interest of the pupil in a specific piece.” 
power you will have ,n pursuit of your special callim 
the more meaning you will see in the composition y 
are studying the more you will be able to bring out of i 
the higher will be your rank as a musician.. 
—Dr. Bartholomew. 
Better keep yourself clean and bright • you are tl, 
window through which you must see the world. 
—1George Bernard Shaw. 
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NEW AND IMPORTANT SERIES OF LESSON-ARTICLES-SECTION II 
TN our first discussion of' this sub- 
I ject we dwelt at considerable 
length upon the fact that before 
the student even considers the matters of 
technic and touch, a good grounding in 
real musicianship is necessary. I cannot 
leave this phase of the matter without 
pointing out that a knowledge of the keys, 
the common chords, and the seventh 
chords, should be as familiar to the stu¬ 
dent as his own name. This would not 
be mentioned were it not for the fact that 
I have repeatedly had students come for 
instruction who have after great effort 
prepared one, two, or at the most three 
show pieces, even pieces as far advanced 
as the Tschaikowsky or the Liszt Con¬ 
certo, who barely knew what key they 
were playing in. As for understanding the modulations 
and their bearing upon the interpretations of such com¬ 
plicated and difficult paster works, they have been 
blissfully ignorant. 
“Study of this kind is not only a great waste of the 
pupil’s time but also a disgusting waste of the time of 
the advanced teacher, who realizes that he is not train¬ 
ing a real musician but a kind of musical parrot whose 
playing must always be meaningless. Often these pupils 
have real talent and cannot be blamed. They simply 
have had no teacher in the early years with patience and 
sufficient will power to hold them back until they have 
been exhaustively drilled in scales and arpeggios. A 
smattering will not do. They must know all the scales 
in all the keys, major and minor, and they must literally 
‘know them backwards.’ They must know the inter¬ 
relationship of the scales; for instance, why Gf minor 
bears a harmonic relationship to cb major. 
Instinctive Fingering 
“The scales should be known so well that the student’s 
fingers will fly to the right fingering of any part of any 
scale instinctively. The trouble with many students is 
that they attempt difficult problems in what might be 
termed musical calculus'or musical trigonometry with¬ 
out even ever mastering the multiplication table. Scales 
are musical multiplication tables. One good way of fix¬ 
ing them in the mind is to start to play the scales upon 
the different tones of the key consecutively. 
“Take the scale of E major, for instance. Play it 
first this way, starting with the keynote. 
•Ex.H-1 
“Next start with the second i 
the second finger, thus: 
Ex. II-f 
“Then with the third finger, thus: 
Ex. II-3 
“Then with the fourth note with the thumb, thus: 
“Continue throughout the whole scale; and then play 
them in similar manner with the right and the left hand 
together. Treat all the scales in the same manner. 
Basic Principles in Pianoforte 
Playing 
Secured Exclusively for The Etude by Interview with the Famous Virtuoso Pianist 
JOSEF LHEVINNE 
This Series Began in the “Etude” for October 
“Most pupils look upon scales as a kind of musical 
gymnasium for developing the muscles. They do that, 
of course, and there are few technical exercises that 
are as good; but their great practical value is for train¬ 
ing the hand in fingering so that the best fingering in 
any key becomes automatic. In this way they save an 
enormous amount of time in later years. They also 
greatly * facilitate sight reading, because the hand seems 
to lean instinctively to the most logical fingering, to 
elect it without thinking. Take it for granted, you may 
have too little scale practice, but you can never have too 
“The study of harmony is also a great time saver in 
piano playing. Know the chords and know the fingering 
of all the arpeggios, which is really logical fingering 
of most of the common chords. Don’t pay a teacher a 
high fee later in your musical life to have him point out 
something that you should have learned in the musical 
primary class. 
The Value of Ear Training 
“Ear training is also of very great importance. Most 
students hear, but they do not listen. The finest students 
are those who have learned how to listen. This becomes 
an axiom with teachers of advanced pupils. The sense 
of aural harmony cannot be too definitely developed. 
The pupil who cannot identify chords, such as the com¬ 
mon chords, and the seventh chords, by ear, stands about 
as much chance of entering the higher realms of music 
as the student who does not understand a word of 
Latin does of comprehending a page from Virgil when 
he hears it read to him. 
“There is no way of dodging or sidestepping this 
knowledge. I am obliged to say a hundred times a week, 
‘Listen to what you are playing.’ 
“Absolute pitch is by no means absolutely necessary. 
I have it and have always had it. Safonoff, my own 
master, did not. Rubinstein did. Sometimes it is a 
disadvantage. I cannot think of any composition except 
in the key in which it was written. Sometimes when a 
piano is a whole tone flat or a half tone sharp, I become 
fearfully confused, as it does not seem that I am playing 
the right notes. I instinctively start to transpose the 
sounds to where they belong and thus get mixed up. 
Essentials of a Good Touch 
“The matter of touch is so all-important that the re¬ 
mainder of this section will be devoted to the subject. 
Even then, we cannot hope to cover more than a fraction 
of the things that might be said. Have not whole books 
been written upon the subject? Indeed, there is now 
in the different languages of the musical world, what 
mistv be called a literature of touch. 
“First of all, let us consider our playing members, the 
nngers, the hand, with its hinge at the wrist to the arm, 
and finally the torso—all of which enter 
into the problem of touch. With me, 
touch is a matter of elimination of non- 
essentials, so that the greatest artistic 
ends may be achieved with the simplest 
means. This is a general principle that 
runs through all the arts. Thus, in the 
manipulation of the fingers on the keys, 
I direct my pupils to cut out any action 
upon the part of the fingers except at the 
metacarpal points. 
“The metacarpal joints are the ones that 
connect the fingers to the hands. Of 
course there are exceptions, when the 
other joints of the fingers come into play. 
These we shall discuss later; but for the 
main part we shall progress far more 
rapidly if we will learn the great general 
principle of moving the fingers only at the joint where 
the finger is connected with the body of the hand. 
There was a time, I am told, when the great aim of the 
piano teacher was to insist that the hand be held as stiff 
and hard as a rock while the fingers rose to this position, 
in which all of the smaller joints were bent or crooked, 
and then the finger descended upon the key like a little 
sledge hammer. The effect was about as musical as 
though the pianist were pounding upon cobble stones. 
There was no elasticity, no richness of tone, nothing to 
contribute to the beauty of tone color of which the fine 
modern piano is so susceptible. Now, the finger arises 
in this position and the movement up and down is solely 
at the point marked: 
Movement ax this joinr only 
No movement here ? 
“Before proceeding farther we have to admit that 
touch is largely an individual matter and that the nature 
of the player’s hand has a great deal more to do with 
it than most people imagine. In days gone by there was 
an impression that a long, bony, fleshless hand, with 
hard finger-tips, was a good pianistic hand. It may be 
for execution of florid passages and great velocity; but 
for the production of a good tone it can be extremely bad. 
“Rubinstein had a fat, pudgy hand, with fingers so 
broad at the finger-tips that he often had difficulty in 
not striking two notes at one time. Indeed, as I have 
pointed out hitherto, many of the so-calltd mistakes 
that he made were due to this condition. On the other 
hand, his glorious tone was in no small measure due 
to this. Indeed, it may be said that the thicker the 
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cushions of flesh upon the finger-tips, the wider the 
range of variety of touch. Rubinstein, by means of an 
unearthly amount of work at the keyboard, was able to 
overcome technical obstacles and get the benefit of 
the. responsive cushion he had at the ends of his fingers. 
This is merely a mechanical and acoustical principle. 
It is easy to distinguish when one listens to a metal xylo¬ 
phone.. If the bars of the xylophone are struck with a 
hard metal rod, the tone is harsh and ‘metallic.’ Let 
them be struck with a rod with the end covered with 
soft felt and the tone is entirely different and beautifully 
musical. You may not think this applies to the tone 
of the pianoforte; but a little experimenting will soon 
show that it is the case. 
Amateurs with Naturally Fine Touch 
“It thus happens that many amateurs, who know little 
about music itself, possess a touch which is very beauti¬ 
ful merely because they have accidentally learned how 
to play with right arm conditions and with the proper 
part of their finger-tips; so that, instead of delivering a 
bony blow to the ivory surface, they touch the keys with 
felt-like cushions of human flesh and produce a really 
lovely tone without knowing how they do it. With 
proper instruction along these lines, I shall hope to make 
clear in ensuing sections of this series that it is possible 
for the person with an inferior touch to develop his 
tone amazingly, 
“Of course, a brittle touch is quite as necessary at 
times as the mellifluous singing tone. Brilliancy is as 
important as ‘bel canto’ in piano playing. One general 
principle, however, is that of striking ‘key bottom.’ Many 
students do not learn this. The piano key must go all 
the way down in the production of a good tone. The 
habit of striking it half way accounts for much white 
or colorless playing. Many students do this without 
knowing it. It is a habit that quickly grows upon one. 
More than this, it contributes a kind of hesitancy and 
lack of sureness to playing that is decidedly inartistic. 
The player never seems sure of himself. 
"During your next few practice periods, analyze your 
own playing and note carefully whether you are skim¬ 
ming over the surface of the keys. Unless you have 
had a very thorough early training, you will probably 
discover that one note in every ten is slighted. It may 
lie just enough to give your whole playing an amateurish 
complexion. If you find that this is the case, return 
to the practice of slow scales and then slow, simple 
pieces with good melodies, and simple chords. Scores 
of students play chords with some of the notes striking 
key bottom and others only half way down. The full 
effect of the harmony is thus lost. Of course, you may 
not suspect that you do this; but do you really know? 
“In the next section of this article we shall continue 
this discussion of beautiful tone-color, revealing what 
seems to be the real secret of a lovely singing tone. It 
is really quite a simple matter when the underlying 
principle is correctly understood. Of course, if the 
student has the privilege of studying it under a good 
teacher, it may be more rapidly acquired; but there is 
no reason why the main essentials cannot be told in 
print.” 
Why Not? 
By Florence Jones Hadley 
We were sitting comfortably on the porch, chatting 
idly, when the sound of a piano in the neighboring house 
broke in. 
Our caller frowned. “Just listen to that! Helen 
Walters makes me tired! Think of one of her age— 
she is thirty-seven—taking up music. A waste of per¬ 
fectly good time and money, I say. Of course it would 
not be so bad if she were younger by twenty years or 
more; and if she really had any talent. Just listen!” 
as the hesitating notes of a waltz reached us. 
I listened, as ordered, until the piece had been played, 
with many mistakes, and was begun again, with much 
careful effort. 
“See?” triumphantly. “Isn’t that awful? Stumbling 
like that through a piece that my Alice had in her 
second term! I don’t see what her husband is thinking 
of, to let her waste good money that way. She never 
will be a musician as long as the earth rolls.” 
The music now had changed into one of the really 
good popular songs; and a voice, sweet and sympathetic, 
caused us to listen till the singing ended. 
“Well,” and I sat up very straight as I spoke, for I 
felt that a stiff backbone was needed when one argued 
with my opponent, “don’t you know, I glory in her 
spunk. Just because she has been deprived of the chance 
to gratify her love of music earlier is no reason what¬ 
ever for her going music hungry to the end of her days.” 
“But what will it all amount to? If she could ever 
go into concert work, if she could play the organ in 
church, if she could even give lessons, it might be dif¬ 
ferent. But she has not the least talent and her work 
will be about as inspired as a hand organ.” 
I gave my spinal column another hitch. “But I don’t 
agree. Through years of struggle the Walters have 
finally arrived at the place where they can afford a piano 
and lessons. John is as proud as a peacock of his little, 
ambitious wife; and he doesn’t realize but that she is a 
budding prima donna. So, as the youngsters say, ‘Why 
not let them go to it?’” 
My visitor was unconvinced. “Well, of course, there 
are different ways of looking at it. But to me it is the 
sheerest folly to waste one’s time on such hopeless 
drudgery,” and, as if she really had endured all she 
could, she rose hurriedly and left. 
That evening, as I sat in the warm summer twilight, 
the Walters’ piano again took the center of the stage, 
so to speak, and simple waltzes and two-steps were 
played with a carefulness and precision that suggested 
a counting of time under the breath. Then followed a 
loud clapping of hands, from the vine-shaded porch, 
with requests from the family of “Play that again, 
please.” 
So followed the program, with at least one proud, 
satisfied and enthusiastic audience, whose unstinted praise 
might have caused the player to believe that she was 
destined for great things. 
And then, when I thought the entertainment ended, 
there was a rustle, a pushing back of chairs, and in a 
few minutes I was listening to the heart-stirring strains 
of Home, Sweet Home, followed by the dear old hymns 
that never grow old or out of date. Every voice in that 
family took a part in the songs, while Mother proudly 
played. 
And again I thought, “I glory in her spunk.” 
A Secret of Efficiency 
The writer recently witnessed a typewriting demon¬ 
stration by one who has held the World’s Champion¬ 
ship for several successive years having acquired the 
marvelous speed of 160 words per minute in the One- 
Minute Test, and 144 net words per minute for one 
hour’s continuous writing, requiring on an average of 
eleven or twelve strokes per second. The secret of his 
success was said to be elimination of waste motion. 
Many players are unaware of the fact that this principle 
is also of the greatest importance in piano playing. 
Movements are made in manipulating the instrument 
which are a mere waste of energy and an obstacle in the 
way of overcoming technical difficulties. 
Who has not seen players attempting to play rapid 
passage w«rk with high finger stroke instead of keep¬ 
ing close to the keys? This stroke is a relic of former 
years and has been the cause of much straining of 
muscles and unnecessary fatigue. Weight playing has 
eliminated much of this useless strain and has enabled 
the pertormer to play easily and with little effort. 
There are others, and their name is legion, who, i 
playing chromatic passages constantly shift their pos 
tion, moving the arm backward and forward, thus earn 
ing a waste of motion which serves no purpose whal 
ever and often interferes seriously with accuracy 
Pressure exerted on a key after it has been struc 
is another form of wasted energy, which is absolute! 
useless. It prevents the attainment of speed, interfere 
with relaxation, and causes unnecessary fatigue. Afte 
the key has been struck the playing apparatus shouli 
relax and just enough pressure be exerted to keen th 
key from rising before time. 
Players who have a habit of indulging in facial o 
bodily contortions should without delay try to overcom 
it by exerting will power, and should make every effor 
to acquire a sense of ease and relaxation in playing 
for this is one of the greatest promoters of efficiency ii 
piano playing. y 
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The Opportunities of the Music 
Supervisor 
By John W. Beattie 
Supervisor of Music, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
The supervisor, through all his school and outside 
endeavors, has a wonderful opportunity to improve 
matters musically. The more able a musician he is and 
the more diplomatically he can deal with people, the 
more sure will be his success as an upbuilder of taste 
and standards. 
This is true in a way, since the beginner will almost 
certainly have to get his first experience in a small 
school system. The only alternative is to start out as 
a special teacher either in a grade or high school of a 
city. There are many reasons why the supervisory 
position is a better one than that of special teacher. 
But it will be sufficient to say that the variety of work 
which the supervisor must undertake will develop abili¬ 
ties and powers that he must have if he expects to rise 
to one of the large city positions. He will be obliged 
to exercise all the ability and diplomacy at his com¬ 
mand and, being on his own resources, without the 
advice and guidance of any one but the school head, 
who may know nothing about music, will either sink 
into oblivion or command the attention of those in the 
larger places who are always on the lookout for capable 
instructors and supervisors. 
Start in a Small City 
From another standpoint, there is an excellent reason 
why the supervisor will do well to start out in the small 
place. There he not only will be recognized as the lead¬ 
ing musician of the town but also will occupy a position 
of importance socially. Being frequently before the 
public he will soon become acquainted .vith the leaders 
m civic life; more than that, he will be on terms of 
equality with the leaders since his work requires that 
he be one of them. Many musicians may prefer to re¬ 
main unknown and unappreciated in the large cities, 
where friends are few and opportunities for service 
rare; but possibly more wish to live where they can do 
constructive work and at the same time amount to some¬ 
thing as individuals. 
If the supervisor is not so far from a musical cente- 
that he must starve musically throughout most of the 
year, he can be very happy and useful in a small nr 
In these days of plentiful concert tours, there are few 
supervisors, however remotely located, who cannot get 
an occasional artistic stimulus. The supervisor needs 
this stimulus and inspiration, and inability to have it is 
almost the only good reason for his objection to employ¬ 
ment in a small place. If one insists upon the musical 
advantages of the metropolitan center, he should either 
locate near one or, through good work, be able to com 
mand a position in one. But wherever he is, through 
his chance to raise standards and help form ideals, his 
is a profession from which great results may be 
Development of Touch 
By Louis G. Heinze 
Most of the troubles in the muscles and nerve sys 
hZ’Zf u tea d7el0ps in Piano Payers, are cause 
by the faulty development of the power of Toucl 
t is, therefore, absolutely necessary to treat ever 
hand according to its build and peculiarities. Pupil 
with weak hands should not use exercises with one not 
sustained as there is great danger of producing a stii 
wrist. At the beginning the best plan is to have th 
pupil to play legato, with very flexible fingers, so a 
not to endanger the position and ' oseness of the ham 
stiffness is always harmful; it is sure to produce a 
unsympathetic, harsh tone. 
The pianist should have an easy action. 
The strength or power of the touch must be slow! 
and carefully developed. Lifting the fingers equal! 
high, and gradually raised higher, will increase the tone 
Although the higher raising of the fingers is to produc 
a larger tone, the same method is to be applied to play 
mg as softly as possible. This is an excellent way l 
pr°duc7.Iooseness. and flexibility of the finger joints 
After this is attained the pupil may turn his efforts t< 
accenting. 
Tattm is the means of art, its end the quickening of 
—Madox-Brown. 
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Practical Ideas on the Use of the Damper Pedal 
The Palette of the Piano and how it Enriches the TonaUColor 
[Editor’s Note: Miss Amcy is a successful teacher 
of New York, who has written much upon the subject 
of pianoforte study. Her ideas arc wined from experi¬ 
ence, and our readers will find much in this article that 
It is a sign indicative of higher artistry when we find 
more and more attention given to the pedal as an adjunct 
to artistic piano playing. For years the question of the 
pedal was left to the instinctive feeling of the player, 
while all other points of teaching were being discussed 
in detail. This seems strange, too, when the increased 
capabilities through the use of the pedal have brought 
about all the great changes in style of composition for 
the piano. Hans Schmitt, in his comprehensive work on 
Pedals of the Piano-Forte, relates that in a conversation 
upon this subject with Anton Rubinstein, the great mas¬ 
ter expressed himself as follows: “I consider the art 
of properly using the pedal as the most difficult problem 
of higher piano playing, anti if we have not yet heard 
the instrument at its best, the fault possibly lies in the 
fact that it has not been fully understood how to exhaust 
the capabilities of the pedal.” This was from the stand¬ 
point of the composer as well as the pianist. 
We were then just beginning to study cause and effect 
which have led us to a finer discrimination in the use of 
the pedal and the invention of more careful pedal nota¬ 
tion. This point would have been reached much earlier 
if teachers had not left the difficult art of using the 
pedal more or less to the initiative of the pupil. The, 
majority of teachers, even some of rank, did not attempt 
to teach it. Many adopted the principle of the Viennese 
piano instructor, Horzalka, who said: “My plan with 
the pedal is the same as that for the trill: He who makes 
a good trill or uses the pedal well must be born to it, 
and for that reason I attempt to teach neither.” I ob¬ 
served an echo of this dictum only a few years ago, 
when a pianist known on two continents, a pupil of one 
of the great masters, remarked to me in a conversation 
on teaching points: “As to the pedal, it is said that he 
who has talent will use it well.” 
Correct Use of the Pedal May be Acquired 
The use of the pedal can and should be taught; it can 
be prescribed with the same definiteness as other matters 
of technic. Without a careful pedal notation, however, 
this study is at first necessarily tedious. With the dis¬ 
advantage of inadequate and often incorrect notation, it 
is advisable that a pupil study the capabilities of the pedal 
and learn the rules fitting the different requirements 
for its use and observe the effect of their application. 
In this way he will learn to give proper and conscious 
direction to the foot action both where it is indis¬ 
pensable and where it is used to beautify the tone or 
give special color to a musical picture. The habit of 
using the pedal with freedom and correctness will be 
acquired just as other points of technic are mastered, by 
study and practice consciously controlled. Like these, 
too, there will be less and less of the arbitrary as the 
higher degrees of artistic playing are reached. Beyond 
certain fundamental laws, every artist orders his pedal¬ 
ing in such a way as to correspond with his own 
individuality. 
Indispensable Use of Damper Pedal 
The damper, or right-foot pedal, the one most often 
employed, raises the whole of the dampers off the 
strings and leaves them free to sound. On letting it 
rise, any strings that happen to be sounding are promptly 
stopped. Thus the damper pedal becomes indispensable 
in all cases where the fingers must leave the keys before 
the prescribed value of the note has been attained. For 
example: 
1. With skips that must sound legato. 
Such skips in the bass are common. Observe this 
illustration from the Chopin G. major Nocturne: 
The Chopin Prelude E Major, Op. 28, No. 19, shows 
skips more continuously: 
By ELLEN AMLY 
Author of “Conscious Control in Piano Study ’ 
will prove suggestive and helpful. I hose who realize 
the need for further study of the pedals will find the 
fallowing books of great value: “First Step in the Study 
of the Pedals,’’ by Carol Sherman—a pamphlet; “The 
Pedals of the Pianoforte,” an authoritative work trans¬ 
lated from the German of Hans Schmitt, “The Pedal 
Hook.” by J. M. Blose, a thoroughly practical, modem 
introduction to pedal study, with numerous examples.] 
Ex. 2 r—p-r—j f-H U ! F 0 u - 
2. In a succession of chords which are to be bound. 
Of this, a good example is the Chopin Prelude, Op. 
28, No. 20: 
Another occurs in the finale of the Beethoven Sonata 
in C Major, Op. 2: 
Ex. 4 
The C-major part of the Chopin Nocturne in C minor 
3. With extensions beyond the reach of the hand. 
serves as a good illustration. 
4. With the notes of a melody which cannot be sus¬ 
tained by the fingers owing to the hand moving to 
distance in playing an accompaniment. 
The Rachmaninoff Preludes, G and Cfi minor, and 
Liszt’s Liebcstraum and his transcription of Hark, Hark, 
the Lark! illustrate this point. 
5. In pedal points which cannot be sustained by the 
fingers. 
The examples most familiar to the majority of stu¬ 
dents are those found in the Rachmaninoff Preludes. 
Henselt has given a charming pedal-point effect in his 
Cradle Song. 
6. In playing long tones which arc interrupted by 
accompanying tones of the same pitch. 
Ex. 6 
7. Whenever liberty is taken to shorten the touch for 
any reason whatever. 
The music of the romantic and modern schools fur¬ 
nishes innumerable illustrations of its indispensable use: 
and modern piano playing requires a careful study of 
the art of using it properly. 
The Pedal as a Means to Beautify the Tone 
The pedal is desirable as a means to beautify the tone, 
and may be used as often as the value of a note allows. 
Without the pedal, a tone is heard as a single straight 
line. In fact, only one string vibrates—the string struck 
by the hammer. When a full tone is sustained by the 
pedal, it begins to wander; it widens and spreads as in 
circles, gaining in beauty and resonance the longer it 
lasts. With the dampers removed, all the strings are 
left free to vibrate, and the related tones, while not 
always distinguishable in sound, add resonance and 
give a more intense and sympathetic quality to the tone. 
For this reason, the pedal should be used with every 
single tone and chord the duration of which is long 
enough to admit of the foot being lowered and raised 
during its continuance. 
Exactness in Timing the Pedal 
With all the avenues opened up for beautifying the 
tone and tonal picture through pedal usage, there is al¬ 
ways the danger of blurring and spoiling a fine inter¬ 
pretation by its improper or excessive use. I find it 
necessary to teach the pedal with the same exactness as 
is used in teaching the act of touch. In legato playing 
the fingers must keep the damper of each note away 
from its string until the succeeding sound commences. 
In legato effects through the pedal the foot action must 
he so timed that the dampers reach the strings at the 
moment the next sound commences; this timing allows 
neither gaps nor blurring of tones. The difficulty of us¬ 
ing the damper pedal lies in that it is seldom taken with 
the note it is to sustain, but is a close syncopation fol¬ 
lowing the note. It is only in rare cases that the foot 
moves simultaneously with the fingers. For example, it 
is taken with the note at the beginning of a composition, 
or after a general pause; it is also taken with the note 
in playing staccato tones, since rests occur between the 
notes, and in widely extended chords it is used at the 
beginning of the arpeggio in order that all the tones may 
sound together. In all other cases the pedal should be 
used later than the note even if the difference be ever 
so slight. 
Pedal Notation 
It is impossible with our present universally adopted 
notation to show all the finer discriminations in pedal 
usage. There are, however, adequate notations that have 
been suggested by different writers. One of the most 
favored for precision has been brought into use by Jessie 
Gaynor in her very helpful pedal studies; and the same 
notation has been used in revisions by Arthur Whiting 
and a few others. This is furnished by indicating the 
exact duration of the pressure of the foot on the pedal by 
notes and rests on a special line below the staffs; it in¬ 
sures absolute precision in foot action. 
Learning to Time the Foot Action 
When a pupil finds difficulty in learning to move the 
foot put of time with the finger or hand, this preliminary 
exercise on the scale of C major with the pedal is most 
valuable. 
Follow this with this exercise in which the legato effect 
is produced by the pedal. 
if i if iff fSff 
; p I * r— 
The difficulty will be considerably increased in a quick 
tempo, unless the pupil has caught the rhythmic swing. I 
have used these exercises and similar ones for years. I 
learned only recently that Schmitt, the eminent authority 
suggested their use sometime in the, latter part of the 
last century. 
More difficulty is experienced in acquiring the foot 
action when the pedal is regularly released a beat or so 
before the new pedal note, than when it is held to the be¬ 
ginning of such a note. 
f if i i F 
The interruption might be caused by a rest, a change of 
harmony or a new melodic note. 
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To illustrate the action use an extract from the little 
False Episode by Kern, giving the pedal notation as 
found in the Presser edition, 
Ex. 11 
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sess a finished technic; the position of the figure on the of harmony and phrasing is indispensable, while a knowl- 
piano, too, must be favorable. In this extract from edge of harmonically related tones is desirable. Careful 
Chopin Ct minor Impromptu the figure stands out clearly study of pedal requirements of a composition brings a 
against the CS minor triad in a different rhythm as a quick and generous reward. A pupil gains a more com- 
background. prehensive conception of the form and construction while 
_ the details of the phrases stand out more clearly in the 
mental image. In practical application he will learn to 
think for himself and thus be able to choose and con¬ 
trol the effects in beautifying his interpretation. 
The pedal which is raised a whole beat before the note 
to be sustained, must be taken slightly later than the 
note, but before the finger has had time to release the 
damper in preparatic for its new note or chord. With 
the foot in readiness for action a young player is apt to 
become over-anxious and press the pedal on or even 
before the beat. When a pupil has mastered the foot ac¬ 
tion in pedaling a passage like this he will seldom be 
troubled with the timing of a foot movement. Its ac¬ 
quirement is the more necessary because of similar pedal 
usage in much of our modern music. 
This example from the same composition will be found 
less difficult to pedal because the foot is not free in act 
until the finger reaches the key for the new note. The 
foot is lifted to meet the finger which has depressed the 
key and its descent will necessarily follow the tone. 
By the aid of the pedal we hear the fundamental tone, 
CS in the bass, carried to its third. The figure is. made 
up from the same notes, those of the C minor triad, with 
few unrelated tones, the hard lines of which are softened 
and smoothed by the pedal. 
Ex. 16 
Ex. 12 
The Pedal with Notes of a Melody 
All students sometime or other arrive at the conclusion 
that the pedal should be held until the chord changes or 
throughout a measure of the same harmony. It is true 
we seldom find it marked for successive tones which be¬ 
long to the same chord. In the case of successive notes 
of a melody belonging to the same chord the pedal should 
be used for each note the value of which will allow its 
fresh use. If the melody is to be sung by the instru¬ 
ment, we should study to give it the effect of being sung; 
no singer can sing two or more tones at the same time, 
nor should we attempt it at the piano. With the short 
notes mingled with the long ones of a singing melody, 
the pedal may be omitted or retained, since the fault is 
not so perceptible as with the long notes. • The F major 
melody in Kamennoi Ostrow and the first theme of 
Sinding’s Fruhlingsrauschcn, illustrate this clearly, be¬ 
cause there are no pedal points to be considered. This 
theme from Schubert’s Ab major Impromptu, Op. 90, 
should have the pedal with each 
Ex. 13 
Many beautiful examples may be found in Mendels¬ 
sohn’s Songs Without Words and in the slow movement 
of the Beethoven Sonatas. In the opening theme of Men ¬ 
delssohn’s Capriccio Brillante, the pedal is used with the 
melody note, but after the chord has been released, which 
gives it a beautiful clear singing effect. 
Ex. 14 
A melody thrown aloft from a mass of notes, as in the 
Chopin Etude Op. 25, No. 1, will not require such fre¬ 
quent changes; the pedal should follow the harmony and 
any marked change of melody besides. The effect should 
be that of a beautiful blending of tones and nuances. 
There should be everywhere audible a deep fundamental 
tone and a soft continuously-singing melody. 
The Pedal with Tone Figures 
A slow tempo requires frequent changes of pedal and 
its skillful control; a quick tempo allows a more uninter¬ 
rupted use. The pedal may be used momentarily with 
any tone figure, if the tempo allow it and the player pos- 
This tone figure from the Chopin' G minor Prelude re¬ 
quires a still more skillful treatment. If the technic be 
impeccable, the pedal may be sustained throughout the 
figure; the fact that the notes of the triad are found 
on the first and third parts of the beat will aid the player. 
The same figure will not allow this pedaling where it lies 
a fourth and a fifth lower as found later in the prelude. 
In a quiet composition a blur, or unnecessary heaviness 
of an unrelated tone, will spoil the musical picture 
Bass passages in compositions like the C minor Etude by 
Chopin, however, do not demand the same careful treat¬ 
ment, because of their stormy character. 
It is observed that greater care is necessary in using 
the pedal with bass notes than zmth those lying higher. 
These tones have stronger vibratory power and more 
over-tones to excite, while the upper strings of the piano 
for nearly two octaves are damperless. It is even possi¬ 
ble to sustain the pedal through a change of harmony, if 
both parts lie within this range. 
The Pedal with Scale and Arpeggio Passages 
The pedal is admissible in scale passages like those in 
the Chopin Berceuse. In this composition it is also neces¬ 
sary in order to sustain the persistent pedal point; it is 
desirable, too, in beautifying the song-like swinging ac¬ 
companiment, arpeggio and scale passages, accompanied 
and unaccompanied, ascending and descending require 
special study before the pedaling is decided upon. It 
must be remembered that a virtuoso may use the pedal 
more daringly than a player of less ability; it may 
happen, too, that an artist in painting his picture true 
finds it necessary to produce a harsh effect. A pupil or 
young player, however, should first study for clearness 
and beauty. Certain effects are generally understood and 
influence pedal consideration for players of all degrees. 
In the use of the pedal with scales, particularly, the 
minor mode sounds better than the major, in the same 
position the accompanied scale of either mode sounds 
better than the unaccompanied scale; the descending 
scale, except under certain conditions, sounds.better than 
the ascending scale. While the pedal is always allow¬ 
able and often desirable with arpeggios, when the tones 
harmonize, it is necessary , to exercise a fine discrimina¬ 
tion when it lies low in the bass; the best effect is with 
the diminished seventh chord. 
Vibrating or Trilling the Pedal 
There is still another manner of using the pedal be¬ 
sides taking it with a note and just after a note It is 
called vibrating or trilling the pedal. In this manner of 
its use the foot presses the pedal lightly only part way 
down and moves it slightly up and down; the dampers 
ise and fall with the foot movement. Thus the strings 
are alternately freed and checked. It may be used in 
this way with a note or chord to which it will give 
warmth and sympathy, like the vibrato of the violin, while 
producing a fine diminuendo. A similar partial release 
may be employed when a pedal point occurs in connec¬ 
tion with rapid scales, or with tones or chords not har¬ 
moniously related, if they lie in the middle or upper part 
?f the piano. In this use a firm' pressure of the foot 
in the beginning is needed, then a slight release followed 
by a quick pressure. 
The pedal has been aptly called the soul of the piano. 
Its use is a wonderful art. It colors, softens and blends 
or it paints vividly by tenacious persistence. Its study 
every piano Itudem," Not offiy the dTrnpT/pelaTtm the 
Facts about the “Russian Opera” 
By Alfredo Trinchieri 
The “School Drama” was established in the ecclesiasti¬ 
cal Academy of Kiev as early as the close of the fifteenth 
century. 
"The Acts of Artaxerxes,” a tragi-comedy, with inci¬ 
dental music by an orchestra and chorus, was performed 
before Tsar Alexis Mikhailovitch, at Moscow, on Octo¬ 
ber 17, 1672, requiring ten hours for the production. 
(Shades of Wagner!) 
“How Judith Cut Off the Head of Holoferncs,'’ with 
arias and choruses linked with the action of the piece, 
“the first Russian Opera,” followed closely on the pre¬ 
ceding one named. 
Araja, the Neapolitan composer, was invited to St. 
Petersburg as director of the new Italian Opera Com¬ 
pany in 1735, and probably opened the season at the Win¬ 
ter Palace with his “La Forza dell' Amore e dell’ Odio* 
translated into Russian. 
In 1751 Araja composed music to the first purely Rus¬ 
sian text, the subject being “La Clemenza di Tito,” which 
was later used by Mozart, and the libretto by Volkov 
In 1755 Araja’s “Cephalus and Procius” was given 
by singers only of Russian birth. 
“Aniouta,” by Fomin, produced in 1772, was the first 
opera written by a Russian composer. 
Fomin (1741-1800) was the first “national composer” 
of Russia, and by his talent liberated it from the domina¬ 
tion of “traveling Italian maestri.” 
Catherine II (The Great) lent her influence to the 
national opera by writing several libretti. 
The first Russian “opera house” was erected by the 
Empress Anne (1730-1740). 
Cavos’ “Ilya the Hero” (1806) was the first attempt 
to produce a national epic opera. 
With Glinka’s “A Life for the Tsar,” first performed 
on November 27th (O. S.), 1836, Russian National 
Opera arrived. 
From a Teacher’s Correspondence 
“Practice hard and carefully every day, paying especial 
attention to beauty of tone and to bringing out the real 
musical message of the piece. I do not like the word 
expression’ as applied to music. I like to think of each 
Piece as having a message to us and that in playing it 
we must try to make this message clear to our hearers. 
If we do this, expression, in its usual sense, will take 
Saint-Saens Defines Music 
lef?eritleum°f \ ^ ™sters of musical compositio. 
ner r t" ^ that are of definite value Wag ler, Berlioz, Liszt, Schumann and Saint-Saens almos 
exhaust the list. Of these the versatile Frenchman wa 
evernIC0U "rLl f7 bdng aMe to his opinions 
slrcasm so ift™ ^ ™th°Ut the stinS °f irony o, 
sarcasm so often present in the words of others / 
Art ” bv wT famine Saint-Saens, His Life anc 
well illustr t S01\,' y 6 ■*-)utton ar“d Company) 
workers ^ ° °n art and his fellow' 
T if/r 0i!0S.Wa^0 “Not only do I not deny him, bn 
it was «!" rg Tdicd him and Profited by him, m it was my right and my duty. I have done the same a; 
anT U f,ScbaStian Bach' Haydn, Beethoven, Mozart 
™ 1 6 mv, °f a,Uhc schools- I do not, on thai 
“y-e f obIigcd to say. of each one of 
them, that he alone is god, and that I am his prophet 
In reality it is neither Bach, nor Beethoven, nor Wagner 
whom I love; it ,s art. I am an eclectic. This is per¬ 
haps a great defect, but it is impossible for me to cor¬ 
rect it; one cannot alter one’s nature. Again I love 
liberty passionately, and cannot bear to have admirations 
imposed upon me. Enthusiasms to order freeze the 
blcxid in my veins, and render me incapable of aon-c 
ciatmg the most beautiful works.” app,c 
In spite of the strange twistings of ultra m 
”sUthataitTd fml0dy Stil‘ rb°dieS the Sarae Path« us that it did for our grandparents.—MacDowell. 
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More About American Music 
Publishers 
By the Well-known American Composer and Music Critic 
WILLIAM ARMS FISHER 
For Twenty-five Years Publishing' Manager of the Oliver Ditson Company 
A Notable Work 
The following is the second and last section of a sketch of American music publishers, very con¬ 
siderably condensed from a scholarly short history of the subject, prepared by Mr. William Arms 
Fisher, which was commenced in the special anniversary issue of “The Elude” last month. It is 
expected that this work of Mr. Fisher’s will lead to the publication of a much needed volume upon 
the subject, in which historical details, necessarily omitted in this journalistic sketch, may be included. 
Boston Publishers 
Boston’s first music publisher was the organist, pianist, 
violinist, composer and music teacher Peter Albrecht von 
Hagen, who opened a Musical Academy and in 1797 or 
1798 began to publish music. In 1797 Gottlieb Graupner, 
an oboist in Haydn’s Orchestra, settled in Boston and 
started music publishing in 1800 at his musical academy 
in Franklin Street. In his Music Hall the Handel and 
Haydn Society was formed. Graupner's son and Oliver 
Ditson were playmates. Another. factor in the early 
musical publishing days of Boston was Francis Mallet, 
singer, organist and pianist (1793-1832). For a time he 
was associated in business with Graupner. Strangely 
enough, in the early days the sale of music was com¬ 
bined with the sale of umbrellas. 
In 1829 Charles Bradlee began music publishing in 
Boston and continued until 1840, when his catalog was 
taken over by Oliver Ditson. Samuel Parker established 
himself in the book and music trade in 1811, taking over 
a business that had been established in 1784. Between 
1823-1826 Oliver Ditson, fresh from school, went into 
the employ of Parker. Oliver Ditson (1835) published 
his first song. Parker and Ditson became partners in 
1836. Ditson bought out the senior partner (1842), thus 
becoming the successor of a book and music business 
initiated in 1783. In 1857 Ditson took John C. Haynes 
into partnership, changing the firm name to Oliver Dit¬ 
son and Company. In 1858 the firm took over the pub¬ 
lication of Dwight's Journal of Musk, which was con¬ 
tinued until 1878. This was succeeded by the Musical 
Record and the Musical Record and Review; and in 1903 
by The Musician (purchased from the Hatch Music Co.). 
The Musician passed into other hands in 1918. 
In 1859 Mr. Ditson sent John Church to Cincinnati, to 
establish a branch house which ten years later he sold to 
Mr. Church. In 1864 he sent Patrick J. Healy and 
George W. Lyon to Chicago, who, with capital furnished 
by Mr. Ditson, established the firm of Lyon and Healy. 
Over fifty catalogs of different publishers have'been ab¬ 
sorbed by the Ditson Company. 
Mr. Ditson died in 1888; John C. Haynes became presi¬ 
dent of the company. Upon the death of Mr. Haynes, in 
1907, Oliver Ditson’s son, Mr. Charles H. Ditson, be¬ 
came the president. The business now occupies a large 
ten-story building on Tremont Street. 
Of the extensive and varied catalog of this the oldest 
music publishing house in the country, it is only necessary 
so say that it is educational in character. 
Charles A. White, born in Dightou, Massachusetts, 
played the violin at an early age, and was at one time 
dancing master and fencing master at the U. S. Naval 
Academy at Newport. In 1868 he formed a partner¬ 
ship with W. F. Smith and John F. Perry, which was 
the genesis of the present firm of White-Smith Music 
Pub. Co. Mr. White is said to have written fifteen hun¬ 
dred compositions, the most popular of which was Mar¬ 
guerite. His grandson, Charles A. White, is president 
of the company now, located at 40-44 Winchester Street, 
Boston. 
The house of Russell and Richardson, located in 1857 
at 291 Washington Street, were successors to G: P. Reed 
and Co., who date back to 1839. In 1863 the firm, whose 
name had been changed many times, was purchased by 
Oliver Ditson Company. It is mentioned here because 
in the early seventies a young man, born at Altoona, Ger¬ 
many, found employment in their retail music store. 
This was Arthur Paul Schmidt, who came to America 
in January, 1866, at the age of twenty. He opened a 
music store of his own in 1876, and, though he first spe¬ 
cialized in the importation of foreign music, he foresaw 
the dawning era of the native composers and more and 
more identified himself with it. He was the first to 
recognize the gifts of Paine, Chadwick, Foote, MacDow¬ 
ell, Mrs. Beach and others. In 1880 he brought out the 
first symphony of an American composer ever published 
(score and parts of John K. Paine’s Spring Symphony). 
Thereafter he published several other notable symphonic 
works, including Arthur Foote’s Francesca da Rimini and 
G. W. Chadwick’s second and third symphonies. The 
great bulk of the catalog of the A. P. Schmidt Company 
is composed of copyright works of American composers 
rather than reprints of foreign classics. Mr. A. P. 
Schmidt died in 1921, leaving his fine firm in the hands 
of his co-workers, Harry B. Crosby, Henry R. Austin 
and Miss Florence I. Emery. 
Gustav Schirmer, Jr., second son of G. Schirmer, born 
in New York in 1864. After studying music and music 
publishing in Germany for five years he returned in 1885 
and established the Boston Music Company. In 1888 
he commenced publishing the works of Ethelbert Nevin, 
some of which were among the most successful ever 
known in the publishing business. G. Schirmer died in 
1907, a man of high ideals and catholic taste, who looked 
upon music publishing not as a mere business for profit, 
but as a profession and a service to the art he himself 
loved so deeply and genuinely. Upon his death the busi¬ 
ness passed into the hands of his son Gustav, who in 1922 
moved the publication headquarters of the business to 
New York. 
The reader must have noted that all of the more 
important publishing houses have had their origin in the 
musical knowledge and enthusiasm of their founders. 
Business routine and ability, both essential to success, 
develops with experience; but the great publishers were 
primarily music lovers. 
JB. F. Wood was no exception. Born at Lewiston, 
Maine, in 1849, he first became a student at the New 
England Conservatory. On completing his course he 
taught piano and organ, and was organist and choir¬ 
master in the churches of Lewiston and Auburn, Maine. 
Hampered in his teaching by the lack of the kind of 
teaching material he required, he sought Arthur P. 
Schmidt for advice, and soon became his business man¬ 
ager. Three years later, in 1893, he established the B. F. 
Wood Company, in partnership with Mr. John Aiken 
Preston, also an experienced piano teacher. The house 
has been very successful not only in publishing easy 
teaching material with melodic interest, but also in the 
Edition Wood, reprints of the classics now numbering 
over one thousand volumes. Mr. Preston died in 1914 
and Mr. Wood in 1922, the business now being conducted 
by nephews of the founders, Mr. Harold W. Robinson 
and Mr. W. D. Preston, at its commodious headquarters 
at 88 Stephen Street. 
H. B. Stevens and Co., an important firm established 
in Boston in the last century, was absorbed by the Theo. 
Presser Co. 
Through that great pioneer, Lowell Mason, music be¬ 
came in 1838 a regular branch of study in the public 
schools of Boston; arid the city naturally became a cen¬ 
tre of important specialists in School Music, such as C. C. 
Birchard; Silver, Burdett and Co., and Ginn and Co. 
Cincinnati Publishers 
As far back as the forties of the last century, Cincin¬ 
nati had its music publisher in the person of W. C. Peters 
(later W. C. Peters and Sons, A. C. Peters and Brother, 
and Peters, Field and Co.). In the sixties the firm of 
J. J. Dobmeyer had its day, its catalog being absorbed by 
J. L. Peters (acquired by Oliver Ditson in 1877). The 
catalog of F: W. Helmick and Newhall and Evans were 
also purchased by the Oliver Ditson Co. 
WILLIAM ARMS FISHER 
In 1859 Oliver Ditson sent John Church (who had 
entered his employ at the age of fourteen) to Cincinnati 
to straighten out a business tangle with the firm of Truax 
and Baldwin. Impressed with the business possibilities 
of Cincinnati, he negotiated with Mr. Ditson for a half 
interest in the concern taken over. Thus the firm of John 
Church, Jr., was started in 1859, with Mr. Ditson as 
senior partner. Ten years later Mr. Church purchased 
Mr. Ditson’s interest and, with his bookeeper, Mr. John 
B. Trevor, established the firm of John Church and Co. 
In 1871 Church’s Musical Visitor, a monthly magazine, 
was started and continued for twenty-six years. In 1873 
this firm purchased the catalog of George F. Root and 
Sons, of Chicago (successors to Root and Cady, estab¬ 
lished in 1858). From 1862 to 1883 the house specialized 
in popular stage songs, and also songs of the minstrel 
type. The publication of the Moody and Sankey Gospel 
Hymns resulted in an unprecedented sale. In 1873 
Church published a set of teaching pieces for the piano, 
by the then unknown Theodore Presser. 
In 1890 the John Church Company entered the operatic 
field issuing popular operettas of Sousa, Edwards, Her¬ 
bert, de Koven and others. Many of the famous Marches 
of Sousa were issued by this house, some of which have 
had unprecedented sales. The firm has in recent years 
acquired a fine catalog of high-class modern material. 
Mr. Church died in Boston in 1890. His son-in-law, Mr. 
R. B. Burchard, is President, with Mr. W. L. Coghill as 
publication manager. The firm is located at 109-111 West 
Fourth St., Cincinnati, with an important branch at 318 
West 46th St., New York. 
Charles A. Willis started the Willis Music Company 
in 1900. He had formerly been with the John Church 
Company. He rapidly built up a highly successful cata¬ 
log, but in 1921 sold his business to Gustav Schirmer 
(Boston Music Company). 
Chicago Publishers 
One of the first of the Chicago publishing houses was 
that of H. M. Higgins, founded in the late fifties or 
early sixties. The catalog eventually became the prop¬ 
erty of Oliver Ditson Company. The firm of Root and 
Cady, established in 1858, was changed by the great 
fire of 1871 to George F. Root and Sons and was event¬ 
ually absorbed by John Church and Co'.* of Cincinnati. 
The Root firm published all of the important war songs 
of George F. Root and many other numbers of great 
popularity. 
The Foster Music Company, of Chicago, resulting 
from the amalgamation of different firms, has published 
an immense number of successful songs of the lighter 
type, and conduct a very extensive wholesale jobbing 
business. 
The Gamble Hinged Music Co., which derives its unique 
name from the ingenious hinge for sheet music pages 
invented by the founder, has developed a very active 
catalog of teaching material. The company was founded 
about twenty years ago. 
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The firm of Lyon and Healy published music for a 
time; but this branch of their business was eventually 
taken over by Oliver Ditson and Company. One of the 
Lyon and Healy employees, who had had experience as 
a music teacher, established himself in the publishing busi¬ 
ness in 1888, taking for his slogan "Music of the better 
class.” This is Clayton F. Summy, who has been unusu¬ 
ally successful in the publication of educational material. 
He is now located at 429 South Wabash Avenue. 
S.; Brainard, Sons and Co., although founded in 
Cleveland in 1836 by Silas Brainard, conducted a large 
branch in Chicago and later in New York. The firm was 
taken over by the sons of the founder in 1871 and has 
passed through many changes of management. 
In this very sketchy outline it has been absolutely im¬ 
possible to include the names of many publishers in Buf¬ 
falo, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Louisville, Memphis, New 
Orleans, Charleston or San Francisco, such for instance 
as the very successful publisher of Detroit, Jerome V. 
Remick, who has issued many of the greatest popular 
successes in recent years, or the Lorenz Publishing Com¬ 
pany, of Dayton, Ohio, which does an enormous business 
in church music. Nor has it been possible to mention 
anything of the large number of publishers of religious 
music of a popular character, greatly in demand in this 
country. Such firms would include Fillmore Brothers, 
of Cincinnati; Tullar-Meredith, of New York; the Hei¬ 
delberg Press; Hall, Mack and Co.; Adam Geibel Music 
Co., of Philadelphia; Charles Gabriel, of Chicago; J. S. 
Fearis and Company, and many others. 
The complete history will require extended research 
and an entire volume. Fashions and modes in music come 
and go, but the great art of music lives on; and the en¬ 
during publisher is the one who keeps pace with its 
ceaseless advance and change, the unresting publisher 
with the forward look in his eyes and the love of music 
in his heart. 
A Few Hints on Memorizing 
By Sarah E. Spratt 
n effort of will,” having Memory may be defined a 
four powers as follows: I . Retention 
2. Recognition 
3. Reproduction 
4. Localization 
It is very important that the piano student cultivate 
a logical memory, or the power to reason correctly; 
that is, to know things by their relations. The ma¬ 
jority of students depend on their “mechanical” memo¬ 
ries, or force of habit by constant repetition. Logical 
memorizing is a delightful task, whereas mechanical 
memorizing is irksome at best. 
The first steps in memorizing a piece of music should 
be done away from the piano. Take your study or 
piece to some quiet place, and study it as you would 
a difficult literary reading. Number its measures 1, 2, 
3 and so on to the end, then begin its mastery. 
I. Mark all the keys major or minor, as they appear; 
also the diminished and augmented chords. Note the 
chromatic progressions and the general structure. Find 
the principal themes and cadences. 
II. Get a clear idea of the rhythm by dividing the 
musical sentences into regular metrical portions. How¬ 
ever, keep the essential rhythm in mind, and the recur¬ 
rence of accents at equal intervals of time. Here imag¬ 
ination is a great aid to memory. Follow the notes 
rapidly with the eyes, and imagine you hear a regular 
flow of rhythm and melody. 
These things all having been gone over thoroughly, 
you will have a very clear idea of the melody, harmony 
and rhythm. 
III. Go over the composition again to study the 
fingering. Write out fingering in difficult measures; or, 
if it can be changed to your advantage and convenience, 
mark the changes. Study the different positions the 
hands, wrists and arms must assume. 
IV. Now go over the composition once. again and 
strive to see the relation of melody, harmony, rhythm 
and fingering. This will bring into use two of memory’s 
powers, Recognition and Localization. 
V. Expression and pedaling can, of course, be best 
attained at the piano. All of these things may require 
weeks, even months of concentrated effort. When all 
these difficulties have been mastered, you will bring into 
use two more of memory’s powers, Retention and 
Reproduction. 
•Taken all the world over, in every age and every clime, 
there is no art $o much loved as music,—Tapper. 
Little Foxes That Spoil the Vines 
By Grace Nicholas Hume 
The music vine is a tender growth and subject to the 
attacks of many enemies. One little fox that often con 
sumes the fruits of artistic piano performance is tne 
tendency of the left hand to fumble or leave out some 
of the notes in a running passage like the following: 
Students whose straight scale work is very good many 
times are unable to make the left hand behave in such 
a phrase. The remedy? After considerable practice 
with the hands separately, play the hands together but 
concentrate all the attention on the left hand. The right 
hand will invariably march along on time. See to it 
that the- left hand takes the lead. 
Another sly fox that nips the buds of promise is the 
failure of the young student to employ, when needed, a 
perfect staccato in one hand and at the same time a fault¬ 
less legato in the other. Scale practice with hands to¬ 
gether, very slowly at first and gradually working up 
to a moderate rate of speed, playing the first half 
of the octave staccato in the left hand and legato in 
the right, and the second half legato in the left and 
staccato in the right, then vice versa, later reducing the 
number of tones in the group played with the contrast¬ 
ing touches to three, then to two, finally alternating 
single tones in each hand as to touch so that at the 
same instant the left hand will be playing legato and the 
right staccato, or the reverse, will cause this particular 
little fox to fall dead right in his tracks. 
Very common is the fault of giving the second beat 
of a typical waltz accompaniment not more than half its 
time value. Instead of the effect the composer intended 
Preliminary practice on single tones repeated without 
change of finger, endeavoring at the same time to secure 
a perfect legato and a tone free from roughness or undue 
heaviness, employing thereafter two tones or the full 
chord repeated in the same way, will enable the student 
to play waltz accompaniments correctly. 
In an example like this from the Heller Etude Op. 46, 
No. 8, in which the student almost always makes the 
Andante cantabile 
misiaKe or noiamg tne second note of the accompaniment 
group of three until the next melody tone is played, and 
almost as invariably fails to connect the melody tone with 
its successor, we have found this treatment to be effica 
cious: First, have the pupil find and play all the melody 
tones perfectly legato and in exact time. Next, proceed 
similarly with the ones of the accompaniment Then nlav 
the accompaniment very staccato but not fast and in 
perfect time. Now, combine melody and accompaniment 
exaggerating the depth and legato of the melody and 
playing the accompaniment tones with a crisn stared 
but very softly. Last of all, play the parts together Is 
they are written; and, if the preparatory work has been 
thoroughly done, an accompaniment free from “muddi 
ness but subordinated to a melody of clear i 
quality will be the result. ’ mus ca' 
Make the foxes profitable by taming them. 
the lesson of morality, l 
of beauty. 
—Hamilton Wrig 
THE ETUDE 
Studio Reminders . 
By Albert Bowermann 
Many lines of approach must be used in order to in. 
fluence pupils to assume the proper attitude towards 
music study. One method is to place “Studio Remind- 
ers” upon the blackboard. These are changed every 
week or two. Those which arc especially good remain 
longer. Practically every day something arises during 
the lesson which prompts me to point to the blackboard 
and ask the student to read the "reminder.” It js Sllr, 
prising how frequently the reader thinks it was written 
particularly for him. 
I might say that a very large percentage of these have 
been either taken word for word from articles appearing 
in The Etude or suggested by ideas presented in its 
pages which I have been reading and studying for over 
seventeen years. 
Here are a number of them: 
Danger! Go slowly! 
Make your music talk. 
Do it now. 
The only kind that counts is slow, thoughtful prac¬ 
tice. 
If in doubt, don’t do it. 
(Patience. 
Students need (Perseverance. 
(Practice. 
The brain must direct the fingers, not the fingers the 
brain. 
There arc three important things in practice: First, 
slow; second, slow; third, slow. 
Don’t make excuses; wake good. 
First study, then practice. 
Do not count with your playing; play in:!: your count¬ 
ing. 
Can’t is a coward too lazy to try. 
You know a piece no better than you can play its most 
difficult measure. 
Take nothing for granted. 
Go slowly enough so that you not only kn w what you 
ought to do, but so that you are sure that i do it. 
The biggest room in the world is the mow j - improvt- 
A splendid start toward having a go h-son is to 
practice as soon'as possible after leaving , teacher’s 
studio. 
Can’t leads nowhere! 
Never Be Satisfied! 
Knowledge is Power, if rightly used. 
Your interest in your music will depend largely upon 
what you put into it. 
Think, think, and then think again. 
Cant and I will not live in the same house. 
., ® ,most successful student is the one who does more 
than the teacher requires rather than les- 
Lost—A good piCCC' by no, pracljcjnR j( 
fully.' Pleasure- by Practicing thoughtfully and care- 
thffiT?Scea"rf rfpf,i,i0" 3rC thc m°St needfU' 
fhc" think; then Play. 
enough toffiiT8, 'f y.°U arC wi,lin* ,0 Prnclice s,ow,y 
It is a el ^ TCC,Iy an<l «<> keep a. it. 
if you renea/flT •T “ correct lla,'i' as the wrong one, 
The diffi lr nRht 3Ct as fluently, 
stones to success ** °Vcrcome are merely the stepping- 
^"pessimis^sareP“Tat,°n .'S 'vortb a Pound of repair. 
“It can be done’’5 11 Ca" 1 1)6 <lone”: an optomist says 
peptomist. ’ 3 Pcp,omist wys "HI do it.” Be a 
Think ten times and play once 
not the *or your abi,i'>’ ‘° Play f 
on your part ’ " 'S pat,cnt and persevering work 
Have you backbone . '.cland: no others need apply 
The easiest 1 C.0r ,s lt °nl-V a wishbone? 
Don’, dot* PerSOn ln the world to fool is yourself 1 
stability^ a,0ne Wil1 not bring results; you must have 
Untfl55 COnieS 'n Cans; failures in cant 
not really know you think you know, you do 
You cannot do erL.y°U do know «• 
j°y in the doing an>ihing we|l without experiencing 
“To attain LT10 determine. " o attain 
s“«ess you must thjnk success •• 
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Pictorial Music of Yesterday and To-day 
The sisters began to play the Battle of Prague. “Stop 
that old thing,” George howled out from the sofa, “It 
makes me mad. You play us something, Miss Swartz, 
do. Sing something, anything but the Battle of 
Prague!” Even those familiar with their “Vanity Fair,” 
probably know nothing about the piece which so worked 
upon George Osborne’s temper, yet at one time it was 
a tremendous favorite, especially in English drawing¬ 
rooms. It is now as dead as it deserves to be. Prague 
has been the scene of more than one battle; but for¬ 
tunately only one piece has been inspired by these con¬ 
flicts, and that was the composition of Franz Kotzwara, 
who described in music the battle between the Prussians 
and Austrians in 1757. The work, very poor stuff, was 
written for the piano with ad libitum parts for violin, 
violoncello, and drum. Kotzwara was evidently of an 
accommodating disposition! The military spirit of the 
age moved even Beethoven, the mighty tone-poet, to 
compose a Battle Symphony on Wellington’s _ victory at 
Vittoria, in which the advance of the opposing armies 
was signified by drum-rolls and trumpet-calls, with “Rule 
Britannia 1” and “Malbrough s’en va-t-en guerre” used as 
marches. 
Musical Battles 
Battles in music go back to a period long before the 
eighteenth century. In the sixteenth century Clement 
Jannequin wrote among other program pieces, The 
Battle of Marignan. and the old English worthy, Wil¬ 
liam Byrd, composed a battle piece which is preserved in 
“My Ladye Nevell’s Booke,” and for its period is won¬ 
derfully vivid and pictorial. The shock and excitement 
of armed conflict have always possessed an attraction 
for composers, big and' little, but especially little; prob¬ 
ably they discovered that it was a way of securing easy 
fame, to which end they were somefknes not above a 
little claptrap. Thus, Dandrieu (1684-^.0), who per¬ 
petrated eight pieces entitled Les Carnctcres de la 
Guerre, not content with indicating the sound of can¬ 
non by means of an ordinary common chord—a suffi¬ 
ciently mild expedient, even for the ordnance of those 
days!—provided that the player, who was ambitious of 
attaining greater realism, might put the palm of his 
hand forcibly on the lower keys of his instrument. This 
device seems to be the direct ancestor of the practice- 
of those who get terrific drum effects in the Dead March 
in “Saul” by putting the left foot upon the two lowest 
pedals of their organ. The use of the palm of the hand 
on the keys in order to simulate the discharge of can¬ 
non, is also to be found in the Battle of Neerwinden by 
Daniel Steibelt (1765-1823), who was a great sinner 
in the matter of descriptive music. The sole excuse 
that can be made for him is that he catered for the 
public taste which accepted with relish pieces about the 
Battle of Ulm, Duncan’s Victory Over the Dutch at 
Camper down, etc. That same naval victory likewise in¬ 
spired Dussek (1760-1812) to turn out similar rubbish. 
A modern example of this kind of warlike music is the 
celebrated battle scene in Richard Strauss’s Ein Helden- 
Icben, which not very many years ago caused a great 
outflow of ink from the fountain pens of critics, profes¬ 
sional and otherwise. Nowadays we listen to it with 
calmness if without relish, an instance of eels getting 
used to skinning. 
Music of the Elements 
But popular as suggestions (one can hardly call them 
reproductions) of trumpets, drums, and cannon, not to 
mention the piteous cries of the wounded, have ever 
been, the music of the elements runs them very close. 
They are not difficult to manufacture, the chief material 
being a chromatic rumble in the depths for the thunder, 
and rapid arpeggios of the diminished seventh chord 
away in the heights for the lightning. As long ago as 
the time of Byrd, we have from his contemporary, John 
Mundy, a fantasia which depicted thunder and lightning 
alternating with fair weather, after the manner of the 
“uncertain glory of an April day.” As this piece was 
composed for the weak-toned virginal, a great deal neces¬ 
sarily depended upon the amount of imagination pos¬ 
sessed by the hearer, realizing which, Mundy consid¬ 
erately labeled the different vagaries of the weather, 
so that there might be no confusion. How true it is 
that there is nothing new under th; sun! Here we have 
this old Tudor composer anticipating his twentieth-cen¬ 
tury successors who find a written program indispensa-1 
ble in order to explain what they are driving at. 
By J. PERCY BAKER, F. R. A. M. 
How Composers Have Attempted to Paint in Tones. 
The Portraits de la Nature published by Knecht in 
1784, contain a storm followed by a hymn of thanksgiv¬ 
ing. Those who have heard Beethoven’s Pastoral Sym¬ 
phony will at once recognize the similarity of the pro¬ 
gram of the last two movements to Knecht’s; but, vul¬ 
garly speaking, the two compositions otherwise are not 
in the same street. Knecht’s concoction is poor in the 
extreme, while Beethoven’s Storm is acknowledged to 
he one of the finest pieces of tone-painting in exist¬ 
ence. The organ being an instrument on which it is 
easy to make a noise, composers of storms with subse¬ 
quent hymns of gratitude for not having been electro¬ 
cuted, have, of course, not been lacking, and their ambi¬ 
tious effusions command the gaping admiration of 
the populace, especially when the instrument happens to 
be fitted with bells, and with realistic devices for the 
imitation of rain and hail. 
Sights and Sounds of Nature 
The sights and sounds of nature have always proved 
a favorite text upon which to expatiate, as witness The 
Cuckoo and the Swallow by Daquin, and the numerous 
pieces with illustrative titles by Franqois Couperin (1688- 
1733), many of which are still the delight of those, who 
can appreciate truth and poetry, even in an old-fashioned 
garb, for Couperin is justly entitled to his sobriquet of 
Le Grand. Again in the Pastoral Symphony, Beethoven 
has also availed himself of bird-notes at the end of a 
slow movement, the Cuckoo (of course), the Yellow- 
hammer, the Quail, and the Nightingale. Some puritans 
may object to these realistic touches, but there is no 
getting over the fact that many people keenly enjoy 
them. Even in this advanced age, some organists gain 
a great reputation with their congregations on account 
of their readiness in illustrating such passages as “At 
the voice of Thy thunder they are afraid,” and “They 
sing among the branches.” Mendelssohn’s Caprice in E 
Minor, Op. 16, No. 2, owes its origin to the composer, 
who was staying with friends in Wales, being much 
taken with an eccremocarpus growing in the garden. Its 
little bell-like yellow flowers excited his fancy and he 
wrote a piece giving the music which, he said, the fairies 
might play on those tiny trumpets. Pieces connected 
with the chase are too common to need comment be¬ 
yond saying that they are for the most part in 6-8 
time, and that they often have a Broken rhythm sug¬ 
gestive of the galloping of horses, and also those con¬ 
ventional passages associated with the old “natural” 
horn, and due to its peculiar limitations. 
“Pictorial Music” for 
Children 
Admittedly the most primitive appeal 
of music is that in which it is employed 
to stimulate the imagination through 
what can only be termed musical pic= 
tures. Therefore, “Realism in Music” 
has a very practical significance in the 
training of the child in the art. 
Abstract music for children is like a 
pencil sketch of a flower without form, 
color or perfume. One keen teacher we 
know found out the subjects in which 
the child was most interested and then 
selected pieces with analogous titles, 
even though the music itself was not 
quite what was wanted. The main thing 
is interest; and “Pictorial Music” is one 
of the best ways in which to arouse it. 
Bible Sonatas 
The Bible Sonatas of Johann Kuhnau (1660-1722) 
afford examples of a curious choice of subjects. He set 
out to describe (1) The Combat between David and 
Goliath; (2) David curing Saul by means of music; 
(3) Jacob’s marriage; (4) Hezekiah sick unto death and 
recovered of his sickness; (5) The Saviour of Israel, 
Gideon; and (6) Jacob’s death and burial. Although 
not all of these call for musical treatment, Kuhnau’s 
Sonatas are not to be despised. In them he made a 
serious effort to be truly expressive, even though he used 
some rather naive devices such as a rapid scale to de¬ 
note the flight of the fatal pebble which ended the Phil¬ 
istine’s boasting. A similar attempt, but on pagan rather 
than religious lines, was made by Dittersdorf (1739- 
1789), who illustrated twelve scenes from Ovid’s Meta¬ 
morphoses, in the shape of symphonies with such allusive 
titles as The Four Ages of the World, The Rescue of 
Andromeda, Jason Carries Off the Golden Fleece, etc. 
They were excellent music. 
Even a composer so far removed from program 
music in general as J. S. Bach (1685-1750) wrote a 
Capriccio on the departure of his very dear brother, in 
which are depicted the efforts of friends to dissuade 
him from the journey, their representation of the ac¬ 
cidents that might befall him by the way, their lamenta¬ 
tions when they cannot induce him to stay at home, and 
finally a figure in imitation of the postilion’s horn. 
Pianists will recall Beethoven’s Sonata in E Flat, Op. 
81 as having a somewhat similar basis but treated with 
less humor and greater poetry. Bach was not above a 
little realism in his sacred music also, as witness the 
crowing of the cock in the Passions according to St. 
John and St. Matthew. The German church-goers 
would never have tolerated an omission of this; so Bach 
may be forgiven for having tried to please his con¬ 
gregation. 
Gibbet Music 
Harking back to Dussek, this really quite respectable 
composer wrote a descriptive piece called The Sufferings 
of the Queen of France (Marie-Antoinette), in which he 
essayed to express the feelings of that unfortunate Prin¬ 
cess in her imprisonment, trial, and execution. The fall 
of the guillotine knife was indicated by a loud chord 
with a descending scale 1 This brings to mind the drop 
of a seventh in Richard Strauss’s Till Eulcnspiegel, 
which denotes the end of that whimsical rogue’s career 
on the gibbet. Strauss is one of the greatest realists in 
modern music, and much controversy has been aroused 
by such effects as the bleating of the sheep in his Don 
Quixote, by his portrayal in the Domestic Symphony 
of the family life of father, mother and baby, including 
the bath of the last-named, and, among others, by the 
execution of John Baptist. Stravinsky, in his Petruchka 
Ballet, imitates the ebbing life of! the luckless puppet by 
means of a figure consisting of three-part triads in con¬ 
secutive fifths, played by the horns pianissimo. He also 
reproduces with great fidelity the strident tones of a 
barrel-organ, using for his purpose flutes, clarinets and 
bass clarinets. In Ravel’s Beauty and the Beast from his 
Scenes enfantines, the transformation of the monster 
into a handsome young Prince is suggested by a down¬ 
ward glissando on the harp. 
Such touches of realism in music are always popular 
with a certain type of listener, for the simple r^son 
that, by force of association with the familiar, they 
conjure up a more or less vivid picture of part, though 
not necessarily the whole, of what was in the composer’s 
mind. If the impression goes no farther, the thing is 
puerile. We ought not to judge of a composer’s ability 
,by his deftness in mere imitation, which is only copying, 
when all is said and done, but by his success in convey¬ 
ing a complete conception of his whole intent, which is 
creation. There will always be diverse opinions as to 
how far any particular realism is justifiable; but it may 
be safely said that, while any clever craftsman can imi¬ 
tate more or less exactly, it takes a poet-musician to 
imbue his imitation with artistry. Which is simply 
another way of saying that the end justifies the means. 
“It is a powerful magnetic current that connects 
two forms of human thought and feeling, as 
expressed in poetry and music.” 
—A favorite quotation of Liszt to his pupils. 
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What Next? 
By Eugenio Pirani 
Some days ago t saw a play featuring a young violin¬ 
ist, whose genius was early recognized by his old experi¬ 
enced teacher. The master foresaw a glorious career 
for his beloved pupil. The young artist however had not 
yet acquired with his rendition, depth of feeling nor poetic 
conception. His was only a meaningless empty technic. 
Only a great love, thought the old master, could fructify 
those divine gifts. He introduced him to a charming 
girl, a model and dancer. Mutual affection ensued which 
soon was fanned into fervid passion. Jealousy of the fas¬ 
cinating dancer prompted the young artist to homicidal 
and suicidal intentions. That was just what the old 
teacher intended to bring about. The magic touch of 
love had transformed the promising young violinist into 
a great artist. 
A great part of modern virtuosi consider their task 
finished when they have mastered the technical difficul¬ 
ties of a. composition, while the true artist finds that 
with this his work is not half completed. At this 
moment, in fact, begins the poetic, creative part of his 
labor, “what next?” 
More Than a Machine 
It would be a poor ideal indeed for the interpreter 
to accomplish only a task which an automatic instru¬ 
ment can do more perfectly; that is, to play with cor¬ 
rectness and in the right time. If the aim of an artist 
would be nothing more than to become a machine, his 
task would be here finished indeed. 
But music, no less than poetry or painting, has a 
deeper message to bring to its devotee. It must convey 
to him a picture, a vision, which may be beautiful, 
fascinating, sensuous, or again terrifying, horrid, 
according to the meaning of the composition and the 
intentions of the author. Sometimes a clever interpreta¬ 
tion can even add to the intentions of the composer. In 
fact, if the interpreter discovers in the music Some 
hidden beauties, of which perhaps the composer was not 
quite aware, the composer himself would feel grateful 
to his exponent. If the latter, on the contrary, devotes 
his attention only to a mechanical even if faithful re¬ 
production, he will leave his listener cold and indifferent. 
The public may perhaps admire his well developed tech¬ 
nic and, as a great compliment, declare that he plays 
almost as well as a piano-playing machine. 
On the other hand, if the interpreter is capable to 
form in his imagination a picture and to convey it to his 
listeners he will cast a magic spell over them. But 
“how to do it?” you will ask. 
Take for instance, the Novelette in F by Schumann. 
In the first theme one could think of “galloping horses” 
first in the distance, then approaching nearer and nearer 
and finally the majestic column of troopers parading in 
full pomposity before the eyes of the onlooker. The 
triplets suggesting the galloping steps ought to be 
performed with brillancy. The second part is like 
a “song without words.” An impressive singing touch 
will be needed here for bringing out the melodic beauties 
of this sweet inspired .theme. 
Poetic Examples 
Or take the Spinning Song of Mendelssohn. There 
is in the picture not only the (well-oiled!) Spinning 
Wheel but also the charming girl who sings sitting 
beside it... .The rotation of the wheel must be expressed 
through the even smooth rendition of the figures of 
sixteenth notes and the song-well, it must be sung. 
Or the Barcarolle of Liszt. The gentle waves of the 
Laguna must be suggested through the delicate arpeggios 
and >the rippling figures. The rocking of the Gondola, 
the Barcajulo making love to his “Biondina” in a 
tender Venetian song must complete the lovely vision. 
Let us study now the Prelude in D flat by Chopin. 
The composer is in utter desperation because of the threat 
made by the fickle George Sand to leave him alone in 
Majorca. He fancies himself dead, in the coffin, while 
the monks around his corpse murmur the litanies for the 
dead. One of the monks repeats in a monotonous single 
note: “ora pro nobis!” 
Or one of the most inspired Sonatas of Beethoven, 
the one in D minor, Op. 30 No. 2. You could weave 
a whole story around this beautiful piece of music. 
Adolf B. Marx, the famous theorist, professor at 
the Berlin University, undertook to explain the poetic 
meaning of Beethoven’s Sonatas in his book, “Interpre¬ 
tation of Beethoven’s Piano Compositions;” and in this 
sonata he tried to sketch an entire novel: “a veiled 
woman kneeling in a pew of the church, prayers, monks, 
and other features.” 
If the title of a composition is well chosen, it 
gives u> me ~ whose capricious figure 
suggest. Griegs Butterfly. wnose Tensen’ 
suggest the vagaries of this wingc i > J d 
The Mill, where the revolving wheel is prop e s 
the babbling brook; Pirani’s Pirc/ly .n wh h the 
sudden flashes of the glowworm mustbe delicate y 
brought out through the accented notes, demoting 
Murmurs, in which the player has the task of_d|.ctmg 
the rustle of the leaves shaken by the wind,Debussys 
Jardin sous la pluie, at first raindrops which develop 
later into a heavy downpour; Ravels Jets d 
which the bubbling, sputtering, splashing of the 
fall ought to be musically imitated. 
In some cases we do know what the subject ot tn 
composer’s inspiration was, but alone the « ea 
guess what he may have had ill mmd will impart to 
the rendition a special charm. . . 
In fact every artist is entitled to give h,s individual 
version of the work of art, which may be quite differ¬ 
ent with the various players, so much so that we 
hardly recognize a composition as played by i 
pianists; but every interpretation may have its merits 
and be interesting in its way. . . 
Schumann found an inexhaustible source of inspiration 
in the writings of E. T. A. Hoffmann, the famous poet 
and noted judge. Especially the articles he wrote under 
the name of “Kapellmeister Kreisler” inspired Schumann 
to his “Kreisleriana;” and Hoffmann’s “Phantasies m 
Callots manier” offered Schumann rich material for 
his most beautiful musical inspirations, as the same 
book was responsible for the fantastic light opera Lcs 
Contes de Hoffman by Offenbach. 
If fiction and poetry can thus be translated into music, 
why could not the inverse operation, translating music 
into poetry, be equally feasible and successful? . 
If, without revealing your intentions to the listener, 
you succeed in conveying to him the pictures you have 
in mind; if, after having performed a composition, the 
listener avows to . having had exactly the vision you in¬ 
tended to suggest to him; what an artistic victory you 
will have achieved! For this reason I try myself and 
also with my pupils to make a picture of every composi¬ 
tion to be interpreted. The results prove the efficacy 
of the plan. 
Therefore, do not limit yourself to faithfully inter¬ 
preting only the few signs of expression given by the 
composer, but endeavor to illustrate pictorially the music, 
reading between the lines not what he has said but the 
most important part of the composition, what has not 
been said at all. 
An Aid to Mason’s Technic 
By Frank Howard Warner 
In the use of the “Two Finger Exercises” the follow¬ 
ing plan helps to keep the mind on the correct touch 
and accent for each note except in the fast forms, where 
it is useful for accent only. 
Playing the clinging legato form, the pupil says 
“Strike” with each note, and “Slide” as the finger 
which has been holding the preceding key, passes over 
to the new one. With the second slow form (both 
rhythms) “Fall” with the legato note, which is to be 
taken with hand touch, and “Snap” with the staCcato 
note. If the player raises the hand a few inches above 
the keys in Number 2 and lets it fall with arm totally 
relaxed, he will get a strong accent on the legato note, 
so that the staccato touch may be quite strong without 
displacing the accent. In Number 3 the fall must be 
less heavy so that the accent on the staccato notes will 
be sufficiently strong. 
When a pupil seems unable to acquire the hand touch 
I allow him to do the second slow form (Numbers 2 
and 3) with hand extended in line with the arm before 
falling to the keys, instead of slanting down from the 
arm with relaxed wrist, as directed by Dr. Mason. The 
former position of the hand is more used in playing than 
the latter, and gives more security to the young player 
With second moderate form—both rhythms—the pupii 
says, “Loud and soft and” to each measure-a word 
to each note. With fast form (Number 8), “Just as fast 
as I can do it.” Of course the words used with the 
different notes must be loud or soft according to the 
relative emphasis of the notes. 
— r ”7 ™e use of the ? 
personal pronoun I; it consists in tone, in method 
attitude, in point of view; it consists in sayina thinn 
such a way that you will yourself be recoani-J. 
force in saying them. 
—Woodrow Wilson. 
THE ETUDE 
Overcoming Octaves 
By M. C. B. 
It annears that the immense value of good octave 
nlaving is not generally realized by piano students. There 
are so many beautiful and useful octave etudes in piano 
literature, which are not used as much as they deserve 
,n be Some octave work should be included in each 
day’s practice. A good pianist has said that if on any 
dav the practice were limited to fifteen mmutes, this 
short time should be devoted to octave playing. 
Comparatively few pupils receive any training in oc¬ 
taves, except what they pick up by chance in their 
studies and pieces. The consequence is, that many qyitc 
advanced pupils spoil their pieces by slovenly playing 
of octaves. 
The foundation of octave work should be laid in the 
second grade by means of wrist exercises in single 
tones, thirds and sixths, preferably with hands separate 
and without the book. These smaller stretches should 
be used for a longer or shorter time according to the 
size of the pupil’s hand. 
11 ,i 1111 ii i .inY'T 
The complete exercise should lie played ascending and 
descending, with each finger of both hand,. The left 
hand should begin at second space C in bass. There 
should be a decided raise of the hand at each rest, keep¬ 
ing in mind that it is a hand, not a finger exercise. 
I * » M 1 l « J it 
This should be played through with i pair of 
fingers—1-3, 2-4, 3-5. 
A good idea of the position of the hand may be ob¬ 
tained from the illustration in Prosser's Student Book, 
page 56, which also contains very good wrixt exercises 
in thirds and sixths. 
In introducing octaves, a system of rhythms should 
be used according to the way that octave , generally 
used in pieces, and may profitably be giv' n in several 
keys, until the habit of using the fourth fine r on black 
key octaves is formed. Attention should be p ud to what 
Mr. Matthew called “the clamp,” which is made by turn¬ 
ing the first joint of the fifth and first huger so that 
the hand is just the size of an octave. 
1 — oils, oi course, is verv t icinenuu 
but will prove useful as a beg-nning. 
vni?^ oCtaVC p,ayinR is a very complex process, « 
of 1C T;, '!and ant1 finKers. and requiring yea 
nunds K^' Ktl,lak’ Volumc 1. is somewhat tedious f< 
Fnr!’d, !,eacher sh°uld be acquainted with i 
pup,ls’ Mason's Technic. Fourth Volum is invaluable. 
Tet us make hay while the sun shines," 
laughs the great Spanish humorist. Cer- 
vmtes. This is the haymaking time for stu¬ 
dents and teachers. It is the lime to size up 
your prospective crop. How much musical 
y Wiu y°:i P“t way before next June? 
*°thng but results count. 
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Beauty of Tone 
Rubinstein enchanted us by a special detail; almost 
without moving his finger, he repeats the same sound 
like an echo, softening it each time in a manner infinitely 
charming: 
Ex. 7 
Chopin often employed this effect, and has indicated it 
to us at the end of his Study in F minor (Op. 25, No. 2), 
in the Nocturne in F minor (Op. 55, No. 1), in the 
Polonaise in C minor (Trio), in the Polonaise in C sharp 
minor. 
These'rules for touch are quite compatible with power, 
which Chopin employed sometimes to a considerable ex¬ 
tent; but the tone, though powerful, should never be 
rough and hard; it should be always full and rich. 
In order to acquire these different qualities of tone, 
Chopin, from the first lesson, unceasingly directed the 
attention of the pupil to the freedom and independence 
of the fingers. He differs in this, I believe, from other 
professors who do not come to the independence of. the 
fingers until after a long course of study. Chopin recom¬ 
mended, with this object, that the fingers should fall 
freely and lightly, and that the hand should be held as 
though suspended in the air (without weight). He 
objected to rapid movements at too early a stage of 
the pupil’s progress, and wished that they should learn 
to execute all passages fortissimo and pianissimo. From 
this method the various qualities of tone came of them¬ 
selves, and the hand was never fatigued. This frequent 
employment of piano, for the purpose of avoiding heavi¬ 
ness and clumsiness of hand, is a characteristic feature 
in the method of Chopin. 
With the object of acquiring independence of the fingers, 
in addition to tlic five-finger exercises of which we have 
spoken, he had the scales played with an accent on each 
third or fourth note. 
Resuming our observations, we perceive that this con¬ 
tinual tendency to develop beauty of tone was the principal 
cause of the charm of his execution—the full sounds were 
thereby the more easily connected. And as this result was 
obtained by the free movements of the hand owing to the 
staccato work, it may be said that the staccato is the best 
exercise for learning to play legato. Moscheles 
an enthusiastic description of that 
New Ideas in Studying 
Chopin 
By the Famous Polish Pianist and. Teacher 
JEAN KLECZYNSKI 
Based Upon Personal Interviews with Chopin’s Friends and Pupils 
The first section of this noteworthy article appeared in the Fertieth 
Anniversary Issue of the “Etude” last month. Kleczynski is possibly 
the. best-known authority upon the interpretation of the masterpieces 
of the great Polish composer. This part may be read independently. 
Chopin, though examples are to be found—for instance, 
in the trio of the Study in E minor (Op. 25, No. 5)— 
but it is an effect often employed by Thalberg and Liszt. 
In the compositions of these authors and others of the 
same school, we find the pedal utilized in a manner alto¬ 
gether peculiar, and that is the holding it for a length 
of time without interruption. Thus the sonority of the 
instrument attains prodigious proportions; but this is 
only allowable in grand crescendos. Tausig used this 
means in the trio with octaves of the Grande Polonaise 
in A flat (Op. S3). 
Third.—The pedal augments the richness and beauty 
of the tone by the introduction of the harmonics of the 
principal sounds, which vibrate with it. This is especially 
true of the middle octaves of the key-board. The em¬ 
ployment of the pedal may therefore become, in a melody 
consisting of notes of long duration, the principal cause 
of beauty of tone. 
Nevertheless, there are two things which must be avoided : 
(a) Mixing two notes of a melody—not only two adjoin¬ 
ing notes, which would produce dissonance, but even 
two notes belonging to the same consonant chord, 
the hearing of which together would be illogical and 
unnatural. The pianoforte with double key-boards 
would be of great service in cases like this, as there 
is a pedal for the melody and another for the 
in example I will here cite the Nocturne in F sharp 
5) and the Prelude in D flat, in which the pedal can- 
held during the whole measure, though, according 
indications, it should be so held. In the Nocturne the 
ensure would be dissonant ; in the Prelude the melody 
have the effect of a duet, two notes sounding together, 
which ought simply to follow the other. 
The too frequent use of the pedal. This fatigues 
the ears of the audience. It appears to me an im¬ 
possibility to employ the pedal every time its use 
is indicated in the first eight measures of the 
Nocturne in A flat (Op. 32) or in the trio of the 
Fantasia Impromptu (Op. 66). 
lives of the pianoforte admit a 
5 of the pedal than the Fourth,—The higher octaves more frequent and lengthened 
middle octaves. 
Fifth.—Sometimes, in order 0 sustain certain note! 
aid s_„„ ... —. 
A flat (Op. 25, No. 1). 
h he a 
beautifully 
Chopin and the Pedal 
Chopin gave his pupils several rules for pedaling 
which only later found a place in the usual methods. 
The damper (or so-called loud pedal) must at all times 
have an end which justifies its employment. 
'First.—It is useful in all broken chords, and in some 
passages which keep in one key. Many passages in 
Chopin are indebted to the frequent and intelligent 
employment of the pedal for their beautiful harmony; 
for instance, the Study in A flat (Op. 25, No. 1) and 
Prelude in F (No. 23). 
Second.—We know that in playing with the same hand 
both the melody and its accompaniment, the pedal is 
indispensable to the prominence of the melody. Another 
use of the pedal occurs infrequently in the works of FREDERICK CHOPIN 
Sixth.-—Sometimes we omit the pedal for a moment, to 
make a phrase clear and to avoid a dissonance. Thus, in 
Example 3 (Plate 1), the pedal, quitted an instant before 
the B flat of the upper part, serves to destroy the dis¬ 
sonance, C flat, and yet does not entirely efface the bass, 
B flat, which is in the tonic of the following chord. The 
same thing occurs in the Polonaise in E flat (Op. 22) ; at 
the phrase which brings us again to the principal motive, 
it is necessary to emphasize the B flat of the bass; but it 
becomes necessary to diminish this sound before the end 
of the measure by a rapid movement of the foot, for the 
purpose of allowing the following chord to come into 
prominence in all its purity. 
We now come to the combination of the two pedals. 
Chopin brought this resource to perfection. We know 
those graces which are so beautiful when played with 
the help of the soft pedal—the Nocturne in F sharp. 
part 2; the Nocturne in G minor; the Larghetto of the 
Concerto in F minor; the trio of the Impromptu in A 
flat; the Nocturne in D. Chopin frequently passed, and 
without transition, from the open to the soft pedal, 
especially in enharmonic modulation. 
Style and Phrasing in Chopin 
Let us recall that ideality which animated the great 
artist, and which endowed him with the appellation, 
“The Raphael of Music.” This ideality was associated 
with perfection of form, delicacy, and an infinite variety 
of shadings. For this ideality was not without defined 
outlines; it was not without distinct character. This 
Raphael suffered and experienced much; we have seen 
that his works contain a considerable amount both of 
grief and of gaiety, but he avoided all useless noise and 
vulgarity. He had a certain reticence in all things, which 
prevented his falling into affectation and sickly senti¬ 
mentality ; still, he would be open to such an accusation, 
judged by his compositions as executed by some, and 
only too many, exponents. 
The root of his musical tendency was truly the aspira¬ 
tion to a broad and noble style. This beautiful style, 
in the course of time, became absolutely his own; still, 
several' masters, both his predecessors and contempo¬ 
raries, served as his models. We know with what care 
he studied Bach; he found in the Adagios of Beethoven 
that clearness of thought and that serenity which he so 
well knew how to adopt and to utilize. In other works 
of less value, but suited to the pianoforte, we also find 
that harmony and that elegance which Chopin has 
brought to such a height of perfection. 
This style is based upon simplicity; it admits of no 
affectation, and therefore does not allow too great changes 
of movement. This is an absolute condition for. the execu¬ 
tion of all Chopin’s works, especially of his earlier works, 
and more especially of his concertos; the richness and 
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variety of the embellishments would tend to sickliness and 
affectation if the execution were not as simple as the 
conception. 
This remark, being In every respect in accordance with 
that which we know of Chopin's execution, allows us at 
the same time to estimate at their proper worth all the 
details of his compositions, so complicated and yet possess¬ 
ing so much unity. Thus, for example, these digressions, 
these frequent arabesques, are not meaningless ornaments 
and paltry elegance, as were the ornamental passages of 
Hera, among others; but they are, if we may be allowed 
the expression, the transparent lace-work through which 
the principal thought smiles upon us, thereby gaining yet 
another charm. This is u matter which must not be dis¬ 
regarded in executing them. These ornamental passages, 
these grupetti of a certain number of notes, most frequently 
appearing when the same mot/do returns several times'; 
first the motivo is heard in its simplicity ; afterwards, sur¬ 
rounded with ornaments, richer ami richer at each return. 
It is, therefore, necessary to render this motivo with very 
nearly the same shadings, whatever may lie the form iii 
Chopin differed, in his manner of using arabesques 
and parenthetical ornamentations, from the usual manner 
of his time, which was to dwell upon such passages and 
to endue them with importance, as in the cadenzas at¬ 
tached to the airs of the Italian School. Chopin was 
perfectly right. In spoken language we do not use the 
same tone of voice for the principal thought and the 
incidental phrases; we leave the latter in the shade, and 
properly so. All the theory of the style which Chopin 
taught to his pupils rested on this analogy between music 
and language, on the necessity for separating the dif¬ 
ferent phrases, on the necessity for pointing and for 
modifying the power of the voice and its rapidity of 
articulation. 
In a musical phrase composed of something like eight 
measures, the end of the eighth will generally mark the 
termination of the thought, that which, in language ."‘ - 
or spoken, we should ... 
should make a slight p, 
ondary division of this 
pauses—that is to say, they require commas or semi-colons' 
These pauses,are of great importance; without them music 
becomes a succession of sounds without connection, an in¬ 
comprehensible chaos, as spoken language would be if no 
regard were paid to punctuation and the inflexion of the 
voice. A short example will make the matter clear. Let 
us take the well-known Waltz in A flat (Op. Ob) ; the 
musical thought is divided into periods of tw" 
thus the concluding note of each second m 
shorter and weaker than the preceding no 
It should be executed as follows: 
e should b 
AUT, VT fF' "J'" 
r 4 4 J 4 pir 
f si mite 
.— 
i in 
*%&.*- 
Judge what a ridiculous effect would result from a 
performance like that indicated in the following 
example: 
Ex. 10 
\ .4.4 
IS! 
From these general rules, Chopin arrived at the fol¬ 
lowing conclusion, to which he attached much im¬ 
portance ; do not play by too short phrases; that is to 
say, do not keep continually suspending the movement 
and lowering the tone on too short members of the 
thought; that is again to say, do not spread the thought 
out too much by slackenings of the movement; this 
fatigues the attention of the listener who is following 
its development. If the thought is short, as in an 
Adagio, the movement may be slackened, but never when 
it consists of more than four measures. 
Rubato as Chopin Played It 
It will be well for us to rest a while upon this rubato. 
First, what is its meaning? Rubare, to rob, from which 
comes rubato; that is to say, stealing from the hearer 
certain parts of the measure. I know not who first made 
use of this term, but certainly it was not Chopin, for 
the rubato existed long before his time. The rubato had 
its origin in the Gregorian. chant; the singers held cer¬ 
tain notes ad libitum, taking the other notes rapidly, for 
the sake, no doubt, of traditions concerning the declama¬ 
tion of the Greek rhapsodists. The recitative introduced 
into Italy in the sixteenth century, and which was also 
the revival of old Greek traditions, is nothing but the 
rubato style. 
In proportion as music is employed for the purpose of 
painting tumultuous sentiments or those more vague and 
indefinite, the rubato becomes more frequent. No one 
probably ever employed it with greater grace than 
Chopin, who took the idea, if not from Bach and Bee¬ 
thoven, from the recitatives of the Italian school, 
this we may explain the recitative introduced into the 
Larghetto of the Concerto in F minor. The greater the 
amount of personality and original boldness shown by 
Chopin, the more frequent became his employment of the 
rubato, until in his later works he ceased to indicate it, 
leaving its use in proper places to the intelligence of 
performers. 
Once again, what is the rubato of Chopin? Liszt 
answers our question: “Suppose a‘ tree bent by the 
wind; between the leaves pass the rays of the sun; 
a trembling light is the result, and this is the rubato.’ 
Some of Chopin’s pupils have assured me that in 
the rubato the left hand ought to keep perfect time, 
while the right hand indulges its fancy; and that in such 
a case Chopin would say, “The left hand is the con¬ 
ductor of the orchestra.” Many passages of the Berceuse 
can be executed in this manner. Paganini, also, playing 
with the orchestra, recommended that the instrumen¬ 
talists should observe the time while he himself departed 
from it and then again returned to it. It is, neverthe¬ 
less, my belief that this means can only be employed in. 
certain particular cases; and I, therefore, can only regard 
it as a demi-rubato. There are passages in the works of 
Chopin in which not only do the leaves tremble (to con¬ 
tinue the comparison of Liszt), but the trunk totters. 
For instance: the Polonaise in C sharp (Op. 26), third 
part, measures 9-14; Nocturne in A flat (Op. 32), the 
middle part. We may quote also the Impromptu in A 
flat; here everything totters from foundation to summit, 
and everything is, nevertheless, so beautiful and so clear. 
Moscheles’ Opinion 
Moscheles, speaking of the rubato, says, “Chopin’s 
manner of playing ad libitum, a phrase which to so many 
signifies deficiency in time and rhythm, was with him 
only a charming originality of execution.” 
We see, therefore, that even the rubato is never a 
defect in the time; the idea of rhythm, and consequently 
of the relative value of the notes, must never be lost 
apparent changes and momentary incongruities notwith¬ 
standing. 
I shall now give the result of my own reflections on 
the rubato of Chopin: 
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Two Opposing Schools of Pianoforte 
Playing 
By J. Alfred Johnstone 
For years past the world of piano-players and critics 
of piano-playing has been divided into two distinct and 
continually diverging classes. On the one side, there 
is the formal school, the school of precisionists, often 
called classical players. On the other side, there is the 
school of romanticism, of rhapsody, of impressionism; 
and of this latter school there is an offshoot which mav 
be called the bravura-gymnasts. Each of these schools 
has a useful place in the economy of things. Each exer¬ 
cises a salutary and counteracting influence upon the 
limitations and excesses of the other. 
In the days of long ago the school of classic conserva¬ 
tism reigned almost undisputed. The greater part of 
the music to be played was rather formal than emotional; 
and when music of a more emotional nature came into 
vogue, the older players too often kept rigidly to their 
stiffness, precision and formalism. Then, as a revolt 
against what seemed heartless formalism, there came the 
passionate displays of the large-hearted Li • t ationiats of 
romanticism. So it is ever in this world Sooner or 
later, whether it be in the realm of religion, or politics, 
or art, the soul of man breaks away from ■ trammels 
of conventional creeds; and the apostles ■.t revolution 
lead the world into fresh paths where life m-, warmer, 
fuller, more earnest. But it is to 1* reiin in i u<I that in 
every revolution there is danger of excess Besides the 
natural aspiration towards freedom ami imlnuluality, it 
happens very often that love of change and fantastic 
novelty, desire to run counter to old tradition, anxiety 
for display, take hold of many radical mind And thus 
the diverging issues of great reformers ’ ..me exag¬ 
gerated, and the paths are opened to Mb ami excess. 
There is no doubt that in the sphere of mu the revolt 
of passionate romanticism was a genuine, earnest and 
irrepressible movement of warm-heart ncipirt*. 
Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt and H i n in were 
among the emotional leaders of tim e wlm broke away 
from the more formal paths of Bach, M ■ „ i. Haydn. 
Dussek, Clements, Hummel. Cramer, Mend, Ksohn, and 
all those who loved the domains of quiet I , auty. who 
were content to live in the sunshine of unity undis¬ 
turbed by the revolutions of the world. 
The characteristics of each of these two !, , - among 
piano players will 1* the more readily a,; bended by 
first naming some of the chief represent , . of each 
school, and then by discussing their differ, - in some 
detail The classical school of players , be repre- 
n"l^by Bach’ Mozart' Weber, Mendel- ., bn. Eugene 
IJ Albert and many others. The point ; divergence 
between the two schools may lx- repre d by Bee- 
Pi°K*en,f • k°pIn’ Biilow and Busoni. Schumann and 
Rubinstein are typical examples of the dir: « pioneers 
of romanttesm; while the modern school .f rhapsody, 
of athleticism, of bravura, of violent displav , -elf, may 
be represented m its various aspects 1 •• h players 
Mrv/l ’'JaU,Slg’-Rosenthal a,ld M:,rk Hambnirg.—From 
Modern Tendencies and Old Standards. 
Multiplying Blackboards 
By Mrs. H. D. Steele 
bjnners'was t°h bIackboard M»ce for a class of small 
very successful fo mlT'u- °f a" idea that haS pr°''ed 
First some * my teacbmR of piano, 
and sawT nZr ’board was procured 
of which was r??^hS ■ !VdVC itlChcS b>' foUr fcct’ caeh 
so that each nS **£ 3 Staff of lines, with ink, 
Then patterns 0f ha'e °ne on which to w°rk' 
eighth, two eigths vrirti '’otcs-,hc "'bole, half, quarter, 
half, with rests , s,ems conne«cd by a bar. dotted 
made. Then natr orrcs9rn<l'ng to each of these—were 
signatures, and bara^to 'rcb'e and bass clefs’ time 
were added. *° dlvide tbc staves into measures 
to trace them^nw-bi. T*6 made il was a simple matter 
using a small brush b°ard’ *° C0,0r thcm bIaCk' 
The children w ’ 3nd tben t0 cut them out- 
Provided with a stiff $Cfcd at a 'able and each was 
tacks to secure th p ent>' of characters and thumb 
Having haI i t° ‘be ,X)ards' 
treble kh,gdom3 I '1a,Ucs1 of notes and the bass and 
they are now tauXT^ ‘° them in private ,eSS£>nS’ 
their staves iust J .ut0 arrange the cut-out notes on 
board. This methJt^ WOuId write them on a black- 
especially to pupils who 'Cry interesting and lielpfuL 
readily. P 1 13 who are too small to write music 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M. A. 
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach, ” “ What to Teach, ” etc., and not technical 
problems pertaining to Musical Theory, History, etc., ail of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered 
department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries. 
Variety in Lesson-Giving 
Anything will help that tends to break up a tiresome 
monotony. Change your position occasionally, for 
instance. Sit sometimes at one side of the pupil and 
sometimes at the other. Walk about the room occasion¬ 
ally, and get a new perspective on the performance. 
Vary the presentation of the lesson. Technic is 
a good thing to begin with for a few minutes; but after 
that surprise the pupil by starting on something unex¬ 
pected : a review piece, ear training, sight reading or 
the like. 
Remember, too, that your pupil will always be inter¬ 
ested if his mind is really focused on his work. So ask 
questions plentifully. Stimulate his imagination by 
encouraging him to invent little stories about his music, 
letting one piece represent a ball game, another a boat¬ 
ing party, another a ramble in the woods. 
Give the pupils some special incentive to work hard. 
Have them come together from time to time to play to 
each other, and let them learn their pieces with this end 
Finally, keep up your own enthusiasm so that it may 
be a continual torch to fire their musical sense. If your 
own interest is kept at white heat it will surely react 
on their minds and fill them with the joy of accomplish¬ 
ment. 
Early Scales and Arpeggios 
During the first year, the simpler scales in both 
major and minor may be studied—say C, G, D, A and E 
major and the minor scales of A, E and D. All these 
should be thoroughly learned slowly through 1, 2, pos¬ 
sibly 3 octaves, with separate hands; after which they 
may be played with the hands together through 1 and 
2 octaves, in parallel and contrary motion. 
During the second year the rest of the major scales 
may be similarly studied, also the minor scales of B, G 
and C. All these scales may be expanded to four octaves, 
although slow practice with separate hands should prevail. 
As each scale is learned, it may be followed by 
practice on its simple triads, such as CEG, CEA and 
CFA in the scale of C major. These should be taken 
first as broken chords, with a single hand-position, and 
afterwards expanded to 2 or 3 octaves. 
Pedagogic Books 
chology 
general, 
suggest a book on Pedagogy and Psy- 
that would be helpful to musicians in 
and especially to piano teachers.—M. J. I. 
Of especial value are Psychology for Music Teachers, 
by Henry Fisher, and Hoiv to Teach, by Strayer and 
Norsworthy. While the second of these is addressed 
primarily to school teachers, many of the general prin¬ 
ciples brought out are equally applicable to teachers of 
Music. 
Piano “Methods” 
I ever told 
employed. 
"or" did 
: method do you teach? 
chers, and not once was 
i what “method” they 
The word “method” seems originally to have been 
applied to certain instruction books in which a course 
of study was laid down. I remember that in my boy¬ 
hood Richardson’s Complete Method was popular, with 
its series of Lessons, each including certain exercises 
and joy of joys! its Recreation, the prospect of which 
boosted one over the dull grind of scales and finger- 
twisters. 
But of late years, the word “method” has been 
applied to the peculiar ideas of a few noted teachers as 
a kind of talisman by which their pupils, and the pupils 
of their pupils unto the third and fourth generations, 
flout their superiority over players of humbler extrac¬ 
tion. Be it observed, however, that the said noted 
teachers deny as a rule that they have any such fixed re¬ 
gime. Leschetizky, for instance, asserted emphatically 
that he treated each pupil according to his special needs; 
and the same is true of Matthay. Perhaps the latter 
statement accounts for the widely divergent manner in 
which these “methods” are presented. 
To teach slavishly another person’s ideas is to become 
a mere imitator, and to acknowledge one’s own lack of 
initiative. Study the precepts of the great players and 
teachers all you can, and from this study and your own 
experience evolve your own method, labelled the method 
of common sense. 
Hear also what George Woodhouse, in his recent 
little book entitled Creative Technique, has to say on 
the subject: 
“For obvious reasons, factors which create diversity 
of style find no place in systems which reduce technique 
to a method. In thus prescribing for the many, such 
systems in reality prescribe for none, at least they can 
never wholly fulfill the needs of the artist. It is not my 
wish on this account to prejudice the modern scientific 
approach to technique. Present-day pedagogy owes 
much to the pioneers of this method, but no system is 
perfect and no position final.’’ 
Studies and Pieces 
of my pi 
fan Rkm 
— .orapleted Liszt’s Second 
msodu, simplified by Bendel. She 
-'s Op. 13!) and is now studying 
mci DOOK ox the Czerny-Liebling collection, ■7,'s Seales and Exercises. Please outline a 
f studies and pieces for her.—Mrs. D. B. 
As to studies, you might continue with the third book 
of the Czerny-Liebling set, or, better still, vary the 
course by work with Cramer and Clementi, following 
these composers by the first book of Moscheles’ Op. 70. 
The Chopin Etudes will be next in erder. 
As to pieces, I favor changing the style radically in 
successive assignments. Of widely varied style, for\ 
instance, in this pupil’s grade are Rubinstein’s First 
Barcarole, MacDowell’s Witches’ Dance, Haydn’s Var¬ 
iations in F minor, Beethoven’s Sonata Op. 90, 
Chopin’s Impromptu in A flat and Cyril Scott’s Lotus 
Land. All these are of both musical and pedagogical 
interest. 
Orchestral Arrangements 
Please give me a list of overtures suitable for 
teaching, ln progressive order. 
For ordinary teaching purposes, it is better to confine 
one’s self to music written distinctively for the piano, 
and not to bother with arrangements of works that 
depend for their effect largely on orchestral color. The, 
standard overtures arranged for four hands are, how¬ 
ever, useful for sight-reading, and for this purpose I 
may suggest Von Weber’s overtures to Dcr Freischutz, 
Euryanthe and Oberon, Beethoven’s overtures to Egmont 
and Coriolan, and Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture and 
Overture to the Midsummer Night’s Dream. All of these 
demand sight-reading of an advanced order. 
Graded Materials 
_s suitable 
___ .. _ _____... which should 
f standard merit and teachable qualities. 
Such a list could be indefinitely extended. I suggest 
as foundational studies, selections from the following 
books, here listed in progressive order; 
Heller, Op. 47. 
Czerny, Velocity Studies, Op. 299. 
Heller, Op. 46. 
Dorn, Op. 100, book 2. 
Cramer, SO selected studies. 
Clementi, first book of Gradus and Parnassum, 
Moscheles, Op. 70, books 1 and 2. 
Chopin, the easier etudes. 
As to pieces, the following represent the standard 
composers: 
Mendelssohn, Gondellied, Op. 19, No. 6 .. 
Godard, Au Matin . 
Ph. Scharwenka, Bagatelle, Op. 32 . 
Haydn, Gipsy Rondo  
Chopin, Valse, Op. 64. No. 1 . 
Mozart, Fantasia in D minor  
Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 10, No. 1 . 
Schumann, Arabesque, Op. 18  
Grade 
5 
5 
5% 
5-6 
6 
Chopin, Nocturne, Op. 32, No. 1  6 
Grieg, Papillon  6Vd 
Schubert, Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 2 . 7 
Moszkowski, La Guitarrc  7 
Schubert-Liszt, Du Bist die Ruh’  8 
Bach, Italian Concerto  8 
(1) What beginner’s book would you suggest for 
an adult? (2) In what order should the following be 
studied : Concono. Heller, Cramer. Clementi, Chami- 
nade, Bach, Chopin, Liszt, Grieg, Rubinstein, 
Beethoven ? 
(1) Have you tried Adult Beginners’ Booh, by Caro¬ 
line L. Norcross? This is especially written for the 
purpose, and could be followed by the ordinary 
materials. 
(2) As to the first four, all of whom are known 
chiefly as writers of studies, you suggest a very good 
order of presentation. It is quite impossible, however, 
to prescribe a fixed order in which the other composers 
should be taken up. Usually we think of the com¬ 
positions of Chaminade or Grieg as easier than those 
of Chopin or Liszt; but this rule does not always hold. 
Chopin’s familiar little Waltz in D flat, for instance, 
is infinitely easier than Grieg’s brilliant Concerto in A 
minor. You must be guided, therefore, by the grade of 
difficulty of a piece and its adaptability to a given pupil, 
rather than any inherent quality in a composer’s works. 
Pianistic Possibilities 
Two vears ago I entered a school of music 
where I have studied up to the present time, taking 
one lesson a week and practicing about ten hours 
weekly. Have studied such works as Czerny's 
Thirtu Studies, Kiihler’s Sonatinc Album and Mac- 
noweil’s Woodland Sketches, and have memorized 
a number of pieces. 
At twenty-eight I am working eight hours daily 
in a factory. Can I become a pianist by studying 
at night? Can you offer me any encouragement? 
B. II. G. 
I believe you have the qualities most essential for 
success, namely, enthusiasm and perseverance. You are, 
of course, much handicapped by your long day’s work. 
But you can bear ij mind that most of the successful 
musicians have had to fight against tremendous odds. 
Haydn performed all sorts of mental tasks in his early 
struggles for existence; Schubert could hardly earn 
enough to keep him alive; Wagner was nearly over¬ 
powered by debts and harsh criticism; yet all in the 
end achieved the starry crown. 
Naturally, I should have to hear you play, and talk 
further with you before giving you definite advice. 
But your progress seems very good for the time you 
have spent, and, if you can attain to a capable technic, 
I see no reason why you should not become, a well- 
equipped player. As to virtuosity, you can hardly hope 
for that unless you can give much more time to the 
subject than is now possible. But with patience you 
should be able to perform well enough to furnish much 
pleasure to yourself and to others. Why not aim to 
become a piano teacher? If you acquire a class of 
pupils you ought soon to realize an income that will 
enable you to give up mercantile work and devote your¬ 
self unreservedly to your music. 
Echoes from a Workshop 
The teacher who gets results without playing for the 
pupil (till the piece is finished) will succeed better than 
by having the pupil to learn by imitation. The former 
way gets the principles plus the piece; the latter proce¬ 
dure generally only the piece. 
Play your piece so that the musician can see the 
printed page (in his mind) if he so desires. 
The number of times an exercise or parts of a piece 
are to be played over must lie left to the pupil. Better 
three times without an error than ten times carelessly. 
Run over in your mind what you have studied, when 
away from the piano; sometimes write it on paper with¬ 
out looking at the piano. 
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AT COURT WITH THE QUEEN OF 
SHEBA 
The late Carl Goldmark was not above 
telling a story on himself. As reported 
by the Comtesse Potocka, he related the 
following to the famous piano teacher, 
Theodor Leschetizky. The talc is printed 
in her biography of Leschetizky, but for 
lack of space we are forced to abbreviate 
It was after the brilliant success of 
Goldmark’s opera, “The Queen of Sheba,” 
in Buda-Pesth. “My friends saw me off 
at the station,” relates Goldmark, “The 
large laurel-wreaths I had received were 
carried in procession behind me, and the 
enthusiastic Hungarians followed crying 
hurrahs! 
“As I stepped into the compartment I 
noticed a young girl sitting near the op¬ 
posite window. I was glad that she must 
be aware that her travelling companion 
was a celebrity.” He relates at length his 
many futile efforts to pnter in conversa¬ 
tion with the young lady, whose charms 
attracted him. But his advances were 
frigidly received. She looked straight in 
front of her without saying a word. 
“All, of a sudden, after a stop, the young 
lady uttered a sharp cry and breathlessly 
asked if we were not leaving Marchegg.” 
She had gone past her station. Goldmark 
hastened to reassure, her. And finally, 
moved by a desire to punish her for her 
former indifference, and to impress her 
with his greatness, he added: “If you had 
been willing to talk to me this would nbt 
have happened. And that you may know 
with whom you are dealing, allow me to 
present myself. I am Carl Goldmark, 
composer of ‘The Queen of Sheba’.” 
“The effect was startling. The young 
lady rose, a charming smile chasing away 
her tears, and making a respectful curtsey 
• she said, ‘So, then, you have a place at 
“She had never heard of me or my 
opera,” concludes Goldmark, “arid vaguely 
reminiscent of the scriptural queen, possi¬ 
bly believed her still to be travelling and 
took me for a member of her suite 1” 
There is no truer truth obtainable 
By man, than comes by music. 
—Robert Browning. 
The Musical Scrap Book 
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive 
and Interesting 
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT 
SCHUMANN’S EASY 
Unlike many really great composers, 
Robert Schumann wrote much music for 
the piano that is technically within reach 
of children and of adult pianists of aver¬ 
age ability. According to at least one 
great virtuoso, however, the technical fa¬ 
cility of these pieces is something of a 
snare and a delusion. Benno Moiseiwitsch, 
a Russian pianist popular in England, and 
a specialist in Schumann, contributes an 
article to the London Strand Magazine, 
from which the following is an extract: 
“One of the curious things about Schu¬ 
mann’s compositions is that among his 
notable works, to which one must give 
prominent mention, is a little collection of 
the easiest of all his compositions to play— 
the Kindersccnen—but they require a per¬ 
son of a great deal of psychology, as well 
as musical gifts, to do them justice. One 
needs imagination and sympathy to realize 
their poetic atmosphere. For instance, one 
PIECES ARE HARD 
of them is called Almost Too Senates 
(Fast sn Ernst). Anybody taking it up 
and trying it over will play the notes well 
enough, because the music is not difficult 
but until you have given the impression of 
a peculiar phase of mind that the piece is 
meant to convey, it simply does not exist 
—you have nothing like the right reading. 
To me, it always suggests the idea of a 
little boy, rather plump and rosy-cheeked, 
doing something—amusing himself—and 
doing it very heavily, pretending this is 
the most important thing in the world: 
and you must give that impression or you 
have not played the piece. There are scores 
of pieces like this in Schumann, where you 
not only have to play the music, inter¬ 
preting musically, but you must interpret 
intellectually and descriptively as well; 
you must get into the psychology, as here, 
of the child whom Schumann had in mind 
when he composed these things.” 
Ms. Walter Damroscii, America’s 
foremost native-born orchestral conductor, 
among many other interesting musical 
things, has been contributing a series of 
articles on “My Musical Life” to the 
Ladies Home Journal. It is rich with wis¬ 
dom and happy reminiscence. Here is a 
story of the late Camille Saint-Saens: 
“Saint-Saens called at my hotel in Au¬ 
gust, 1921. He seemed to have grown 
more feeble; but, seeing on my piano an 
edition of Beethoven’s piano sonatas edited 
by Von Biilow—with which I always like 
to travel, as I find the playing of these 
sonatas very agreeable and restful between 
the inevitable irritations—he suddenly 
bristled up and became very angry at a 
certain rather complicated fingering which 
Von Biilow had given to a piano passage, 
as his own fingers had not been adapted 
by nature to rapid playing. 
“‘This is the way it should be played,’ 
said Saint-Saens, as he sat down at the 
piano, and proceeded to let his fingers, 
still clad in gray lisle gloves, run up the 
keys with incredible swiftness, like little 
gray mice. This extreme dexterity of 
finger never left him. I had heard him 
but a month before, at a musical given by 
Widor in his honor, and in which Saint- 
Saens played the piano part in his own 
septet with trumpet. His fingers literally 
ran away with him; and every time there 
was a quick passage he accelerated the 
tempo to such an extent that the other 
players scrambled after him as best they 
THE HUMAN SIDE OF MEYERBEER 
“Meyerbeer was probably the wealthiest quarrel with his wife, when a new Noc- 
of all German composers, yet his labors turne arrived from Chopin. Meyerbeer 
were as industrious as if he were eternally sat down to the piano and played it 
being confronted by the worries of in- through. His wife, who had come into 
come.” Thus writes Cuthbert Hadden in the room, was so taken with the music 
his book. Composers in Lore and Marriage, that she went and kissed the player. Then 
He goes on to relate the following quaint Meyerbeer wrote to Chopin, telling him 
story: of the incident and inviting him to come 
“There is not much to say about his and witness the domestic calm after the 
marriage. In 1825 he lost his father, and storm. 
it was shortly after that lie fell in love “Meyerbeer had five children, of whom 
with his cousin, Minna Mosson, ‘sweet as three, with his wife, survived him and in- 
she was fair.’ They were married in 1827 herited his large fortune. He was abnor- 
and lived happily ever after. Of course, mally afraid of being buried alive, and 
they had their occasional tiffs, but at his death, in 1863, it was found that he 
‘The falling out of faithful friends had left a paper giving directions that 
• Renewing is of lore.' small bells should be attached to his hands 
“Of one such tiff a charming anecdote is and feet and that his body should be care- 
told. Meyerbeer had met Chopin in Paris, fully watched for four days These direc 
and taken a great liking to both the man tions were followed, but nothing hau- 
and his music. Meyerbeer had just had a pened.” 
THE LITTLE BLACK 
Sir Frederick Bridge, for many years 
organist of Westminster Abbey has many 
interesting' stories to tell in his book, A 
Westminster Pilgrim, among which is the 
following which occurred at the time of 
Queen Victoria’s Jubilee. “In this year 
(1887) just before the Jubilee,” he says, 
“a good deal of alarm was prevalent in 
consequence of the Fenian outrages, and 
the rather frequent discovery here and 
there of clockwork bombs, in black bags, 
etc. Long previous to the ceremony, the 
Abbey was closed to the public, anxious 
precautions being taken by officials to en¬ 
sure the Royal safety. By special order, 
the choir platform was frequently examin¬ 
ed, and the organ-loft, with every remote 
comer of the Abbey subjected to minute 
inspection. The day before the service, a 
rehearsal of the band was called, after 
which I remained in the organ-loft look¬ 
ing over some music for the next day. A 
young pupil standing near startled me by 
calling attention to a strange noise. 
“ ’Listen, Doctor’ he said, ‘don’t you 
hear a strange ticking?’ 
“‘Ticking! Where?’ Leaping from my 
seat, I listened intently, and sure enough 
I heard a faint, rhythmic ‘tic-toc’, proceed¬ 
ing apparently from a corner of the loft. 
Peering into the shadow, I saw, fateful 
sight!.a little black bag! 
“Instead of waiting to be blown to 
BAG THAT TICKED 
pieces for my country, I left the org 
loft—well, somewhat quickly—and ha 
ened into the Cloisters, where I met an i 
man who had charge of the blowing of i 
organ. 
“ ‘Groves,’ I said, ‘go up into the org; 
loft and bring down a little black bag tl 
you will find in the corner.’ ‘Yes sir ’ 
Thw and rbled off unsuspecti,ig 
Then I waited. I do not know what 
■rTTu’ °r What 1 inte"ded to do wl 
it had been brought to me, but I bread 
again when Groves reappeared safe a 
sound with the bag. 
On examination it was found to confc 
an alarm-clock ticking away very merri 
I discovered upon enquiry that one of t 
band had bought the clock on the way 
the rehearsal, but how his bap- ^ 
time, Sir’ ” bI°wed to pieces tl 
THE ETUI)E 
MOUSSORGSKY’S SCORN of 
CONVENTIONAL MUSICIANS 
Though Modeste Moussorgsky is now 
acknowledged as one of the most original 
and significant of Russian composers his 
work, outside of the opera, “Boris Go. 
dounov,” is still little known to the gener¬ 
ality of musicians. Nor is very much 
hiown about the man himself, though 
over forty years have elapsed since his 
death. He was something of a social 
outcast, both his genius and his personal 
character being erratic. Had it not been 
for Rimsky-Korsakoff, his friend and 
brother-in-law. his works might never 
have been truly recognized. He was much 
criticised during his lifetime on account 
of his original ideas, and occasionally 
answered his critics in letters to his 
friends. The chief criticism leveled 
against him was an account of bis supposed 
lack of “technic”—his musical training 
had been irregular. In a recent issue 
of The Musical Quarterly, some of these 
letters arc quoted by M. !> < alvocaressi, 
including the following one written to 
Stassof in June, 1872: 
“Admitting that I shun technic, does 
it mean that I am no good at it When I 
eat a good pie, do I want to behold how 
much butter, how many • cabbages 
and fishes went to the makim; of it? The 
proof of it is in the eating. 
“Indeed, so long as the ounposer re¬ 
mains harnessed by conventions, the auto¬ 
crats of symphonic working out will con¬ 
tinue to reign, enforcing to- ir talmud as 
the alpha and omega of ait Meanwhile 
wise people feel that tin : rules have 
nothing to do with live art. la t us have 
space; the world of mus e boundless. 1 
do not object to the symphony, but to the 
symphonists, to the incorrigible conserva¬ 
tives.” 
The whole secret of remaining young 
in spite of years, is to cherish enthu¬ 
siasm in one’s self, by poetry, by con¬ 
templation, by charity—that is, by the 
maintainance of harmony in the soul. 
—Amiel. 
THE TRUE MUSIC A! ARTISTIC 
TEMPERAMENT 
“The capacity for rendering music in 
such a way as to convey musical feeling to 
others rests upon three- c. mditions." says 
Car! E. Seashore, in The chology of 
Musical Talent. These three conditions 
are: “the possession of genuine musical 
feeling on the part of the performer, a 
serviceable organism on the -ide of mu¬ 
sical action, and acquired technic. The 
first two of these are in a way a measure 
of the promise of power in the acquisition 
of technic. 
music also lodges in large parts in vartot 
personal powers quite outside from musi 
such as an equable temperament, health; 
mindedness, personal charm in social it 
tercourse, comelincsss of body and phy 
;cal health. Great achievements on tl 
intellectual side tend to balance a ma 
whereas great achievement within narrov 
fy emotional performance tends to disto 
Perspective; an emotion being relatively 
severe drain on the nervous energy, weal 
ens the power of self-control and produc< 
abnormal sensitiveness. Many successft 
artists have been notorious for the viols 
tion of these homely virtues. But " 
™ay well meditate on how much greatf 
‘betr charm would have been if they ha 
not been sick-soulcd sufferers from aberr; 
‘ions. The principle remains that a m. 
r:\rh0 is wen Physically, morally, an 
mentally, who has a good disposition, an 
„ “ socially attractive, reasonable an 
anCed’ has the advantage over tl 
varped personality, and should rcpresei 
°ur goal. ’ 
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A characteristic march, with a good swing. Grade 32 
Allegro moderato _ 
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MARCH OF THE GOBLINS 
EDUARDO MARZO 
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Prize Composition 
Etude Contest 
ORPHEUS AND HIS LYRE ERNEST R. KROEGER 
A very fine example of sweeping broken chords. The broad and expressive melody must be brough 
Copyright 1923 by Theo.Presser Co. # From here go back to the beginning and play to Fine then 
play Trio. British Copyright secured 
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Sparkling eyes, shoulders white;! Fencing phrases, lashes dip,. 
6 A. G. B. 
Andante grazioso m.m.J=108* 
Hair uppiled, tongue atrip; 
M.M  l( 
(1 /£ lJl> i*uJ it |X r | m m w 
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melodia marcato 
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BLUETTE-PASTORALE 
Graceful themes,tastefullyharmonized. By a favorite writer. Grade 2a. 
Andantino M.M. J = 108 ft I t. 
W. ALETTER 
Trio" pcongioia- -- * 
nrP 'mn.'rna.tn 2 % 5 82 4 ~T~ 
— 
Lento 
5 '4 1 2 1 
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JOYOUS YOUTH 
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November mi MOONLIGHT REVELS 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
‘•If you will patiently dance in our round and see our moonlight revels, go with us, 
Iu characteristic style,adapted for aesthetic dancing. 
(Midnight approaches) SECONDO 
Largo M.M.Jr 50 
CARL ANDRE 
,<■ Act H,Scene I, Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
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from here go back to $S and play to then play Trio. 
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(Midnight approaches) 
Largo m.m.J = 50 
MOONLIGHT REVELS 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
PRIMO 
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CARL ANDRE 
(Fntranf'a /"if iVict 
^ From here go back to $aud play to ★* then play Trio 
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Allegro coi^spirito M.;M. o^joo 
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] jp(The Fairies continue thei r dance) 
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r* 1I® Andante (The Village Clock chimes) 
A 
GAIETY POLKA 
By playing faster this well-balanced little teaching number may be turned into a Galop. Also published for Piano Solo. 
Allegro m.m. Jr 108 SECONDO 
MARI PALDI 
Copyright 1923 by Theo. Presser Co. 
British Copyright 
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LA BALLERINA RICH. KRENTZLIN, Op. 9,3 
A tasteful drawing-room piece by a popular modern writer. A good study in style and expression. Grade 4. 
Allegretto M. M. J = 126 
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A graceful little waltz, with the melody in the alto part. Good for teaching or dancing. Grade 3. GLENN W. ASHLEY 
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THEETUm 
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ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW ON BRUNSWICK RECORDS 
NO MORE WAITING EOR ONCE - A - MONTH RE LE AS ES 
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Brunswick 
And changing world’s conceptions 
of musical prestige 
Only through Brunswick can these Greatest 
Artists of The New Hall of Fame 
be brought into your home 
You wish to hear the incomparable art of 
Josef Hofmann; the genius of Huberman; 
the inspiring interpretations of Chamlee, 
Easton, Dux, Strauss, Bohnen, Lauri-Volpi 
—these and other great artists of the pres¬ 
ent day to whom the world of musical art is 
paying homage? 
All record for Brunswick—exclusively. 
Standards have changed. Artistic preference, 
as expressed by internationally acclaimed 
stars of the New Hall of Fame, is notably 
and significantly Brunswick. 
The reason 
By means of advanced methods of recording 
and of reproduction, Brunswick succeeded in 
bringing phonographic music into the realms 
of higher musical expression. 
The Brunswick Method of Recording has 
attained a record superlatively clear. And 
according to many highest authorities, both 
in Europe and America, ten years ahead of 
its time. As unerringly faithful in portraying 
music as the brush of a master in portraying 
life on canvas. 
The Brunswick Method of Reproduction 
— embodying the internationally accepted 
Ultona and the Oval Tone Amplifier of 
moulded wood—brings out tonal beauties in 
amazing contrast to phonographic music as 
probably you now know it. 
The instrument of today 
With the unqualified endorsement of great 
artists of this generation, as best fitted to per¬ 
petuate their triumphs to posterity, Bruns¬ 
wick reflects the musical tendency of the day 
—• the instrument of today’s authoritative 
approval. 
And ownership thereof bespeaks an appre¬ 
ciation of good music as accepted by cultured 
people the world over. 
Brunswick Records play on all makes of 
phonographs. 
Brunswick Phonographs play all makes of 
records. 
Hear. And compare! There is an authorized 
Brunswick dealer in your community. 
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. 
CHICAGO NEW YORK CINCINNATI TORONTO 
Giacomo Lauri-Volpi 
Maria Ivogun 
Marie Tiffany 
Siyrid Onegin 
Giuseppe Danisc 
Florence Easton 
New Hall of Fame are c 
‘Double-Faced 
'Brunswick (jold Seal 
‘Records 
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(L^TTRACTIVE floors add 
much to the beauty of the 
home. 
With an O-Cedar Polish 
Mop you can easily renew 
the lustre and fine appear¬ 
ance of your floors and 
woodwork. 
For the O-Cedar Polish 
Mop cleans-dusts-polishes 
—all at one time. It is treated 
with O-Cedar Polish,which 
has won world-wide fame 
for cleaning and polishing 
fine furniture, woodwork 
and floors. 
This Mop insures you 
brighter, prettier floors, 
without the usual hard 
work. Give it a trial; it’s 
guaranteed to please. 
Sizes —$1.50 and 
Enhance the $>eauty 
of Jhu^^tKorfte 
W7V/,n.^dar 
Holiday festivities ahead—home at its best! Let 
O-Cedar Polish—Mops —Dusters—Wax—lighten 
/ 
A WORD la HATCH /Announcing important educational works 
which have become TRADITIONAL to so many 
music teachers. 
FIRST MELODY LESSONS 
by Mathilde Bilbro.$1.00 
A phenomenal instruction book for 
young beginners sparkling with me- 
SECOND MELODY LESSONS 
^by Mathilde B.76ro^........|1.00 
remarkabk^ "effectiveness^?^ tlie'earlier book. 
TWENTY MELODIES 
FOR ADULT BEGINNERS 
by Mathilde Bilbro.....$1.00 
NATIONAL GRADED COURSE 
A complete piano course commencing at 
the very beginning and covering theentire 
Seven books and a Primary Course. Ea. $ 1.00 
“MUSIC TEACHER’S ORDER GUIDE” free upon request 
HATCH MUSIC CO. «n Washington St. 
(Formerly of Philadelphia, Pa.) BOSTON-11, MASS. 
THE INCOMPARABLE 
“HATCH MODEL SERIES” 
Eight essential books which are worthy 
of every teacher's library. Each.$ l .00 
“FIRST GRADE FAVORITES” 
“MODEL FIRST GRADE PIECES” 
“MODEL TREBLE CLEF PIECES” 
“MODEL SECOND GRADE PIECES” 
“MODEL THIRD GRADE PIECES” 
“MODEL FOUR-HAND ALBUM” 
SEND FOR “THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL HOLIDAY OFFER” 
y interesting purchase opportunities at low cash prices. Every 
THEO. PRESSER CO. Mail Order Mua PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE NEW SUCCESS MUSIC METHOD 
By KATHARINE BURROWES 
Author of the Burrowes Course of Music Study. 
Address: Katharine Burrowes, D. 246 Highland Ave., H. P. Detroit, Mich. 
ARE you satisfied with your 
outlook in the profession— 
don’t you feel that you could 
establish yourself in a position of 
greater responsibility and incident¬ 
ally enjoy a better financial future 
if you spent a little time on brushing 
up your own knowledge ? 
An ounce of proof is worth a Paderewski and Other Great 
pound of promise. Making claims Artists Endorse Our Lessons 
is easy—“making good” is the real ‘ 
test of merit. Many readers of The Etude—teachers and students, 
have been greatly benefited by our courses—others have seen our 
announcement in this publication for years, but as yet have no direct 
personal knowledge of the 
Sherwood Piano Lessons for Students 
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano 
playing. No stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely 
perfect. It would surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to 
each lesson enough time to earn at least $100.00 in teaching. It is 
possible for you to get all this time and energy for almost nothing, 
compared to what it cost. The lessons are illustrated with life-like 
photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They are given with weekly 
examination papers. 
Sherwood Normal Lessons for Piano Teachers 
Contain the fundamental principles of successful teaching—the 
vital principles—the big things in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, 
rhythm, tone production, interpretation and expression—a complete 
set of physical exercises for developing, strengthening and training 
the muscles of the fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully 
explained, illustrated and made clear by photographs, diagrams and 
drawings. 
Harmony 
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and 
teacher. You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially 
for us by Adolph Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil 
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral 
Conductor and Teacher. You need Harmony and this is your chance 
to study the subject thoroughly. 
Music is a universal language and like the language of speech 
it has its own grammar. The grammar of music is Harmony. Our 
course starts with the rudiments; it takes up Counterpoint, Compo¬ 
sition, Orchestration, Canon, Fugue, etc. 
No matter where you live, what your previous musical 
training has been, whether you are an established teacher or one 
just preparing to teach, you can’t afford to fail to get the benefit of 
our special terms to Etude readers. 
The 20th Anniversary is now being celebrated 
Send the enclosed coupon for sample lessons from any one of 
the courses named below. We will send full details of the 20th 
Anniversary Offer—one which will mean a substantial cash credit 
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. B38 
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois 
!r,rILCaf send n?e catalog sample lessons and full information re¬ 
garding course I have marked with an X below. 
rfcano> bourse f°r Students nViolin nu • 
" ess11" rsFum Mu“c 
□cSSthJtaXml □oSt'qiSdf ViCho'ira.r^uctint 
i 
Please met THE ETUDE advertisers. 
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DANSE DE JOIE 
J.F. FRY SINGER,Op. 201 
A new air de ballet by a well-known writer. The pace must not be rushed and the groupsof sextolets must come out clearly. Grade 4. 
Page 776 NOVEMBER 1923 THE ETUDE 
THE PIGMIES’ PARADE 
A lively march in military style, which, as a teaching piece will give practice in rhythmic accuracy and in independence of hand Grade 2 4. 
Tempo di Marcia m.m. J-126 M.L.PRESTON 
42 1 2 
British Copyright secured | 
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BY THE MILL-POND 
IN DER TEICHMUHLE 
* From nere go back to the beginning and play to Five-, thenplay Trio. International Copyright secured 
Copyright 1923 byTheo. Presser Co. 
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THE SWALLOW 
One of the most popular of all Spanish songs in an effective transcription. Grade 6%. 4 
Moderato 
NARCISO SERRADELL 
A.r 
\ t 
r.by Henry Edmond Earle 
5- I 
British Copyright secured 
A quaintly characteristic encore 
OLD-TIME FIDDLER 
CHARACTERISTIC SKETCH 
recital number. FREDERIC A. FRANKLIN 
Copyright 1923 by Theo. Presser Co. 
the ETUDE 
III Sw. (Oboe 8' V. H. Flutes 8' & Trem.) 
II Gt. (Harp & soft Bourdon 16') ^uncoupled 
I Ch. (Clar. 8'&Har. Flute 4') 
O STAR OF EYE 
from “TANNHAEUSER” 
R. WAGNER 
NOVEMBER 1923 Rage 781 
Transcribed for the Organ by 
Ped. (soft 16'& 8’) uncoupled EDWIN H. LEM ARE 
no Harp, a combination of soft Lieblichs or 
Copyright 1923 by Theo. Presser Co. 
Bourdons 16’ & 8'with soft Gamba or strings 8' willbe found effective.) 
Z1D IN CANTERBURY SQUARE 
REGINALD VIVIAN DAROW 
JOHN PRINDLE SCOT? Not too fast 
The moon shines bright In the^Square tonight, Oldmem’rieg fill ^ 
i^T-i 
' ' S y f 
^r-h ,K | | r. | J I I, , -7=: 
te; And we will rest once more In the qui-et shad-ows there.Bv the old ma - ple tree-, Tlien will you 
f?0S 
* ■ f ~s* 
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_ FiflA 1 
2FT 
=tj=^=p- 
^Copyright 1923by Theo. Presser Co. 
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Words from 
the Psalms 
THE SOUL’S LONGING 
Moderato con espressione 
DANIEL PROTHEROE 
Page 785 
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WHEN MAMA SINGS & Words and Music by 
/la Moderato semplicemente Mrs. HH.A. BEACH, Op. 99, No. i 
God would take good care of me, And she’d come by and by. I in glad to know that God is here, His 
bout the An-gels in the sky,’Way up be-yond the moon. She says I must be ve - ry good And 
lit - tie an - gels too, 
brave just like a_ man, ’Cause I’m a ve - ry lit - tie boy, Ind don’t know what to do. And then some-time I’ll live up there, As on - ly an-gels can. 
Copyright.1923 by Theo.Presser Co. % Suggested by 
an incident in the life of Mme. Kileski-BradbuJy. 
British Copyright secured 
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The Etude Letter Box 
The Etude welcomes short “snappy” letters dealing with musical life, likely 
to be of special interest to the great body of Etude readers. 
Another Stage Fright Letter Sings Better With Artificial Teeth 
To The Etude : 
I was much interested in reading the 
oninions recently given in The Etude upon 
t£e aubject of Stage Fright. An experience 
of ray own might be interesting to Etude 
' Most of stage fright is imagined fear. 
Many years ago I received my first position 
organist in a large church in the west. 
I was naturally "nervous.” One morning 1 
saw a large, finely dressed raau come in 
accompanied by a charming looking woman. 
The distinguished appearing gentleman fixed 
his eyes upon me and upon the organ during 
the entire service. X was convinced that he 
was a critic and had come for the purpose 
of writing n report upon the service. With 
every note I grew more and more nervous. 
At the end, upon inquiry, one of the church 
members said to me, "Don t you know who 
that is? That is Mr. .1. of the wealthy J. 
family. He has lost his mind and is never 
permitted to go about without a nurse.” 
Then and there I resolved that stage fright 
is largely unnecessary, ns it is based upon 
the performer’s idea of the critical attitude 
of the audience, which is often more inclined 
to be appreciative than critical. 
School Credits 
To The Etude: 
In the matter of school credits may I 
add my word of appreciation to recent 
articles in The Etude, because we are near¬ 
ing the goal of recognition of the importance 
of the study of nuisic as a real mental 
attainment. 
But, as teachers, we have a great respon¬ 
sibility placed upon us, when our pupils, 
especially of high-school age, receive a credit 
as a major subject for music done out of 
No school board will tolerate an indifferent 
and dilatory method either of teaching or 
work on the part of the pupil, and give a 
credit for that work. But it should be a 
boon to the teacher who frequently has 
to hear, “I could not prepare my work 
this week because I had so many lessons to 
study.” 
It should work for the benefit of both 
teacher and pupil, but both must have in 
mind one vitally important fact which is, 
preparation. 
Perhaps in the near future we will see 
such a widespread interest in the true knowl¬ 
edge of music that the teacher will no longer 
have to listen to the oft repeated saying, 
“We want Mary and Johnnie to have just 
enough music to play for their own amuse¬ 
ment which, translated into the teachers’ 
language, means that Mary and Johnnie wish 
to learn as little as they can get away with, 
and that little Is to read notes and under¬ 
stand time values, leaving out all the finer 
things for which music stands. 
Very truly yours, 
Ethei, V. Moyer, 
Philadelphia. 
To The Etude : 
A recent issue of your magazine contained 
an article by L. (i. F„ entitled “Artificial 
Teeth and the Vocalist.” After reading it 
I am led to send a brief account of my own 
experience. For years I suffered with all 
the aches one with poor teeth is heir to, think¬ 
ing that my singing days would be a thing 
of the past with the removal of my teeth. 
All my upper teeth were extracted in October, 
1922, leaving me with but 10 teeth in the 
lower jaw. Fully determined to make as 
much as possible of my few remaining 
months of being able to sing, I sang almost 
all of the time—of course, not In public— 
and after a few weeks I found I not only 
could take my tunes as well as before but 
also that I had gained a quality to which 1 
had always aspired bat- never could attain. 
All very well, but how about when it 
came time to put a plate in my mouth? 
This is the best part and the reason I am 
writing. At first I flatted on notes above 
D; but gradually this disappeared. Articula¬ 
tion also seems perfect. From criticism and 
praise of those whom 1 think fitted to judge, 
and from my own inner censor, I think I can 
say that with the plate I can sing better 
than I could with my own teeth—with a 
purer tone and good articulation. This may 
lie of interest to some one; and then on the 
other hand It has meant so much to me to 
he able still to use this wonderful gift of 
song that I feel I must give my experience. 
G. B. M. 
New Hampshire. 
Squirrel Couldn’t Stand Jazz 
To The Etude: . 
Xou truly are the friend of all lovers of 
good music. In the November issue, Nine¬ 
teen-twenty-one, I note a short story of 
"When the Penguins Couldn’t Stand Jazz,” 
and I want to tell you the story of a pet 
flying squirrel which we had a year ago. 
My daughter who was attending Rollins 
College found a tiny young flying squirrel 
near the conservatory of music one wet 
morning. She rescued it and kept it in 
her room, feeding it milk for a few days, 
until 1 paid her a visit and brought the little 
pet home with me. It soon became a perfect 
joy with its sprightliness and cunning ways, 
leaping from one to another of the family, 
never still a minute during the evening, 
until we placed an operatic record on the 
talking machine. Then to our surprise, the 
squirrel sat as stiU as a statue, listening to 
the music with every appearance of pleasure. 
To try out its taste in music, a "jazz” record 
was substituted for the operatic one, and 
presto! The squirrel acted like a crazy thing, 
running away and lehping from chairs to 
curtains and back again, as though trying 
to net away from the horrible sounds! 
We tried' this repeatedly and always with 
the same effects. 
I wish to add that The Etude is a con¬ 
stant source of inspiration and entertainment 
t0 ”S' Mrs. F. Edwards Ohlinger, Florida. 
Teachers—let me give you a regular 
30c size tube of Kondon’s- 
We want school teachers to 
know and value Kondon s and 
Keep nose and head clear with 
/ Kondon’s. It prevents infec- 
1/ don, colds and catarrh. Just as 
“ important as deanine the teeth. 
L 
1 / 
1 Take these four ste; 
^1%“CATARRHAL JEL1 
Clip this ad. Mail it at once ✓ with the 20 or more names and 
l / addresses to Kondon Mfg. Co. 
V Minneapolis, Minn. 
ps for pupils’ health 
SOLD BY 
Ly all DEALERS 
■m lUIICir TFAfHF.RS 
PROMPT, CONVENIENT AND econuwiwu- ^ 
nds of teachers in all parts of the ^to Render promp >f the country find “Presser Service ^^inder^Drompt. accurate and satisfactory 
= PRESSER CO?1710-1712-1714 Ch..tnut St., Philadelphia, Pa- 
An Ideal Home Grand 
is the Colonial model shown above. But five feet 
long, it offers the charming tone and touch of our 
larger grands. Its refined case is in figured mahog¬ 
any, finished antique or in the fashionable Adam 
brown. 
1 IVERS & POND 
PIANOS 
are built in but one quality—the best—the policy 
and identity of our house being the same today as 
in 1880. They are used in over 500 leading Educa¬ 
tional Institutions and nearly 75,000 homes. 
How to Buy 
Wherever in the United States no dealer sells 
them we ship IVERS & POND pianos from the 
factory. The piano must please or it returns at 
our expense for railroad freights both ways. Liberal 
allowance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive 
easy payment plans. 
For catalog and full information mile at once. 
Ivers & Pond Piano Company 
141 Boylston Street 
BOSTON, MASS. 
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The Singer’s Etude 
Edited by Noted Vocal Experts 
A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete In Itself 
A Note from a Voice Teacher’s Thought-Book 
By Arthur L. Manchester 
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T DEALT SM is a mark of high attainment. 
A We are besought to cultivate ideals. We ~ 
are' told that our achievements will be 
greater in proportion to the ideals which 
animate us. Some carry their enthusiasm 
for idealism so far as to intimate that if 
we possess perfect ideals little else will 
be needed for our proper development. 
This line of thought.Ms made its appear¬ 
ance in the vocal world. . In tne search 
for right methods of training the voice 
and banishing the awe inspiring sounds 
which all too frequently pass for singing, 
this doctrine of the efficacy of perfect 
ideals has come quite prominently to the - 
fore. Some of its adherents go so far as 
to say that if the student be possessed of 
a perfect tonal ideal, he can teach him¬ 
self. The physical aspect of voice train¬ 
ing is relegated to the limbo of exploded 
theory. The value of physical sensation, 
as a guide to the establishment of right - 
32^'°”/ m, ton® Production is depre- tween them is perplexing. What is to be This breath ideal will then govern the 
Si’c r entirely condemned. The done? Evidently some more thinking act of breathing just as he desires his 
reC°gnit‘0n of sensation is pro- and investigating must be carried on. The tonal ideal to govern actual tone produc- 
and denendence0 Zf t'i lihU , \ n T ' Sf;f7ident in the tw° b°™ of tion. Carrying this mode of procedure 
the IV b L kad ,h’S V0CaI /demma, are truths and must further, if, as his breath ideal more per- 
of the idealistic “meib S/ay' he accepted as such. Neither can be dis- fectly regulates the motive power of tone 
wte»,h* .rrs lr? % 
oil'll‘UiS'VJ VT'""''””'1 JfSs * »»■*» i pertect tonal ideal. side of the argument may help to arrive at stiffness and down-pressing at the back 
Properly Emitted Tone a^°nCpUS,0n' Vy.hat » meant by sensa- and rigidity of jaw are disappearing. He 
What is the truth in the matter? Truth sensations arTto’ ^percdved''0'Hov^re an! YreeZnZ™ **“• SenSati°nS °J ^ 
it in ,rgUTO„,s f “n'S !?£ »<• ■ nearer ap. 
IfllggH 
ass? —- srssjstft 
truth of the statement that a perfect tonal As.has been lnt|mated, the student ii 
ideal is an essential,to good tone produc- conscious of sensations of rigidity, lack 
tion impresses the investigator. If he has of .resPpn<:p n( gttgg1 —1 ~r ' 
had any extended experience, he has al- en?5e Yi 
ready become assured that unless the stu- achieved; ne _ realizes tnat these are . nri — **<= uireci 
dent can be imbued with such a tonal ideal wrong) interfering with the manifestation , 'vavfS to , front of tbe mouth, and. 
1.“ ‘ ' ‘ of the tonal ideal he already possesses.' vvhcther be makes the scientific mistake 6f' 
That they must be corrected is self-evi- j’5ylng be directs his breath instead of 
dent; how shall it be done? If he studies thf tone waves. he will be sure of the 
Perfect Tonal Ideals them somewhat in detail and analyzes f Stanfe at any rate. Incidentally it may 
The searcher after truth will at once them’ be wiI1 discover a clue to the solving °C .said t,lat accuracy of statement is 
admit that perfect tonal ideals (concepts) °f the difficulty. Such study will show Pra,scworthy and. the teacher should cul- 
are the foundation on which beautiful llm that tbe muscles which control the 'Jate !t’ but d is the substance we are 
Singing rests. But he will recall that in breath act are stiff, work wrongly and er' 
his work with students somehow there are more or 'ess unresponsive to his will. Helpful Concepts 
intervenes a wide gap between the ideal Instead of delivering breath to the vocal Think it over. Is not this a us t *u 
and its practical manifestation. Somehow cords evenIy and in the quantity desired, idealistic doctrine extended to nh , 
that student does not seem to be able to they elther hold it back or push it too sensations which are just as much' 
pass the ideal from his consciousness hard. If he will watch the sensations ex- dence and just as essential to good 
through the physical obstruction of his perienced in this wrong breathing and as tonaI ideals? Does it not reconcile K? 
body to the ear of the listener. Then, refresh his mind as to how breath should seemintrly conflicting truths?' Does t 
Snov^^it^ tHe SitU‘ bC US®d “ Singing’ he will find that the g,IV« something definite to put before the 
. • ’ 1 iat these ideals are as uncer- sensations accompanying both wrong and students mind, to be absorbed and 
^“coSdtSSTS :LTati0n- ? r*htb-*act^ pHed TntaIly? Why 
eShs!‘StetSaJ? TheZmust "* ^ hi! £*** t°nes? Why cannot we *£ 
be much hearing of good tone much dfal‘fo™mg doctrine into effect here, he b ;i ■ ” at.'“s °* tone Production and 
clearing away of misconceptions Tat physical-breath-sensation thestudenM mindC '1“ theffl in 
'•ears nf Kad ulJL. „r _ _ ,deaI which his mind will grasp and use ideals and ? Trlf w,th the tonal 
ut of proportion 
H li th t t  
to that tonal ideal do not obtrude the 
bothersome interference that once was 
felt. Further, he will sooner or later be¬ 
come aware of a sensation of perfect cor- 
the results re at’°n in singing of all the parts in- 
♦Koco o-o vo ve ■ He will find that he can direct 
i beautiful, prop- 
y o b  singing and hearing of poor 
tone have ingrained in the student. And 
while this perfect ideal is being developed 
what shall be done? 
As this investigator thinks the thing 
through still further, there grows upon 
him the consciousness that physical sensa¬ 
tion has a way of impressing itself on 
the student, whether he will or not. A 
stiff, inelastic body, jaw, throat and tongue poetic "fame‘“wr^ 
muscles that have, for years, been wrongly - 
used have a most inconvenient way of 
obtruding themselves upon the conscious- 
and sadly interfere with the putting into appears^ 
singing existence that perfect tonal ideal. The m, 
his ind ill grasp, and use ldc k and “n C ™ W,th the tonaI 
as a model for correct breathing and manifestatinrf f +I ^P the eventual 
which will become automatic. ^ems sInsTble^ concePts? h 
A Frog Opera 
About the middle of the fifth century 
n Aristophanes, of contemporary 
an opera, not so far 
om suggesting certain scenes on the mod- 
n stage, and known by the not unmusical 
Brek, ek, ek, ex co-ax. 
Our song we can double 
Without the least trouble- 
Brek, ek, ek, ex co-ax. 
. i name jiul unmusical By persistent and strenuous off * 
of ,he ******* hono„ 
' in H • two of the fiSt smaH knowledge of the frog’s vocal #*£ 
would °f tHe frog’s voca’ abfl'ty 
of the various parts which participate in on its first performance in Athens tk r Ust have been a weakly family of 
the production of the tone does not result pert frogs mock at Dionysus a he sSes TSt ft ^ to drown 
from the concentrated thinking of the to row Charon’s heavy boat ThX nl f b S; and yet there is scarcely 
tona1 ideal. Here is truth on the other up from the water as they sing• 7 W LTd, SW6etIy ™el°dious sound in nature 
side of the question. And the conflict be- Co-ax co-ax coax S tha tbe sonS of the little green-backed 
’ aX> aX’ yellow-throated tree-frog of Americ! ’ 
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Carmen Vocis 
My Soul is in my Breath ; and with m 
Breath will I lift up my Voice * 
Speech and Song. 111 
For my Breath shall be turned into Sound- 
and I will pour forth my Voice, eve’ 
from the depths of my lungs. ’ " 
And the Sound shall be made true and 
steadfast; by the security of my Breath 
and the watchfulness of my sense that 
heareth from within. 
My neck shall be as a temple around the 
Sound; and its spaces shall expand to 
adorn every cadence with fullness of 
The inner portal shall be open wide- for 
in my throat there shall be no manner 
of contraction. 
About the outer gate my lips and jaw and 
tongue shall play with all the supple 
freedom of a graceful dance, and bring 
to life the beauties of my native speech. 
Thus will I sing with my Breath as with 
my Soul, and speak with my mind the 
simple language of my life. 
For I am in my Breath and in my Voice- 
and all my countrymen will hear me 
and understand.—Dr. 11'. A. Aiken 
Dedicated to the Society of English 
Smgers. From “The Musical Times" 
London, July 1, 1916. 
Baitistini’s “Three Points” 
At sixty-five, Mattia Battistini is still the 
favorite baritone of European opera houses 
and said, by some of the critics, to be sing¬ 
ing more enjoyably than twenty-five years 
In a late issue of the London Musical 
News and Herald, he says; 
The secret of singing well and preserv¬ 
ing one’s voice consists of three points. 
(1) Do not begin a serious career be¬ 
fore the training is completed. 
(2) Continue the training in breathing 
and voice production all through life. What 
will do at thirty will not do at sixty. 
(3) Live for your voice first, for your 
art second, for yourself last. This means 
strict and continuous avoidance of all ex- 
cesses, and at constant sacrifice of even 
modest pleasures, to one’s voice. 
_ I here are plenty of good voices to-day, 
Out many are ruined by bad teaching, and 
most of those who have the good fortune 
ot finding a good teacher are not willing 
o work hard enough and long enough be- 
ore beginning their career in earnest” 
Don’t Try to Sing a Big Tone 
By Karleton Hackett 
The temptation of the young singer is to 
go after more power than is natural to 
ms voice. Voices vary in size, just as do 
e People who possess them. At times 
you will find a large man with a small 
oice, or a small man with a large voice, 
e 1, if nature made you that way, learn 
1° ad)ust yourself to the facts and not 
ght them. Fighting nature will bring you 
nothing save trouble and disappointment. 
ere is work for any good singer to do; 
uttbere ls mighty little for a poor singer, 
o matter how much noise he may make. 
?md oat what kind of a voice nature saw 
o place in your throat and learn to use 
t according to her laws; then you may 
amount to something even if you cannot 
blow the roof off with one mighty blast 
of tone. 
There are one million, three hundred and 
forty-nine thousand sopranos in the world; 
and one million, three hundred and forty 
eight thousand, nine hundred and ninety- 
tune of them think they can sing Un Bel Di. 
tee ETUDE 
More About Voice Placing 
By D. A. Clippinger 
A young lady once came to the studio 
and asked me to hear her voice. Paradox¬ 
ical as it may seem, she was totally dis¬ 
couraged yet hopeful. She had been study¬ 
ing for four years and had not yet suc¬ 
ceeded in making people like her voice. 
She admitted modestly that she was an ex¬ 
cellent musician. She could sing and play 
her own accompaniments, and asked the 
privilege of demonstrating it then and 
there. I soon learned that a few minutes 
of singing tired her. She told me that at 
the end of a lesson her voice was husky. I 
also learned that her teacher was continu¬ 
ally trying to make her tone bigger, and 
that she had reached a stage where a big 
tone was the only one she could sing. 
Badly Placed 
I heard her sing and found what I knew 
I should find; namely, an uneven scale, a 
harsh, metallic quality, a distinct nasal 
quality in one part of her voice, a rigid 
throat, enough resistance in the vocal in¬ 
strument for a considerable number of 
singers, her middle voice forced up to G 
above the staff. But notwithstanding all of 
this she made the astounding interrogation, 
“But my voice is placed, is it not?” “Yes” 
said I, “and badly at that.” Now this is not 
an unusual experience to a singing teacher. 
All too often some one tries to convince us 
that his voice is placed, when there is not 
a good tone in his compass. This indicates 
that there is something in voice teaching 
that should be eliminated. 
How do students get such erroneous 
ideas? It is the result of the senseless 
jargon that is inflicted upon vocal students 
under the label “Voice Placing.” This 
term has gained a certain respectability 
down through the ages; and it has been 
made to do service to the limit. But many 
have put upon it a wrong construction. 
The term is harmless if one is big enough 
to see what it really means; but the inex¬ 
perienced with a limited grasp of the sub¬ 
ject give it a meaning quite their own. 
They argue that to place the voice means 
to put it somewhere, to direct it to a cer¬ 
tain place, and the only way to tell whether 
it has gone to the proper place is by the 
way it feels. 
Now a tone is something to hear. This 
is not debatable. That all tones do not 
sound equally well is beyond argument. Is 
it not a rather queer application of logic to 
insist that the way to tell whether a tone 
is good or bad is through the sense of feel¬ 
ing rather than that of hearing. One might 
as well argue that the way to determine the 
smell of a flower is to taste it. 
The head seems to be the favorite point 
of attack for this kind, of voice placing, 
and the student is continually urged to “put 
the tone in the head,” “place the tone in 
the head,” “direct the tone into the head," 
“bring the tone forward,” and various 
other directions of a similar nature. 
Now the real meaning of “putting the 
tone in the head” is that the air in the 
nasal cavities is made to vibrate. The cav¬ 
ities of the head constitute a part of the 
vocal resonators, and in the upper part of 
the vocal compass this resonator is called 
into use; but one who is attempting to 
drive the tone up into the head cavities is 
going about it in the worst possible way 
and is making his . work immeasurably 
more difficult than is necessary. 
Sensations 
The attempt to put the tone anywhere 
by direct effort invariably sets up a re¬ 
sistance that makes the voice difficult to 
produce and prevents it from doing just 
what the teacher would have it do. Even 
though he does succeed in getting a certain 
sensation in the head cavities, it is sure to 
be accompanied by a quality that is not 
good. , 
Placing the voice means learning how to 
produce pure, sympathetic, resonant tone 
throughout the compass with perfect ease. 
It is learning how to let yourself not make 
yourself sing. The only right way to put 
the tone in the head is to let it go there. 
When the voice is sufficiently free and the 
tone concept is formed so that both teacher 
and pupil are listening for the pure sing¬ 
ing tone, there will be no further trouble 
about voice placing for the voice will place 
itself. What boots it to be told that your 
voice is placed if your quality is still un¬ 
musical ? 
The Orator and the Elocutionist of Music 
By W. Francis Gates 
The difference between a musician and 
a performer, instrumental or vocal, is 
about the same that exists between an ora¬ 
tor and an elocutionist. 
The elocutionist is an expert and expres¬ 
sive mouthpiece for the ideas of some one 
else. The orator originates his ideas, 
clothes them in expressive language and 
presents them with skillful diction and 
enunciation. 
In music, the performer may have no 
ideas; he may know nothing of musical 
grammar or rhetoric, i. e., of harmony and 
composition. He is but an instrument, giv- 
■ng voice to the ideas of others. But, as 
with the elocutionist, he is an instrument 
Plus volition; he may present the ideas to 
toe full, or he may, by false, weak, or 
inaccurate expression, ruin the thought 
which he is supposed to present in com- 
Peteness of sense and sentiment. 
There are few musical orators; most 
musicians are elocutionists, and their great¬ 
est aim should be faithfulness to the intent 
of the composer. The artist makes or 
breaks the composer, to the public ear. 
Not even the sweetness of a Mozart or a 
Schubert could stand continual misrepre¬ 
sentation, distortion, maltreatment. 
To be a musical orator, one must be both 
composer and performer. It is given to 
but few mortals to have anything worth 
saying in music, and to still less to have 
the technic which furnishes an adequate 
outlet for the composer’s ideas. 
Notable in the list of those who were 
great in this combination of gifts were 
Bach, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Brahms and 
Liszt! Considering the use of the baton 
as a means of expression through the or¬ 
chestra as an instrument, the list might be 
considerably enlarged, with the names of 
Haydn, Schumann, Wagner, Tschaikowsky 
and Strauss coming immediately to mind, 
and with Wagner as the leading example. 
Our sweetest laughter with some pain is fraught 
Our sweetest songs are those' that tell of saddest thought. 
-From “To a Syark’’-Percy Bysshe Shelley. 
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The Famous Nestle LA NOIL Home 
Outfit for Permanent Waving 
Sent Everywhere on 30 Days’ Free Trial 
Scores a Brilliant Success 
Husbands Wave Wives, Mothers Wave 
Children, Friends Wave One Another and 
Send Us Photos. Over 80,000 Now In Use 
Airs. J. A. ROSS’ Hair Before and After Her 
LANOIL Wave 
BEFORE AFTER 
The Nestle LANOIL 
Home Outfit in Use 
A PLEASANT afternoon wi 
the Home Outfit turned , 
^."afSfsas 
ringlets and curls, and thi 
head of long straight hair (gn 
sitting) into beautiful perma 
|HE success'of the won¬ 
derful Nestle LANOIL 
Home Outfit, invented 
by the eminent New 
York hair genius, Mr. 
C. Nestle, for permanent waving in 
the home is truly a sensation. Wher¬ 
ever it goes, this dainty apparatus 
transforms quickly and easily the 
dullest, lankiest hair into bright, soft 
waves, curls and ringlets that sham¬ 
poos, fog. rain and perspiration only 
make curlier and wavier! 
Imagine yourself with naturally 
curly hair ALWAYS. No more curl¬ 
ing kids, irons or sticky fluids. Just a 
single application of the Home Outfit. 
Is it too good to believe? Yet, 80,000 
families have already banished the 
old-fashioned, temporary curling 
methods. Their photos, their letters 
testify to their thrilling happiness 
with genuine naturally curly hair. 
Safely Waves Children of Four 
Everyone is enthusiastic over the simple, 
interesting application of the Outfit. In 
one family, three generations were waved 
in a single day. The same Outfit waves 
relatives, friends and neighbors. It is used 
with PERFECT SAFETY and comfort 
on children as young as four years for 
this is the same famous LANOIL Process 
employed by Mr. Nestle in his two magnifi¬ 
cent New York Establishments, where over 
200 fashionable women are permanently 
waved every day. 
nightly curlers, for Elva's bob,” 
writes Mrs. Li-oyd, Walla Walla, 
Wn. “Each day makes us happier 
Our fully Illustrated explanatory 
booklet sent free on request 
necessary. Just return the Outfit within 30 
days, and every cent of the $15 deposited 
with us or with your postman will be 
immediately refunded. 
We take all responsibility for your suc¬ 
cess or failure 1 Let this wonderful inven¬ 
tion prove to you today that you too can 
rid yourself of your straight hair troubles. 
Send for it on free trial by coupon, letter 
or postal. Remember it will last a lifetime, 
and only requires additional supplies, cost¬ 
ing very little, to do as many heads as you 
desire. 
Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd., Dept. E 
ESTABLISHED 1905 
12 and 14 East 49th Street, New York City 
Just off Fifth Avenue 
Gladly Sent on 30 Days’ Free Trial 
You may have our free booklet before 
ordering, if you prefer, but it will not cost 
you a cent to send directly for the little 
Outfit on free trial. You also get free 
supplies. Use them. Then wash your hair, 
and see whether you^can get the soft waves 
and curls lanky again. The more you wet 
them, the curlier will they become. Yet, if 
you are not delighted, no explanations are 
MOTHERS 
wishing information on how to help 
their babies grow naturally curly hair 
are invited to write or send the cou¬ 
pon for Mr. Nestle’s free booklet. 
Fill ii ir off, and mail this coupon today 
NESTLE LANOIL CO,. LTD., Dept. E 
12 & 14 East 49th St., New York. N. Y. 
Please send me the Nestle LANOIL Home 
Outfit for Permanent Waving. I understand 
that if after using the Outfit and the free trial 
materials, I am not satisfied, 1 may return the 
Outfit any time within 30 days, and receive 
back every cent of its cost of $15. 
I-] I enclose $15 in check, money order, 
nr bank draft as a deposit.. □ I prefer to deposit the $15 with my 
postman when the Outfit arrives. 
OR, check HERE..... .if only free booklet of 
further Home Outfit particulars is desired. 
AND, HERE.for Special Baby Scalp 
Treatment Booklet. 
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ALWAYS READY FOR 
Baker’s 
Breakfast 
Cocoa 
Growing children want and fre¬ 
quently need more nourishment 
than adults, owing to the activity 
of their restless little bodies. 
Baker’s Cocoa fils 
all the requirements 
of the dietitian and 
physician as a d< 
licious, pure and 
healthful beverage. 
Just as good for 
older people. 
It is the. cocoa of high quality 
Made onlj> by 
Walker Baker & Co. Ltd. 
ESTABLISHED 1780 
Mills at Dorchester, Mass, 
and Montreal, Canada 
Booklet of Choice Recipes sent free 
Kill The Hair Root 
iamESrSoth' 
Rough and Tumble 
TJVROM the time they get. up until 
thev go to bed at niitht. the 
HOSE SUPPORTERS 
Please ash for them by name. 
j GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Bos 
I Mahers, Boston Carters — Velvet Grip — for 
An Etude reader, Mrs. John Moodie, of 
Watertown, S. D., tells us in a very inter¬ 
esting letter how the volunteer choir of 
their church, which is located in a semi- 
rural district, has been formed into a live 
body. The church possesses a fine organ 
and has an organist of ability. The 
choir numbers thirty. In order to bring 
about greater interest as well as to en¬ 
courage prompt attendance, the choir was 
organized into a group with a constitu¬ 
tion and by-laws. This, we are told, 
has resulted in a much finer choir spirit. 
Constitution and By-Laws of the 
Methodist Church Chorus Choir. 
ARTICLE I. 
The name of this organization shall be 
the Methodist Church Choir of Watertown, 
S. D.; and its purpose shall be for the de¬ 
velopment of music, its iuterpretation and 
delivery to be always in a manner uplifting 
in the sight of God. 
Organizing the Church Choir 
($2.00) from the Treasurer t 
ARTICLE V. 
1. The regular rehearsals shall I 
m Friday evening of each week, l>( 
promptly at 7.30 o'clock unless ot 
The attendant; 
services shall b 
nonces without 
sufficient11 cause’ 
bership. 
at rehearsals and Rundaj 
regular. Three (3) ah 
from the Member 
tilth, shall ’ ■ 
for* the °forf1 
THE ETUDE 
'Wokiv Ljoun-1 
J35QEES9SB 
With Key to the Calories 
By Lulu Hunt Peters, A. B., M. D. 
is the most popular book on diet. (Now h 
its 21st edition, Price $1.00.) Hundreds of 
thousands are following its teachings. 
Every woman who has read “Diet and 
Health” and profited by its good-humored 
iem- common sense advice should have ’ 
:e place 
of the 
ARTICLE VII. 
1. A Membership Committee 
posed of five (5), as follows 
members of the Choir, the direct «„.i ...,v 
member of the Music Committee, whose duty 
it shall he to examine all applicants as to 
their fitness to serve in the choir. Member¬ 
ship Committee to be appointed by the Presi- 
2. Anv member of the Choir may suggest 
the name of an applicant, and after the np- 
ral of the above-named committee, they 
II be elected as members of the Choir. 
2. The officers shall consist of a President, Any anu ... 
pertaining to th 
any other time 
ARTICLE VIII. 
ill suggestions or complaints 
t e choir world in general shall 
ARTICLE III. 
The annual dues shall he Ono Dollar ($1.00) per member, paid in advance. 
from the choir. 
ARTICLE IV. 
1. There shall be a committee of two ap¬ 
pointed by the Chairman each month to act 
as social committee, whose duty it shall be 
to furnish some form of entertainment at 
each monthly meeting. 
o m, ' ' - - committee appointed 
ARTICLE X. 
• business meeting of the Choir 
the first Friday of each month. 
ARTICLE XT. 
and wife and Music Commit- 
ireh shall be honorary members 
an tii t refres 
ARTICLE XII. 
The honorary members may serve on com¬ 
mittees as the Choir shall determine. 
ARTICLE XIII. 
This Constitution may lie amended bv a 
two-third (2/3) vote of the Choir nt any 
regular meeting or special meetirffe called for 
The People’s Music 
By William H. Leach 
The installation of a new organ in the The first was the impression that 
Walden Presbyterian Church, Buffalo, the •people like pretty melodies. The 
N. Y., led to the decision to use its draw- organist might prefer to show the spoil¬ 
ing power to the utmost. Organist and did possibilities of the organ and his tech- 
minister got together and decided that the nic. He might be under the impression 
organ would be featured at the evening that the purpose of the church must be 
service, which up to this time, had been to lead people to appreciate the works of 
poorly supported. the masters. But when the people choose 
they ^ select pretty and sweet melodies 
restful and quieting. 
Calorie 
Cook Book 
by 
Mary Dickerson Donahey 
Tells What to Eat to 
Reduce—Increase—or Retain 
Your Weight. 
This Cook Book supplements “Diet and 
Health” with economical, practical recipes, 
each giving the Caloric Values of Foods 
used and naming the foods rich in Vita- 
mines. It will greatly aid the vast army 
of women seeking to control their figures. 
A large,i handsome book, $1.50. 1 
AT ALL BOOKSTORES 
Or—either book—sent postpaid on receipt 
of price by the publishers. Reilly & 
Lee, 1040 Michigan .-hr., Chicago. 
m/i 
LOOK FOR 
THE RED RING 
WAII 0NTHE 
y/|f/LUDEN-VELLOW BOX 
LUJDENS 
MENTHOL COUGH DROPS 
GIVE QUICK RELIEF 
Pianologues 
The clever pianologue merits a place on every enter¬ 
tainment program. For either platform or parlor use, 
A fifteen-minute organ prelude to each which 
evening service was advertised. These 
preludes were made very broad in their These melodies selected' were ones they 
character, including a certain amount of jla(l heard and with which they were famil- 
classical and ecclesiastical music with a iar- A person may read a book and then 
sprinkling of the semi-popular melodies, throw it away for another ; but music can 
The organ preludes drew people from the not be appreciated that way. It grows on 
beginning; and in a few weeks the even- °ne as it is repeated. A familiar selection 
ing attendance equaled that of the morning is ]>ke an old friend returning, 
services. t-, , , ■ 
I he selection in most instances was one 
Before the summer vacation it was an- to .which the hearer could fit the proper 
nounced that the prelude would be extended words. The Rosary, The Lost Chord and 
to half-hour programs for the final even- A Perfect Day, were no doubt increased 
ing services and that members of the. con- in interest to the listeners by the fact that 
gregation could request the organist to they fitted the words to the music as the 
repeat selections played during the months organ played. The composition means 
past. As far as time permitted these re- more to the average layman if he can as- 
quests would form the basis of the last sociate words or incidents with the music. 
11 ® And another lesson learned from the 
The following numbers were the choice series of preludes was that it is a mighty 
of the congregation: Sortie, Dunham; good thing to get some expression from 
Twilight, Eriml; Arrangement of Hazvaii- the congregation as to the music it likes 
an Airs, Stewart; Narcissus, Nevin; The in the church services. 
Rosary, Nevin; Humoresque, Dvorak; -■- 
The Lost Chord, Sullivan; A Perfect 
Day, Bond. 
These numbers and the large congrega¬ 
tion which came as the result of the an¬ 
nouncement of the program are -a pretty 
good indication as to the' music which 
appeals to the typical. American congrega¬ 
tion. Those responsible for the preludes 
drew some conclusions from them. 
. . . (Negro) 
. (Humorous) 
. (Inspirational) 
. (Italian did.) 
. (Swede dial.) 
The Story of a Soito' .' .' .' 
T-Wz,, in THE Family (Hum 
rhe set of ten “Etotk1<£4^0llecti 
(Dram .tie) 
DEPT. 73, CHICAGO 
n_| wash out. 30c at stores of by mail* 
PARSON’S INDELIBLE INK Co’ 
1126 Henshaw Ave. Northampton, Mass. 
D. A. CLIPP1NGER 
617-618 Kimball Hall, Chicago 
LOUIS REILLY 
Teacher of Singing 
STUDIO 49 West 86th Street 
NEW YORK 
FOURTEENTH SEASON 
addressing our advertisers. 
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Le Roi (V ks 
Suppose you had struggled along for 
sixty-five years meeting with half-way suc¬ 
cess and then suddenly found yourself 
springing into international fame over 
night. This was the experience of Edouard 
(Victor-Antoine) Lalo, on May 7, 1888, 
when his charming opera, Le Roi d’Ys, was 
first produced at the Opira-Comique in 
Paris. 
In his own country Lalo was, of course, 
known long before the premiere of his mas¬ 
ter-work. He was born at Lille, January 
27, 1823, and died in Paris, April 22, 1892. 
He was first a pupil of the branch of the 
Paris Conservatoire at Lille. He entered the 
Paris Conservatoire in 1839. His instru¬ 
ments were the violin and the viola, on 
both of which he became a noted per¬ 
former. He won the second Prix de Rome, 
but did not succeed in securing the first 
prize. His first opera, Fiesque, written in 
1867, failed to win the prizes at the con- 
cours established by the ThSatre Lyrique. 
This opera was never produced and the 
score was mysteriously lost. However, 
Lalo remembered parts of it and employed 
them in later works. He attempted to 
write a second opera, Savonarola, but was 
weaned away because of his interest in 
writing orchestral music. His Violin Con¬ 
certo, his Fantaisic Norwegienne and his 
Symplionie Espagnole (his ancestry was 
Spanish) attracted great attention in 
France. The office of Chevalier of the 
Legion of Honor came to him in 1880. 
Work upon Le Roi d’Ys commenced in 
1875, but it was not completed and pro¬ 
duced for thirteen years. Since then it has 
been heard many times in the leading oper¬ 
atic centres. The simple plot, dealing with 
the jealousy of one Breton Maid for her 
sister, her revenge by opening the sluices 
and threatening the town with extinction, 
her sacrifice to the waters, is an unusual 
one for opera. The scene laid in Brittany, 
in the middle ages, affords a very pictur¬ 
esque setting. 
Le RoV d’Ys was such a success that 
Lalo was awarded the Academy prize of 
.3,000 francs and given the distinction of 
Officer of the Legion of Honor. The 
opera is said to have been given in America 
for the first time at the New Orleans 
Opera in 1890. The music is characterized 
by exceptional charm, especially in the in¬ 
genious orchestral treatment. The opera 
cannot be said to stand out as a work of 
great dramatic force, but it has an indi¬ 
viduality that has compelled its representa¬ 
tion in all parts of the world. It has been 
given hundreds of times in France, where 
it is still a great favorite. 
_SPIT- 
artistry which act- 
valed Franz Brambach 
in 1823 lives today, 
in the maker oF the 
Brambach Baby Grand 
1923—the 100th Year 
of Brambach Quality 
THE loving care of a painter blending his 
colors; the fine artistry of the composer at 
his score—these find their parallel in the 
Brambach tradition of fine piano making. The 
spirit of Franz Brambach lives today in the 
Brambach Baby Grand. 
To the true musician, Brambach craftsmanship 
manifests itself in that delightful singing tone 
and wonderful responsiveness which distinguish 
this exquisite instrument. 
And with all its superb musical qualities are 
combined beauty and compactness of design 
which make it a welcome acquisition to any 
studio or apartment; for the Brambach Baby 
The Story of “Le Roi d'Ys” 
i a Breton legend. 
x» jit ™ —e gardens; at the 
_ - _ -™6,uur«u HiiurGittse RUU. xuuO*thePalace A_celebration of the feast of NoelJ 
progress. Jabel announces that The King will this day »ive the f the country, Karnac on his marriage to the lovely Princess Margaret._The_Patron saln^ol the country. 
The libretto of "Le Roi d’Ys” is by Edouard Blan.gnd is founded o 
Act I. A terrace of the Palace of the Kings of Is. At the left a 
tight ®nmagnifleent^ staircase leads^into^the crown“to 'the Prince] of 
is with thf!*nifht ***** as she1 speaks Ibpzevn, left alone, confesses .herself aUo^n a^ courtiers descend battle. his name, is coiifonnded by seeing him before her. The King Miargorea »- 
.‘nTiiAfb ho6 Palace of Ys. Margored, at a window, sees 
Karna&a Yorces gathering.11 teal object of Mylio’s love. Mylio assures Rozftm that SL Coienttn J 1 leaa tngw me 
t<> victory. Margored and Bozenn declare to each other their love for Mylio ana Margarea 
departs, defying Bozenn and St. Corent In. rrniindpil t.T j]is victorious 
,, Scene II. A great plain, Ys in the distance, flylm surrounded ^y ms vicio ^ 
soldiers, ascribes their victory to St. Corent in, in ^ appears ho 5#**niiwid 
they depart Karnac enters in dishevelled dress. Morgared suddenly “^pears, 
ot a second insult by Karnac, hut assures him that she has come to j 
She suggests the opening of the dykes. They deride St. Corentm tv nose 
curses her and warns Karnac to repent. . vnnths ioin In merry combat 
-t IH. Scene I. 
Grand fits in the same space and costs no more 
than a high-grade upright piano. Sold by 
leading dealers everywhere. 
whose statue moves, 
BABY GRAND ~~*635 X 
before Rozen 
cJ*aPel- Margored and Karnac . h._nv wedding as a taunt to uri 
Harmony and composition 
By CORRESPONDENCE 
Grncise, practical instruction. Courseisinteresting 
rulesP°Se 'nstea<* °* inerclV learning a set o 
K. Y. Plank, 561 West 4th Ave. 
s apartment. 
Margaret „ „„„ 
hounds of terror are heard_ 
commotions the frantic mob enters. , . , nrnTer 
. Scene II. A Hill near the Sea. Th®.Pe0.Ple,eeoiv3s ?tsP prey ana men receuc. Margared declares that the sea will rise till it receives it V ^ugion escapes from her 
confesses her part In the plot, defies the saint, and, nt*n„0osi st aorentin appears, 
friends and, rushing to the height of the rock, leaps Inf 
the people kneel in prayer and the flood abates. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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T F it be true that “Order is Heavens First 
Law, then organists and choir librarians 
will bej obliged to brush up a bit on system 
in this world, or no place will be found 
for them in the next. 
In this article particular stress will be 
laid on the advantages of keeping anthems, 
manuscripts, hymnals, psalters, choir serv¬ 
ice books and choral works in such shape 
that not only the life of the volume or 
octavo is prolonged, but also ready refer¬ 
ence is made easier of accomplishment. 
Within recent years a considerable num¬ 
ber of visits to choir rooms have been 
made, and with but few exceptions have 
nothing savoring of strict orderliness, 
insofar as the care of choir music was 
concerned, has been found. Only re¬ 
cently a case of almost criminal negli¬ 
gence in the matter of cataloguing and 
filing octavo anthems was witnessed. 
The choir room contained three good- 
sized music cupboards, partitioned off to 
accommodate sets of anthems and serv- 
ices. The several compartments were 
originally numbered, and their contents 
indexed. Many of the numbers, how¬ 
ever, were missing, and no evidences of 
any index remained. How that organist 
managed to find music from week to 
week without losing much valuable time 
is a mystery. In a cupboard without shelv¬ 
ing, off in one corner of the room, was an 
accumulation of octavo anthems not piled 
up, but thrown together oii the floor in a 
jumbled mass. Some of the uppermost 
anthems in the pile were compositions of 
real dignity and worth. 
The Organist’s Etude 
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department 
“An Organist’s Magazine Complete in Itself” 
Edited by Noted Specialists 
System in the Choir Room 
By A. Stanley Keast 
ADVENT 
Far From Their Home. 
.... .Woodward 
Harken Unto Me My People. 
.Sullivan 
Hosanna in the Highest. 
.Stainer 
Rejoice Greatly. 
.Woodward 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord. 
• • .Garrett 
The Cost of Neglect 
The condition of this cupboard would 
indicate that the librarian who had charge 
of this music, rather than take the trouble 
to sort out anthems that had probably 
become separated from their respective 
sets, simply threw them into this cupboard 
to dispose of them. The locks on the cup¬ 
boards were broken; and music could be 
taken by choir members or strangers at 
will, without any record of the loan of 
music being made. Anthems and cantatas 
that originally cost a considerable sum 
were forced into the various partitions 
without regard for neatness, system or the 
value of the music. Much of this music, 
though badly torn and mutilated, could 
have been reclaimed at small expense, had 
the organist or choir librarian felt dis¬ 
posed to exercise a little initiative in this 
direction. 
Good Music Expensive 
Good music, particularly anthems and 
services used in the Episcopal Church, is 
expensive at best. For monetary reasons, 
then, if for no other, every effort should 
be made to guard it against loss; damage 
or willful disfigurement of any kind If 
music committees in some of our churches 
could peep into their choir rooms and wit- 
ness for themselves the lack of neatness 
and care exercised on the part of those 
responsible for the safety of such church 
property, appropriations for music most 
assuredly would be curtailed. 
On another occasion, a chair in one 
corner of the choir gallery was piled high 
with octavo anthems. How the organist 
ever found what he was looking for in 
that pile of music is incomprehensible. 
In some of our larger cities the lack of 
system maintained in the matter of 
cataloguing and housing church music is 
surprising. Hymnals and anthems are 
strewn around on chairs, tables and win¬ 
dow ledges, exposed to dust and often¬ 
times the elements, where windows 
remain open during a shower. 
I have always tried to maintain an 
orderly and respectable looking choir 
library. If a music cupboard was lacking, 
a requisition for one was at once 
made. The next care was to see that 
every anthem was properly catalogued and 
numbered. Then anthems were filed in 
their respective places immediately at the 
close of every service. In this way any¬ 
thing wanted Could be found without loss 
of time, or patience, and it was certain 
that church property was having proper 
CHURCH OF THE MEDIATOR 
Choir Library 
mu- • . , Allentown, Pa., Nov. 11, 1921 
his is to certify that.Miss Anna Millnor 
has borrowed this date.... copy . 
°f .Cast Thy Burden on the Lord 
bT I. V. Flagler. . 
This music to be returned to the choir librarian not later than. .Nov 20'192l" 
Date returned... ' ’ '' 
A. STANLEY KEAST, 
Organist and Choirmaster. 
TEE ETUDE 
Choir Records 
Figure 1 illustrates how an individual 
record of every anthem in the library 
kept. The cards themselves are inexpe S 
sive and very convenient to handle whl 
filed in a small drawer or filing cab£ 
m alphabetical order. 
Figure 2 tells at a glance what anthems 
are suitable for every occasion in the 
church year, from Advent to Trinitytide- 
including anthems suitable for weddings’ 
missionary services, confirmation services’ 
communion services, burials and other spe¬ 
cial occasions. 
Figure 3 furnishes information relative to 
music which has been used from week to 
week throughout the church year. 
Figure 4 illustrates a card record kept 
by the librarian when music is loaned to 
choristers or others. 
Where a typewriter is not available 
cards of this description can be printed to 
order at little cost, and later filled in with 
pen and ink. These cards were designed 
to meet individual requirements. Any 
reader of The Etude, however, may feel 
perfectly free to use any of these forms, 
since none of them has been copyrighted’ 
These cards have been of material assist¬ 
ance in many an emergency, and once a 
system of this kind has been introduced 
in the choir library, no organist or choir 
librarian would ever be content to cata¬ 
logue music in any other way. 
A Well-stocked Library 
A well-stocked choir library represents 
a considerable outlay of money, besides 
time and patience on the part of the 
organist and choir in connection with the 
rehearsing and use thereof. Every single 
copy, therefore, ought to be carefully 
preserved for use year after year. In 
my old choir library are anthems in a 
good state of preservation that were pur¬ 
chased 18 years before. It is well for 
organists to see that anthems are properly 
bound or repaired the minute they show 
signs of wear. Were this plan followed 
in all choir libraries, much music that is 
now discarded because of its unsightly 
appearance could still be used to good 
advantage. 
A Question in Musical 
History 
An organist of our acquaintance con¬ 
tributes the following. He had recently 
been using several of his own published 
anthems. and, on arriving at rehearsal 
one evening, found, two of the young peo¬ 
ple of his choir in an animated discussion 
over a matter on which they were not 
agreed. He was appealed to for a deci¬ 
sion, and had to settle the question once 
for all before the rehearsal could proceed 
peaceably. The question was, “Was he 
the composer of The Messiah?” 
“C” LIBRARY OF ANTHEMS 
Catalogue No. 19 
Title: “Cast Thy Burden on the Lord.” 
Octavo No. 10059 Series: Church Music. 
Composer: Ignace V. Flagler. 
Text: Hymnic. 
Author of Words: 
Season of Church Year: General. 
Publishers : Theodore Presser Company. 
Number of copies: 20 Price: 5 cents. 
Key signature: D Range: 
When purchased: 
Grade of difficulty: Easy 
Solo voices : 
Remarks: 
24TH SUNDAY AFTER TRINITY—NOVEMBER 6TH, .521 
Morning Prayer: 
Hymns: 636-249-252. 
Te Deum: Attwood in F. 
Jubilate Deo: Sullivan in D 
Ev.rEX“'e,h'LOr,lOJ""“l».H.U 
Hymns: 254-263-521. 
Magnificat: Stainer in B flat 
Nunc Dimittis: Stainer in B’flat 
Anthems: Ho! Every One Thai tl; . a. 
Prepare Ye the Way of the Lord.. .^ 
IHustrattc 
IUusti 
Signature of Organist and 
Choirmaster here. 
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A First Lesson on the Organ 
By Dr. Annie Patterson, B. A. 
Assuming that the student has some fa¬ 
miliarity with keyboard instruments (piano 
or harmonium), the instructor must first 
inform him that he has now two or more 
similar manuals to control, in addition to 
a keyboard for the feet (the pedals). The 
nature of the Great, Swell, Choir, Solo 
and other combinations should then be ex¬ 
plained. This will entail a description of 
the “Flue” and “Reed” stops of the instru¬ 
ment, and how they are generally distrib¬ 
uted over the various manuals. The im¬ 
portance of the ground-stops—the “Diapa¬ 
sons”—should now be impressed on the 
learner; also, if the draw-stops have the 
number of feet marked on them, this will 
be a fitting opportunity of showing how 
the octave, double octave and triple octave 
may be built up from a sixteen-foot 
(double) diapason, by adding an eight-foot, 
four-foot, and two-foot rank, respectively. 
The nature of the most frequently recur¬ 
ring solo stops, such as the various kinds 
of flutes, the oboe, clarinet, gamba and 
trumpet should then be illustrated by the 
teacher pulling these out separately, and let¬ 
ting the pupil hear the effects of them, 
singly and in combination. A few simple 
sets of stops, by way of contrast in tone 
color might now be drawn on, say, the 
Great and Swell. As organs differ so much 
from one another, each instrument will 
need individual explanation; and the pre¬ 
ceptor should advise the would-be organist 
to make continual experiments in his prac¬ 
tice-hours in thus “balancing” combinations 
of stops. The nature of the Couplers may 
now be shown, and the player initiated into 
the mysteries of Swell to Great, Great to 
Pedals, and so on. 
The next step is to get the student ac¬ 
customed to a correct sitting position on the 
organ stool. This should be central, the 
form being as far away from manuals as 
may suit individual requirements. Control 
of the swell-pedal can now be taught, and 
the uses and abuses of the same explained. 
Then the learner may be asked to experi¬ 
ment himself with the draw-stops, and build 
up a crescendo from a soft diapason (say, 
Dulciana) on the Great, to “full” organ, 
by later adding the resources of a coupled 
Swell. The reverse process, the dimin¬ 
uendo, naturally follows; and, after¬ 
wards, under the teacher’s direction, experi¬ 
ments in tone may be made with certain 
combinations on all keyboards. It is suffi¬ 
cient in this case for the pupil to hold 
down, preferably, the left hand on the 
Middle C triad (C. E. G.), whilst the other 
hand, under advice, does the “registration,” 
or stop arrangement. 
Organ “touch” may now be indicated: 
That accurate legato which differentiates 
“clean” from “dirty” playing. This can 
be done by the student being asked to play, 
first with hands separate and then together, 
a five-finger exercise op easy scale passage. 
A simple tune (folk-song or hymn) may 
now be played on the manuals; first the 
melody only, then the accompanying har¬ 
mony. Such an air as Stillorgan, or Hurs- 
ley, would serve the purpose admirably, as 
enabling the instructor to show how re¬ 
peated notes are best interpreted; i. e., by 
playing them mezzo-staccato whilst inner 
parts are sustained. Initial pedal study 
needs to be reserved, in a beginner’s case 
at all events, for a succeeding lesson; so 
what has been suggested may well form an 
introduction to the King of Instruments. 
“Meter” in Hymn Tunes 
By Will Cowan 
Meter, as applied to Hymn Tunes, is a 
term derived from the structure of the 
words, from which the music takes its 
type. With this in mind—Meter is the 
rhythmical arrangement of the syllables of 
words in verse; it is poetical measure, de¬ 
pending on number, quantity and accent 
of syllables. 
The unit for determining meter is the 
quatrain or four-line stanza of verse. If 
each line of these four contains eight 
syllables, it is said to be in Long Meter. 
Of this form Old Hundred is the type and 
for this reason often is called the Long 
Meter Doxology. But two or three gen¬ 
erations back, our provincial ancestors had 
this one, Duke Street, and a very few 
others, to which they sang all Long Meter 
words. 
When the quatrain is composed of lines 
containing eight, six, eight and six sylla¬ 
bles, in the order given, it is said to be 
ommon Meter, perhaps because so much 
verse is in this measure. If the four lines 
contain six, six, eight and six syllables, in 
or<ier, they are in Short Meter. It is 
scarcely necessary to mention that the let¬ 
ters so often seen above hymn tunes are 
but the initials of these metrical names. 
We have now considered the more fre¬ 
quently used forms of meter. Of the 
others the name usually plainly indicates 
their nature. Thus, in Long Meter Dou¬ 
ble each stanza is composed of two quat¬ 
rains, each of which follows the model of 
Long Meter. 7s and 6s is composed of 
lines containing seven, six, seven and six 
syllables in this order. 11s contains four 
lines of eleven syllables each. P. M. in¬ 
dicates Peculiar Meter, in which the meas¬ 
ure is so unusual as to elude the usual 
system of markings. These are but enough 
to indicate the interpretation of the sym¬ 
bols of the other nearly one hundred va¬ 
rieties of meter. 
How shall we know what music to use 
when we see the meter symbol of Hymn 
words? Two ways are practicable. Turn 
in the Hymnal to a tune bearing the marks 
of this meter. Better still, learn many 
tunes, associating with them their meter 
names, so that the mere mention of the 
metrical name at once suggests certain 
music. Many “singin’ skule” masters of 
the long ago were adepts at this. 
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“Jack certainly does play 
wonderfully, doesn’t he?’’ 
“Yes. Particularly when 
you consider how he’s han¬ 
dicapped with that piano. 
It’s pretty awful, isn’t it?” 
Does your piano sometimes 
cause you embarrassment? 
If the piano had been a Weaver, how 
the hostess could have smiled with 
assurance and really enjoyed the music. 
And more, what pleasure she would 
have derived from her guests’ obvious 
enjoyment; what pride from the play¬ 
er’s spontaneous expression of enthu¬ 
siasm for its beautiful tone and perfect 
The Weaver is an exceptional piano. 
It meets the most exacting requirements 
of the studio or the home. And the 
quality of tone and mechanical excel¬ 
lence endure through years of contin¬ 
uous use, a source of enjoyment and 
pride in the possession of a Weaver. 
With a Weaver Piano you can meet 
every contingency with the utmost 
assurance. See the Weaver dealer in 
your locality and try a Weaver Piano. 
Convenient terms are easily arranged 
and a liberal allowance made on your 
former piano. Write to us for the 
Weaver catalog. 
COMPANY, Inc. WEAVER PIANO 
Factory and General Offices: York, Pa. 
Weaver, York and Livingston Pianos and Player Pianos 
WEAVER 
PIANOS 
s) [AUSTIN ORGAN ORDERS were received for six large 
^ Four-manual Organs in 1922, includ¬ 
ing the Great Organs of Colorado State 
University of 115 Stops, and theCincin- 
nati Music Hall Organ of 87 Stops, 
The Eastman Conservatory Organ of 
oon — - ' ines conspicuously- 
(AUSTIN ORGAN CO.I 
I 165 Woodland St. Hartford, Conn. I 
FOUR FREE SCHOLARSHIPS 
AT THE 
GUILMANT 
ORGAN SCHOOL 
WILLIAM C. CARL, Director 
Send for Catalog 
17 EAST llth ST. NEW YORK 
Purchase Two Christmas Gifts for One Price 
anium system established by The Etude enables you 1 
vithont naviner for thorn ” Thov nro o-ivnn nnt for r, 
Do you realize that the f_______ _v ___ 
secure Christmas gilts literally “wit ut p ying l t em. ey a e gi e ot l  “money 
but as a reward to enthusiastic Iriends who help us extend the ever-widening circle of 
Etude subscribers. Let us say, lor instance, that you propose to spend $10.00 in Christ¬ 
mas gifts. Send live regular two-dollar subscriptions to The Etude Music Magazine as 
gilts, and we will send you in addition five other gilts or the value in premiums that 
you will find welcome Christmas gilts to others. Thousands do it every year. Why not 
” “ “ ' ” ' ’ ’ ’ ‘ r attractive premium catalog. That’s all. 1 yourseil ol this saving? Just send lor c 
wsmammmmwmmm 
Jftifoisfotas fools 
* rffpjdioiK 
Jifty 3£mas Carols 
of all Nations 
Selected, Harmonized and Edited by EDUARDO MARZO 
THE most remarkable collection of carols ever assembled. After 
years of exhaustive research, Mr. Marzo has gathered together 
in his volume fifty carols of all nations that is truly interesting. 
The carols are intended primarily for unison singing but may 
also be sung very effectively in parts. 
The growing popularity of community singing to grace the Yule- 
tide, should make this book most desirable for Colleges, Convents 
and all directors of group or assembly singing. 
Write for a copy “on approval” 
Price, Seventy-five cents 
Send for complete chorus catalogue 
The WILLIS MUSIC COMPANY 
137 West 4th Street_Cincinnati, Ohio 
Please mention THE ETUDE addressing advertisers. 
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The Choir Master 
Each Month Under This Heading We Shall Give a List of Anthems, 
Solos and Voluntaries Appropriate for Morning and Evening 
Services Throughout the Year. 
s the best 
SUNDAY MORNING, January 6th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Ave Maria .Bach-Gounod 
ANTHEM 
a. All People That On Earth Do 
Dwell .5". Thomson 
b. Christ’s Garden... .IV. J. Reynolds 
OFFERTORY 
Master Let Me Walk With 
Thee—(Sop.) E. Mar so 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Anniversary March./. L. Erb 
SUNDAY EVENING, January 6th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Erotikon .Sjogren 
ANTHEM 
a. In Heavenly Love Abiding, 
5. Thalberg 
b. Heaven Is My Home. .G. S. Schuler 
OFFERTORY 
There Is No Love Like the Love 
of Jesus—(duet, S. and A.), 
W. Berwald 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Marche Pontificate.Lcmmcns 
SUNDAY MORNING, January 13th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Romance.Zitterbart 
ANTHEM 
a. Seek Ye The Lord..../. V. Roberts 
b. Like As The Hart.../. E. Roberts 
OFFERTORY 
Soul’s Longing—(Sop.). .D. Protheroe 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Tannhaeuser March .Wagner 
SUNDAY EVENING, January 13th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Berceuse (in A) .Delbruck 
ANTHEM 
a. Rock of Ages. .Schubert-Neidlinger 
b. I Heard the Voice of Jesus 
Say.F. G. Rathbun 
OFFERTORY 
One Sweetly Solemn Thought— 
(Sop., & Tenor or Alto & 
, Bass) ■.Ambrose 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Commemoration March-C. J. Grey 
SUNDAY MORNING, January 20th 
ANTHEM 
a. Come, My Soul, Thou Must 
Be Waking.H.H. Pike 
b. O God The Rock af Ages, 
W. H. Jones 
OFFERTORY 
Pardon and Peace—(Sop.), 
R. S. Morrison 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Festal Processional March... .Hackett 
SUNDAY EVENING, January 20th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Songs in the Night.Spinny 
ANTHEM 
a. Lord of Heaven.Rossi 
b. Come Unto Me.J. M. North 
OFFERTORY 
Still, Still With Thee—(Sop.), 
IV. Baines 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Marche Legere.C. W. Kern 
SUNDAY MORNING, January 27th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Consolation.Mendelssohn 
ANTHEM 
a. Thine is the Kingdom..^. R. Gaul 
b: Thou Shalt Love the Lord— 
(trio for Sop., Alto and 
Tepor) . M. Costa 
OFFERTORY 
Crossing the Bar—(Med. and 
Low) .W. H. Pontius 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Coronation March .Meyerbeer 
SUNDAY EVENING, January 27th 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Traumerei .Schumann 
ANTHEM 
a. Glory of God in Nature..Beethoven 
b. Great is the Lord and Mar¬ 
velous .R. Diggle 
OFFERTORY 
Open My Eyes, O Lord—(Sop.), 
R. M. Stults 
ORGAN NUMBER 
Festival March.i-C. F. Mutter 
HAROLD 
FLAMJTEE. 
P U 6 L I S HER. jt tft? ■sr.,N.y. 
£>y John mimiE scorr 
O LITTLE TOWN 
OB BETHLBHBM 
y)lTR- VtOLJJA oa&LJGAiTO 
Song . Ugh, med, lord, — pogt paid so 
Duet. Soprano Sr Mto, — .So 
Anthem Nixed. — . /8 
Anthem — Two-part Treble, - . /S' 
20th Century 
Musical Sensation 
Defense of 
Classic Church Music 
By 
RICHARD L. CANNON 
Second Edition 
DON’T MISS IT 
Single Copy 60 Cents 
Lorenz’s Christmas Music 
CHRISTMAS CANTATAS 
“The Star of Hope,” by John S. Fearis. 
New 1923. Very scholarly ’ ‘ 
“The World’s Red* 
ton. New 1923. 
churchly. An e 
d’ffi t"1* 
“On to Bethlehem.”'by Norman Lighthill. (New 1923). Two-part cantata for junior or women’s choirs. 40 cents. 
These three cantatas sent on approval. To 
get seven different cantatas on approval, 
advance IS cents for postage and packing. 
State grade of difficulty desired. 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS 
:r 300 Our tt_ 
we publish, sent on approval upon reque: 
CHRISTMAS SOLOS AND DUETS 
Our ten most popular out of 100 v 
publish, s ' 
0 cent’s for postage and packing. Ifyou 
itate voice desired we will so limit selec- 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
“Paths—to and from Glory” 
The lure of the large salary of public 
favorites among singers has made this 
one of the most coveted of professions. 
Yet, despite the munificent emoluments of 
their labors, few songsters have closed 
their labors with a competence laid by 
to assure even the comforts of their older 
years. 
Perhaps, as singers have come not often 
from the “lap of luxury” to their calling, 
but almost invariably from the ranks of 
the “common herd,” their later return to 
this position is not without its compensa¬ 
tions in quiet and rest from the excite¬ 
ment of their careers. In this connection 
the following, from the London Musical 
Opinion is of more than passing interest. 
“Zenatello now a Milan hotel keeper! 
That is what Le Canada Musical tells 
us. Fancy the finest Otello, vocally, that 
I have heard, unctuously saying “Sir” to 
Cook’s tourists! There are many who 
also think that Zenatello was the finest 
Radames, Rodolfo, Cavaradossi, and even 
Canio ever heard at Covent Garden. He 
was certainly the finest Raoul London has 
heard in “Les Huguenots.” His vocal 
decline no doubt dates from that autumn 
season (1908 or 1909) when he sang every 
night at Covent Garden, a strain no con¬ 
stitution can stand. His marriage to Maria 
Gay, the sensational Carmen, may be 
recalled. 
“Where are the gods of yester-year? 
Sammarco and Scandiani are managing 
Italian theatres and Scotti is in America 
running an opera company of his own. 
These endings, however, are far more dig¬ 
nified than many an operatic idol’s begin¬ 
ning. Martinelli was a regimental clarinet 
player. Bonci was apprenticed to a boot¬ 
maker, Edyth Walker was a school teacher 
in an obscure village, Lina Cavalieri at 
one time sold flowers in the streets of 
Rome, Dalmores played the trombone in a 
French band, Saleza was a maker of 
sandals in a Pyrennean village. Van Dyck 
was a barrister, Alvarez conducted a 
military band, Rousseliere was a black¬ 
smith in Algiers and Morgan Kingston 
was at one time a collier.” 
Wagner and “Norma” 
The following announcement of the 
Theater at Riga, gives very much better 
than any other document a true idea of the 
position of Richard Wagrier, when he was 
Orchestra Leader at that Theater. 
Notice. 
For the benefit of the undersigned, on 
Saturday, December 11, 1837, there will 
be produced for the first time 
NORMA 
A Great Romantic Opera in two Acts, 
by Bellini. The undersigned thinks that 
he could not better express his veneration 
for the dilettante public of this city than 
by the choice of this Opera for this benefit, 
which is given to him in compensation of 
his work towards the promotion and future 
improvement of the young musical talent 
of this theater. 
“Norma” is, of all Bellini’s creations, that 
in. which the fullness of rich melodies 
unites the deepest feeling with profound 
truth. The very critics most opposed to 
modern Italian music have paid tribute to 
this composition, recognizing that it speaks 
to the heart, reveals profound study and 
does not cater to modern superficiality. 
As nothing has been left undone in the 
preparation and staging of this Opera, 
do not hesitate to invite the theater loving 
public, hoping that my efforts to fulfill my 
trust will be recognized with indulgence. 
Richard Wagner, Capellmeister. 
Riga, December 8, 1837. 
E. M. 
THE ETUDE 
Metronome and Memorizing 
By Clara M. Nelms 
One of the most valuable uses of a 
metronome is as an aid in memorizing, 
or perhaps, more properly speaking, as a 
test of memorizing. Frequently a student 
feels that he has committed a work to 
memory, though, as he may put it, “I 
know it, every note, but I’m not right sure 
of them when I try to play it.” That is 
a very accurate statement of the case. He 
can think his way through; but the per¬ 
formance is laborious. The muscles do 
not respond as they should to the mere 
message from the brain. 
Let the student test out his memorizing 
with the metronome set at a comfortable 
speed. He will, most likely, stumble and 
even stop before getting through the 
composition. Then set the speed back to 
a very slow tempo. At this rate the 
student may be able to prove what he has 
affirmed—that he really does know every 
note, because he has time to think his way 
through. Increasing the speed gradually, 
he will have to think more quickly, and 
will be incidentally developing the physical 
habit, which is as necessary in performing 
from memory as a knowledge of the 
printed page. 
Hearing that Satisfies 
All of us have just listened to music; 
and, sometimes we have listened with an 
ineffable pleasure. Then we have wondered 
what really was the reason of such diverse 
sensations. Descriptive Music and Music 
with a Program may stir us; but in “Music 
and Life” by W. J. Turner, the author 
tells the source of that higher pleasure 
which comes from neither of these. 
“It may be taken as an axiom that the 
higher the type of music the less it will 
suggest concrete images and the more it 
will evoke indefinable and mysterious 
states of mind. I say indefinable, for just 
as there is a primitive imitation music, 
there is a primitive emotional music which 
arouses in the mind simple emotional states 
such as anger, nervous excitement, sen¬ 
suality and fear. The highest type of 
music does not do this : it presents to the 
imagination some extraordinarily satisfy¬ 
ing but wholly inexplicable and indefina¬ 
ble beauty. What this beauty is nobody 
knows. We only know that it is the 
most satisfying experience in human life, 
and it must, we feel instinctively, repre¬ 
sent some immortal truth or higher con¬ 
sciousness.” 
The First Operas 
It is well known that the invention, of 
the Melodrama belongs to Italy. “Euri- 
dice,” by Jacopo Peri, is the first opera, 
and was produced at the theater of the 
court of the Medici, at Florence, Italy. 
October 6th, 1600. 
The Pastoral “Pomone” by Robert Cam- 
bert, performed at Paris in 1671, is con¬ 
sidered the first French Opera; but the real 
founder of French Opera, was an Italian, 
Giovanni Battista Lulli, who produced at 
the same Academy, the Pastoral “Les 
Fetes de l’Amour ft de Bacchus.” 
The first German Opera is the “Alceste 
of Anthony Schweitzer, performed at 
Weimar, May 28, 1773. 
The first Opera ever given in America, 
“The Archers” or “The Mountaineers of 
Switzerland” was composed by the English¬ 
man, Benj. Carr, who had emigrated to 
America in 1793. The Libretto, founded 
on the same argument as, “William Tell, 
is by William Dunlop. This Opera was 
performed in New York on the 18th of 
April, 1796. 
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Music Makes Deaf to Hear 
By Lynne Roche 
Interesting experiments by M. l’Abbe 
Rousselot, Director of the Phonetic Insti¬ 
tute of Paris, have developed most aston¬ 
ishing results. Persons deaf and dumb 
from infancy—not those with temporary 
deafness, as from shell-shock—undergo 
treatment with good results. 
The process is based on the theory that 
very few of our so-called “Mutes” are 
“totally incapable of hearing any sound 
whatever.” M. Rousselot looks upon the 
defective or deformed hearing organs of 
these in the same light as members which 
through lack of exercise have become use¬ 
less. And, as in the latter case, he proceeds 
to vivify the hearing nerves by massage and 
exercise. 
The most intricate problem is the dis¬ 
covery of the subject can hear any sound 
at all, and, if so, what is its pitch. The 
method of doing this we quote from The 
Sackbut. 
“To overcome this, tuning forks are 
used. Dr. Rousselot’s set of forks is 
unique in the world, and includes not only 
hundreds of forks producing the complete 
scale from the lowest to the highest sounds 
which the human ear can distinguish as a 
note, but ingenious clamps fixed at the 
prongs of every fork can be adjusted so as 
to regulate their vibrations one by one. 
Thus, between the tones C and D in the 
treble clef, having 512 and 576 vibrations 
respectively, no less than sixty-three differ¬ 
ent tones can be produced, differing from 
each other by one vibration per second. 
; “The forks are large, and set into vibra¬ 
tion by the use of a double bass bow. The 
sound is loud in itself, but not suffi¬ 
ciently loud for the purpose of ear 
massage. Therefore they are fixed in 
front of a metal sound-box of corre¬ 
sponding size, and from this a rub¬ 
ber tube and earpieces identical with those 
of a stethoscope convey the sound to the 
ear. One note after another is then trans¬ 
mitted to the patient until his facial ex¬ 
pression tells the operator that the sound 
has been heard. Then the massage begins. 
The same sound is produced for about half 
an hour per day; and gradually higher and 
lower sounds, differing cnly by one or very 
few vibrations, are introduced, until the pa¬ 
tients hear them, and hear-them clearly. 
“It is very slow and tedious work, but 
after a few months of daily massage the 
progress is very rapid. After that the 
phonograph is introduced for the purpose 
of repeating the different vowels and con¬ 
sonants. The result is highly satisfactory, 
and especially because the power of hear¬ 
ing is immediately followed by the power 
of speech.” 
How We Listen to Music 
We get in return according to what we 
put into a thing. Or, to quote Robert 
Louis Stevenson, “If you would know the 
wealth of the Indies you must take the 
wealth of the Indies with you.” With 
this idea in mind, it is interesting to read 
what W. J. Turner has to say in his 
“Music and Life” (E. P. Dutton and 
Company) ; 
“If, however, the average person listens 
with his heart and the academical or pro¬ 
fessional musician (as a rule) with his 
brain, and they are both wrong, in what 
way, it will be asked, is the really musical 
person supposed to listen ? I would answer 
—and I do not know if the phrase is new— 
with the sensuous imagination. It is at 
once the rarest and the most arduous way 
in which to listen to music, and perhaps I 
can best further explain what I mean by 
listening with the ‘sensuous' imagination’ 
if I say what the first requirement for 
luch a way of listening is. It is mental 
concentration. 
“When I went to hear The Beggar’s 
Opera, at the Lyric Theatre, Hammer¬ 
smith, the audience chewed chocolates 
throughout, and clapped hands violently 
after almost every song. Now, if you can 
think of diving after and unwrapping a 
chocolate white Miss Sylvia Nelis is sing¬ 
ing, it is certain that you are not hearing 
her, for if you were hearing her you 
wouldn’t taste the chocolate—it would have 
no more flavor than water. Secondly, if 
you really appreciated fully the sensitive¬ 
ness of her phrasing and the beautiful 
smoothness of her legato singing, it would 
torture your ear to hear the sudden hand¬ 
clapping as she finished; but the audience 
for the most part is not really listening at 
all, it is just letting the music flow over it, 
and it finds it pleasant, quaint, and senti¬ 
mental! .... It will accept the ear- 
offending and exaggerated vocalization of 
“Peachum” with the same applause as it 
gives to a perfect “Polly” or an almost 
perfect “Macheath.” 
Helping Pupils to Memorize 
By Lorene Martin 
Despite efforts to render the task less 
irksome, a pupil found it exceedingly hard 
to memorize. During one of her lessons 
I happened to recall Josef Hofmann’s brief 
Explanation of the mental process involved 
m committing music to memory, as given 
in his “Piano Questions”: 
When ice play without notes there are 
four distinct memories at work. 
'E The visual, which retains the picture 
the printed page. 
M The tonal; the memory of pitch, time, 
an<j all that pertains to the strictly musical. 
R. The muscular, the automatism in us 
which 'acts through habit. 
. ‘V. The formal, which is Architectural 
”1 nature and impresses on the mind the 
0 ,r in which the various thoughts or 
notions follow each other. 
These four ingredients of the collective 
musical memory arc, of course, differently 
c°mpounded with every individual, and 
'J-ryonc will have to find out for himself 
"eh one or more of the four is of great¬ 
est sendee to him. The ideal memory con¬ 
sists of a combination of these four im- 
gredients in equal proportion. 
The value of presenting ideas in epi¬ 
grammatic form was brought home to me 
at once. For apparently the first time, 
this pupil perceived that memorizing music 
is not a vague undertaking, but that there 
are certain predetermined channels through 
which one’s thoughts may be directed with 
assurance of definite results. 
From that day onward, she has taken 
special delight in memorizing, committing 
everything practically four times in her 
effort to exercise her “four memories” 
equally! Needless to say, music memorized 
in this manner is retained indefinitely. 
The same formula has been found help¬ 
ful for other pupils, and since making a 
point of copying it on the margin of all 
music to be committed, pupils have had 
little trouble with the memory part of 
their work. 
KIMBALL 
“The Instrument of Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow” 
FEW judges of tone and 
action surpassed the late 
Emil Liebling, pianist, com¬ 
poser, teacher and littera¬ 
teur. And none spoke with 
greater emphasis than he 
of the supremacy of the 
KIMBALL Piano. 
D. A. Clippinger, musical 
conductor and author, who 
also stands today as one of the 
prominent teachers of voice, 
says of the Kimball, “meets 
my needs perfectly.” This 
tribute bespeaks its satisfy¬ 
ing qualities of tone and 
workmanship. 
Each period of years brings 
forth another group of fa¬ 
mous critics who add their 
testimony of commendation 
of the KIMBALL —the 
piano of imperishable fame. 
Descriptive catalogs, also nearest I 
KIMBALL 
Grand Pianos Reproducing Pianos 
Upright Pianos Phonographs 
Player Pianos Pipe Organs 
Music Rolls 
V. KIMBALL CO., Dept. KE 
<“• South Wabash Avenue, Chi 
in: Please ” ■ ’ ’' 
rked X: 
W. W. KIMBALL CO. □ KIMBALL Grand Pianos □ KIMBALLPhonograph 
fSiabltoedlSS?) . □ KIMBALL Upright Pianos □ KIMBALL Player Piam (Established 1837) | Q Abo maU paper floor pittem for ..StJrk 29”- free. 
Factory and Executive Offices: . 
CHICAGO, U. S. A. I Name~.- -.- | Address_!___«__ 
MUSICIANS ! 
Ingram's Milkweed 
Cream rubbed into the 
finger tips will soften 
-will keep for your 
fingers the sensitiveness 
There is Beauty in Every Jar 
"DEGIN today the regular use of 
' Ingram’s Milkweed Cream— 
there is beauty in every jar. 
More than a cleanser, more than a 
powder base, more than a protection 
for the skin, Ingram’s Milkweed Cream, 
you will find, is an actual beautifier of 
the complexion. No other cream is 
just like it. 
Ingram’s Milkweed Cream has an 
exclusive, an individual therapeutic 
property that serves to “tone-up”— 
revitalize—the sluggish tissues of 
the skin. It soothes away redness 
and roughness, banishes slight im¬ 
perfections, heals and nourishes the 
skin cells. Used faithfully, it will help 
you to gain and retain the beauty of 
a clear, wholesome complexion—just 
as it has helped thousands of attractive 
women for more than 35 years. 
Go to your druggist today jar of Ingram’s Milkweed 
the SO cent or^the $1.00 
and purchase a 
Cream in either 
size—the dollar 
Frederick F. Ingram CO. 
Established 1885 
43 Tenth Street Detroit, Mich. 
In Canada, Windsor, Ont. 
Send us ten cents for Ingram’s New Beauty Purse, containing union 
of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream, Ingram's Rouge and Ingrams Fact 
Ingram's Milkweed Cream 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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LOOKING after odds and ends has made 
many a man rich. Besides odds and 
ends of materials, we have odds and ends of 
time, and these are just as important. We 
have all read of the man who learned 
French in the fifteen minutes it took 
his servant to prepare and serve his break¬ 
fast every morning. 
The cumulative results of a few minutes 
a day devoted to learning a science or arc 
are really remarkable, quite equal to the 
wonders of a small amount of money in¬ 
vested over a long period of years at 
compound interest. 
Many of these odds and ends of time 
can be devoted to learning the violin or 
any other musical instrument, if they are 
faithfully used; or they may be profitably 
The Violinist’s Etude 
Edited by ROBERT BRJINE 
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department 
A Violinist's Magazine Complete in Itself 
Silent Violins and Mutes 
Mutes are made in different shapes; and weighed about half a pound. But it did 
. . . ... . une have five prongs instead of three, the work, 
utilized by adding them to the customary They are made of ebony, bone, celluloid, This big mute reduced the tone to a 
schedule of practice. The trouble is that ivory, and different metals. The .primary thread, which sounded only slightly louder 
these short periods of time often occur purpose of using the mute is more to than that produced by a healthy bumble- 
just when the sound of the practicing may change the color, than to reduce the vol- bee flying home after a hard days work, 
prove an annoyance to others. The man ume of tone; but, as they do soften the There was no necessity of racking one’s 
who lives in a boarding house may not like tone to some extent, they afe often used nervous system to “keep it down,” as the 
to practice late at night, or at meal times, when it is desired to prevent practicing actors always instructed us. With this 
for fear of disturbing others. The student from annoying others. The trouble is, mammoth mute, one could play f"n 
who lives at his own home may be deprived however, that with mutes of ordinary s' ... 
of practice because some one is sick in and weight, they do not reduce the tc 
the house, or next door. At a hotel, a sufficiently for real “silent” practice. Every 
violinist who is wakeful, does not feel one knows that a muted violin will make wonderful “silent” mute to every town they 
like putting in an hour’s practice at three itself heard to the farthest comer of a visited, 
in the morning, for fear of keeping every- large concert hall or ordinary dwelling, 
one on his floor awake. Innumerable If the desire is to reduce the tone to a 
things may occur to interfere with prac- mere murmur, the only thing to do is to 
t‘ce- have a very large, heavy mute specially 
Let us see what can be done to prevent constructed for that purpose. I recall an 
the sound of the violin from penetrating experience of my young days, when I was 
outside an ordinary room, so that these filling a position as musical director of a * „„vv „„„„„ _^ caucukuis tuf 
odds and ends of time can be utilized at theater which played much melodrama, silent practice. One student used a bow 
any hour of the day or night. Very few It was in the days when it was thought the which had never been rosined As there 
buildings, outside of those intended for proper thing for the orchestra to play was rosin on the violin strings, an ex- 
that the incidental music continuously throughout tremely faint tone was produced. With 
strings there would be absolutely no 
Another did left hand work wrth- 
strength, without causing the tone t 
much above a soft undertone. The actors 
e delighted and carried stories of the 
A specially made, large, heavy, metal 
ute, as described, will reduce the tone 
an. ordinary violin so that it will hardly 
: heard outside of the room where it 
is being played, if the doors and windows 
ire closed. 
I have known other expedients for 
out using the bow. 
Of course all these forms of silent prac- 
with such expedients as “silent” vto- 
which is shown below. 
music schools, are constructed 
rooms are sound-proof. In an ordinary the drama. There was a continual “plunk, 
dwelling the sound of a violin can be heard plunk” pizzicato by the strings all the time 
all over the house, upstairs and down. the villain was working out his fiendish 
There are several means of reducing designs; and while the hero and heroine 
the violin tone to a minimum. The first were on the stage, there was “chills and 
is thesilent” violin sometimes called the fever” musk, as the members of the lias, mutes, on-rosined bows are make- 
practice violin, one type of orchestra called it, consisting of a con- shifts; and one does not get the-full good 
stant tremolo by the violins, usually the which he would from playing with full 
Flower Song, Melody in F, or the Spring tone on a normal violin, without any kind 
Song. At the most exciting junctures, as of muting. Where no tone at all or a very 
when the hero turned up after an absence faint tone comes from the violin the player 
of forty years, the orchestra played a cannot be sure of his intonation; nor can 
loud chord, “Ta-Da-Da-”. he gauge the proper bow pressure. It is 
the violinists found the tremolo passages also harmful to practice too much with a 
extremely tiresome, since all had to be mute violin, or an ordinarv violin muted 
played extremely soft, and would often The normal tone of the violin is that 
last for twenty minutes or a half hour at produced without a mute (which is rarely 
a stretch. The actors insisted on the soft- used in practical playing); and it is this 
. . . . , est of P!aniss‘mo, so as not to drown their tone that the student must cultivate and 
As shown in. the picture, it is simply a lines. We used ordinary mutes; but that develop and to which his ear must be 
framework, or skeleton and makes a very failed to soften the tone enough, except by come accustomed and his bow pressure 
slight sound indeed. The pegs, strings, using the most delicate bowing in addition adapted pressure 
bridge, finger-board-in short the entire One day the idea occurred to me to have However, a considerable amount of prac 
playing mechanism is the same as an ordi- an especially heavy mute made for these tice wfth a “mute” violin, or with a normal 
nary violin Another type of “mute” interminable tremolos. I went to a brass violin muted, can be done without ^ 
violin, which makes a little fuller tone, has foundry and had a huge mute made of harmful effects, provided that at leL an 
a belly but no back An ordinary mute solid copper, the top of which towered far equal or greater amount is done with fuff 
can be used on the bridge of these “silent” above the bridge. The affair must have tone on the normal violin, united 
violins, which further reduces the tone, if ’ ““‘“un¬ 
necessary. These instruments are much • ' ,.'■■■ • 
used by violinists when traveling, for use 
' on trains, steamships or in hotels where 
the tone of an ordinary violin would prove 
an annoyance to others. They are also 
used by students, who are obliged at times 
to confine the sound of their playing to the 
room in which they are practicing. 
The mute violin offers the best means of 
silent practice; but the objections 
expense of buying 
Advantages of Up-to-date' Editions of Violin Studies 
By C. F. Nagro 
OviDE Musm, the eminent Belgian vio- the method adopted by many well-known 
m virtuoso, was right when he said that teachers. This lonshl 
t o . an extra instrument, *e,re are en,ou?h VIoh" instruction books varieties of bowings to nearly every 3 
and the inconvenience of carrying it around *?. keefu°n p ayln® a wll0,e llfe tlme- The in each book instead of but a few of them 
addition to the player’s regular violin, c°unts ’? ho'v ™el1. on.e can p,ay as f°und in other editions. In this wav a 
The next best means of reducing the stadles m each of the books he has great deal more can be accomplished than 
studied. by going from one study to another in a 
Take for instance the well-known Kayser superficial manner v t, 3 
studies, Op. 20, which are divided up in w.i manner, as done by many pupils, 
three books covering different stages of . ° attords some very interesting prac- 
the pupil’s progress. These are of great t!ce’ as ^ makes a study which has grown 
importance and every teacher and earnest t,resome so™d like a new one, besides .giv- 
student should examine carefully a copy inff one aH the additional useful practice, 
of these studies in the Presser Edition. Students ought to master these studies 
The Editor, besides working along origi- with all their variety of bowings before 
nal lines, uses and abundantly describes going to other books of greater difficulty 
tone is the mute which is attached 
bridge of the ordinary violin. One type 
of such a mute is seen below. 
THE ETUDE 
Correct Hand Position 
By Mme. Jean de Horvath 
Many pupils complain, “I cannot play 
with accuracy. My runs are uneven and I 
lack speed, no matter how much I prac¬ 
tice.” Almost invariably this is due, in 
great part, to a faulty position of the 
left hand. It is imperative that this hand 
be held in such a manner that all the 
fingers are the same distance from the 
strings. Otherwise is it logical to expect 
evenness and accuracy? If the fourth 
finger has twice the distance that the 
first finger has to travel in stopping a note, 
will there not always be a perceptible 
break in what should be a perfectly 
smooth run? 
To go to the very beginning—the plac¬ 
ing of the first finger is of paramount 
importance. I always say to my little 
pupils, “make a Hook of your first finger 
and hang it on the string.” If the first 
finger is well bent and is set on the string 
exactly ‘on its tip, the battle is already 
half won. 
Keep the palm of the hand in a fiat, 
straight line, parallel to the finger-board; 
and what is of greatest importance, keep 
that part of the hand under the fourth 
finger just as close to the finger-board as 
that under the first finger. This will 
necessitate an actual effort on the part of 
the pupil, for the hand naturally spreads 
out. 
Keeping the Hand Still 
Place your first and fourth fingers on 
Ihe D and A strings, making the octave 
R thereby. Keep the wrist in a straight 
line with your fore-arm, and if the fingers 
are exactly on their tips, you have a very 
good working position. This is easy to 
maintain while both -fingers are held 
down; but it must be your aim to hold 
the hand just so, though you are working 
with any finger. It is very difficult to 
learn to hold one’s hand perfectly still at 
the violin; but until this is accomplished 
one’s technic is apt to he of the “hit or 
miss” variety. 
Scales in Octaves 
The study of scales in octaves, usually 
considered “advanced violin work” is very 
beneficial in the earlier stages of study. 
To very little pupils, exercises with the 
octaves found in the first position only 
should lie given. Others, capable of mak¬ 
ing a few slides, may take the easier 
scales in, perhaps, one or two octaves. 
This accomplishes several things. It 
makes for a correct position; it gives an 
idea of the accuracy needed in making 
slides from one position to another; and 
it helps to develop an accurate ear, for 
discrepancies in intonation are easily 
detected in octaves. 
Examine your finger tips. After a bit 
of hard practice you have noticed the 
groove left by the strings. It is in the 
same place on each finger? It should be- 
Is the callous on your fingers, (it is taken 
f°r granted you practice hard enough to 
get calloused places) exactly on the tip? 
It should be. Practice before a mirror. 
Stand so that you see your violin from 
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the side. Your left hand Should be held 
so that not a bit of the palm is visible, 
only the back of the hand; and it should 
be held flat, close to, but not against the 
fingerboard. Keep your thumb between 
the first and second fingers, high enough 
up to form a slight support for the slid¬ 
ing fingers, but never so as to hinder, and 
absolutely without pressure. 
If you have carefully followed all this 
your hand should be in a free and com¬ 
fortable position. It only remains to 
maintain this- posture in every position 
on the violin. The hand i,s not held one 
way for one position, another way for 
another. Hold your fingers just as in the 
first position, and shift the whole hand to 
the required place at the finger board. 
I-earn to grasp three or four notes 
quickly. In this way you will gradually 
build up for yourself an accurate and 
reliable hand technic. 
The Viola—The “Ugly Duckling of the Orchestra” 
By Edwin Hall Pierce 
When in the audience at a symphony 
concert, on your right, at the front of the 
stage, you see the second violins. Directly 
behind them is a group of half a dozen or 
more players whose instruments look so 
much like violins that an unobservant per¬ 
son will fail to notice the difference. How¬ 
ever, a more acute eye will realize that 
they are larger—about one-seventh larger— 
and that the lowest two strings are wire- 
wound, instead of merely the G-string as 
on the violins. Should curiosity prompt 
you to walk about on the stage after the 
performance and examine the music on 
the racks, you would observe that the 
pages used by this group of players are 
marked “Viola,” and that they are written 
in a strange < 1. f, giving them a somewhat 
exotic and (to the amateur) forbidding 
look. That, in fact, is one of the chief 
reasons why the instrument has been so 
universally avoided by amateurs, although 
the task of learning a new clef is by no 
means so difficult as they are wont to 
suppose, and this clef, having “middle C” 
on the middle line, has been chosen and 
consistently maintained because most con¬ 
venient to the compass of the instrument. 
An Orchestral Necessity 
A school-lxiy once defined salt as being 
“what makes your potato taste bad if you 
don’t put any on.” Similarly, we might 
describe the viola as “what makes an or¬ 
chestra sound thin and empty when it isn’t 
there.” Although solo passages, sometimes 
of great beauty, occur for the viola, its 
chief function is to complete the inner har¬ 
mony of the strings by filling the rather 
wide gap which exists between the com¬ 
pass of the violins and the ’cellos. The 
tone is somewhat somber, like that of a 
deep contralto voice, and appears to the 
best advantage when combined or con¬ 
trasted with the brighter tones of the 
violin. For this reason, there have been 
very few indeed who have undertaken a 
public concert career as solo violists; one 
could count them almost on the fingers of 
one hand. The most noted, perhaps, of 
these very unusual individuals was Her¬ 
mann Ritter, of whom we shall speak more 
presently. 
Viola Players 
Where do the viola players come from? 
One almost never sees viola instruction 
advertised, while of instruction books there 
are few published and still fewer sold. 
The usual history of the making of a 
viola player is this : He is originally an 
experienced violinist, who takes up the 
viola because of a personal liking for the 
tone of that instrument, or liecause he sees 
a better opening for employment, either 
111 an orchestra or a string quartet. Ex- 
ccl>t for the fact that the viola demands 
the use of a slightly heavier bow than the 
violin, has slightly longer stretches for the 
“•tgers, and reads from a different clef, 
the technic of the instruments is identical, 
and an expert violinist scarcely needs a 
teacher or even an instruction book when 
he embarks on his adventures as a violist. 
All he needs is a few weeks’ diligent prac- 
tlce in mastering a new clef and becoming 
accustomed to a different stretch of the 
h?nd. At the same time, although the 
Vl° a *3 not greatly in demand as a solo 
instrument, it will improve his style greatly- 
to master a few solos. Among such pieces 
we may name as of outstanding excellence 
Kalliwoda’s Six Nocturnes, Rubinstein’s 
Sonata for Viola and Piano, and Hans 
Sitt’s Concertstiick for the Viola. 
The Viola’s History 
The viola has a very interesting history. 
It is, in fact, somewhat older than the 
violin, being the first instrument of a real 
violin sort to take the place of the ancient 
“viol”—an instrument with a flat back and 
more numerous strings. In Italy, between 
1600 and 1650, it was in fact called the 
violin, and when, a few years later, what 
we now call “violins” came into vogue, 
they were alluded to as “piccoli violini alia 
Franc esc" (little violins in the French 
style). When the modern violin grew 
into universal favor, the viola had to take 
a back seat for quite a time. It still held 
a place in the orchestra, though the part 
allotted to it was often somewhat unim¬ 
portant and intrusted to inferior players; 
but it almost completely disappeared from 
chamber-music. By the time of Haydn 
and Mozart, however, there was a reaction 
in its favor and it came to its own again. 
In Haydn’s string quartets its part is 
equally interesting and important with that 
of the violins, and orchestral composers 
have demanded and expected more and 
more of it as time went on. Wagner’s 
viola parts often demand a real virtuoso 
player, and the same is true of more re¬ 
cent composers, for instance, our own 
MacDowell, in his Indian Suite. 
Ritter’s Viola 
As most violin-makers know, the size 
of the viola, though larger than the violin, 
is not enough larger to give it the fullest 
resonance of tone that might belong to it. 
This state of affairs is permitted for con¬ 
venience, as a really full-sized viola would 
be too big for a person of ordinary 
physique to hold conveniently violin- 
fashion, while, on the other hand, it would 
lie too small to be held ’cello-fashion. 
■ Hermann Ritter, to whom we have alluded 
above, was quite a large man, and he had 
a viola of the theoretically proper size 
made for his own use, as well as several 
more of the same description for his pupils. 
These instruments, instead of being merely 
one-seventh larger than the violin, were a 
full one-half larger, and he felt convinced 
that he had done just the right thing. 
However, they never came into general 
use. The present writer, being at one time 
a professional viola player, had long a 
curiosity to see one of these big violas, and 
left a sort of an informal commission with 
a certain violin dealer to inform him if 
one ever found its way to his shop. In 
the course of years, luck favored him, and 
a big viola of the Hermann Ritter style 
was placed in the writer’s hands on ap¬ 
proval. The tone was rich and full, but a 
little harsh, and it was extremely tiresome 
to play, as it called for such a stretch of 
ann Laying it down, he took up a fine 
old viola of the usual size, hearing the 
name of some comparatively unknown 
maker in Dublin, and found it so much 
more sympathetic to play on that he imme¬ 
diately and for all time threw his big 
viola aspirations iii the discard. 
Just Published! fust Published! 
LEOPOLD AUER’S 
reminiscences of seventy years in music 
MY LONG LIFE 
IN MUSIC 
By the author of "Violin Playing As 1 Teach ll" 
More than the memoirs of a great master of the violin—an engrossing record 
of a rich and varied life. Professor Auer knew all the great musicians of his 
time and writes here unforgettably of Brahms, the Rubinsteins, Sarasate, 
Wieniawski, Rossini, Von Billow, Paderewski, Tchaikovsky and many others, 
including his famous pupils Elman, Heifetz, Zimbalist, Seidel, etc. He tells, 
also, of his experiences in the Paris of Napoleon III, at the courts of Russia, 
in a London home frequented by Gladstone, Disraeli and Edward VII, and in 
the private reception halls of Abdul Hamid II. 
With 47 portraits’—many of them (those of Nicholas Rubinstein, Cesar Cui, 
Davidoff, Abdul Hamid II, etc.) unobtainable elsewhere in this country. $5,00. 
STRING MASTERY 
By FREDERICK H, MARTFNS 
Author of “Violin Mastery,” etc. 
The secrets of string mastery revealed by the greatest virtuoros and 
teachers of all the string instruments. In intimate interviews 
with the author such artists as Macmillcn, Morini, Huberman, 
Casals, Svecenski, the Flonzalevs, and many others, disclose the 
how of artistic playing based on their own tested experience. 
16 autographed portraits. 23.00. 
Your bookseller has these books or can get them 
for you. Write to us for a free pamphlet de¬ 
scribing our other important books on music. 
443 4th Ave. FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY New York 
Gemunder 
1846 THE VIOLIN NAME OF FAME 1922 
ALL KINDS OF VIOLINS 
For all Kinds of Players 
MODERN USED & ANTIQUE 
“ HOW TO SELECT TI0LIX8 FOB PEBSOSiL ISE” 
AUGUST GEMUNDER & SONS 
Violin Makers, Repairers and Dealers, Exclusively 
125 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 
IT’S REALLY SURPRISING 
HOW 
sending completePcapies on approval to super¬ 
visors and teachers. 
E. T. ROOT & SONS 
1530 East 55th Street Chicago, Ill. 
Publishers of Easy Band and Orchestra Music 
SUMMY’S CORNER 
THE THIRD and FOURTH grades are the critical turning 
points in every pupil’s education. Progress depends on using 
music that interests and develops. This is difficult to find. The 
following NEW music is that kind of 
THIRD and FOURTH GRADE MUSIC 
John Mokrejs Gr. Pr. Gr. Pr. 
FROM AN OLD ALBUM... .3 30c A YELLOW VIOLET... .4 40c 
AT PARTING. 3-4 30c DOWN CHERRY LANE 4 50c 
Mokrejs uses the piano much as Schumann did, painting tone pictures 
with big chord and octave effects 
L. Leslie Loth Gr. Pr. 
ARABESQUE-INTERMEZZO.4-5 50c 
Will promote piano fluency became of melodic thread woven through 
a tonal pattern. Good recital number 
Theodora Dutton Gr. Pr. Gr. Pr. 
THE GALLANT KNIGHT 3-4 40c A MOONLIGHT DANCE 3 50c 
UNDER THE UMBRELLA... .3-4 40c 
Imaginative, program pieces that have real musical values 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers 
429 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, Ill. 
Be sure to rerUter your name on our STUDY SERVICE SHEET. It is 
edited by the leading teachers and is sent free to piano teachers. 
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\ Science proves the clanger I The Bowing of Dotted Triplets 
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i; - " “ - WAW?!.'? 
£/- , *“'thln«ll1“ | 1 ta I I ; i2s from th”Sit ort™ta“VeWSret 
tSSfflttaa:- white even highly-skilled plnyem, who M. (. down bow) uses nine inehes, the 
sen and fall out, or must b« ex- derstand exactly how it should be done, second note (an up bow) uses three inches, 
of'he i often have difficulty in getting a perfect and the third note (a down bow) uses six 
iTdylteaZ,,, ensemble, among several plants on the inches, which brings one'to the point of 
h KeerPyorri^iaway l/1si, f same part in an orchestra The most fa- the bow. The fourth note, (*. e., the first 
m irsx±r»i3S^s:gfcsraass 
1 ,„.c.odcoWr. 
I ti tw „ Pl«* on the bow where we started, and 
I v y~. . 
day>is iLLi VH 
is much to be said in favor of 
—_■ -—- lorem; quite a heavy advance. The ad va- do not draw exorbitant wages or salar 
class pins zssj&jzrSs,rik" * bl°" 
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e Pianoforte. . 
NEW WORKS 
Advance of Publication Offers 
November, 1923 Sp"pric«°ff 
Album of Compositions for the Pianoforte 
—p--—— 
Album 
Album of Trills 
Bobolinks, Cantata—Busch. 
Church Orchestra Collection—Parts, each 
Church Orchestra Collection, Piano. 
Concerto No. 1. Violin and Piano— 
Aceolay  
Earle’s Modern Graded Course—3 
Grades, each. 
Easy Opera Album—Piano Solo. 
First Grade Book, Bilbro. 
Forgotten Trails, Song Cycle—Lieurance 
From My Youth—Piano Sketches— 
Krentzlin Op. 86. 
Gallia, Mixed Voices, Gounod. 
Kansas City Spirit, Cantata for Mixed 
Voices—Busch  
Lemare Organ Transcriptions. 
Music Writing Book—Hamilton. 
New Album of Marches. 
New Instruction Book—John M. Williams 
New Recital Album, Piano. 
New Theory Book—Orem. 
Organ Score Anthem Book, Vol. 1— 
Sweney and Kirkpatrick. . 
Polyphonic Studies for Violi 
Scene de Ballet—deBeriot. 
School of Violin Technic, Sevci: 
Part 1 . 
Songs for Girls, Album. 
Standard Vocal Repertoire. 
Stories Notes Can Tell—Terry.. 
Studies for Violin—Fiorillo.... 
Sweney’s Anthem Selections... 
Twenty-five Little Melodies for tl 
—Mana Zucca. 
Vocal Studies for Low Voice—Whelpton 
New Musical Calendars Double-Faced 
For the Year 1924 Red Seal Records 
We have prepared an especially attrac- To lovers of good music comes the most 
tive calendar for the year 1924 and teach- welcome announcement of the new plan of 
ers desiring to give their pupils a little double-faced Victor Red Seal Records 
Christmas remembrance will find these hitherto obtainable only in single-faced 
calendars the best nominally priced form. 
Christmas remembrance that can be se- The utility and economy of the double- 
cured in the music line. The portraits of faced record will appeal to every pur- 
twelve great masters are reproduced on chaser of Red Seal selections, 
this calendar and the dates of birth and Among the first of these new records 
death of each of these twelve composers is the Sextette from Lucia, sung by Galli- 
are given. There is also an interesting Curci, Egener, Caruso, de Luca, Journet 
grouping, under each month, of prominent Bada, coupled with the Quartet from 
composers born in that month together Rigoletto — Galli-Curci, Perini, Caruso 
with the date of birth. This calendar is de Luca, the two greatest concerted vocal 
a practical one, being artistic in design, masterpieces of Italian Opera, now avail- 
and is well printed. It is approximately able for the first time in one double-faced 
arranged by Mr. Kountz will prove a 13% x in size- There is no calendar record. Formerly these records sold for 
novelty for‘use in a carol service. pad, each month being printed on the $3.50 and $3.00, respectively, a total of 
“On Sale” selections of cantatas, face of the calendar, making it convenient $0.50; now the price for both selections 
anthems, solos, organ compositions and to see Past or future months as well as on the one record is $3.50. 
carols will be sent for the inspection of *he current month. These calendars are While every care has been taken to make 
n Classes— 
choir directors upon request. 
A complete list of Christmas 
30 be mailed to any one interested. 
Thirty-fifth Annual 
Holiday Offer 
The very mention of Christmas brings 
a real Christmas bargain at 10 cents each satisfactory combinations of selections, it 
c will or ®1-00 a dozen. Our earnest suggestion is impossible to meet everyone’s ideas in 
to those interested in these calendars is the respect, therefore the best of single- 
that they order early to avoid disappoint- faced records will be continued, and at 
ment that might be experienced by any notably reduced prices, 
ordering late when the stock is depleted. We will gladly give or send you the 
The Ideal 
Red Seal catalog, giving titles and 
—- -- - . . prices of both the new double-faced and 
to mind the doing of something for others. Hand Position Cards the single-faced records, 
and it is only right and proper that busi- Here is a device that will be of the Another item of importance is the new 
ness houses should give Christmas buyers greatest value to both teachers and stu- weekly release of Victor Records. Some- 
every opportunity to purchase to the best dents. From a photograph of the hand thing new every week now» no waiting a 
30 advantage. The annual holiday offers of of one of the world’s greatest teachers, who,e month for the new hits on Victor 
15 the Theodore Presser Co. were created our artist has placed the ideal piano hand Records. 
to give music teachers, music students and before the eye in a most graphic form, Remember our stock of the remarkably 
„„ m«sic lovers opportunities to purchase with dotted lines leading to text calling flne Brunswick Records is always up-to- 
20 gifts at a saving. The low holiday prices attention to the action of the various mus- date- We w°uld be glad to send you 
15 on excellent musical literature books and cles and members used in playing. These bulletins of Brunswick Records. They 
music albums for instrumentalists and cards will be published in two sizes. The Play on any phonograph. The Brunswick 
60 singers, young and old, will be found in larger one, to be hung on the studio wall, “Great Artist” records are double-faced, 
tlie Thirty-fifth Annual Holiday Offer will be 14% x 6% inches in size, which 0ur Talking Machine Department is in 
presented on other pages. Tiiese works we will furnish at 10 cents each. Others, excellent position to render extremely 
— are offered at special holiday cash prices, 10% x 4% inches, suitable to be given satisfactory service in both records and 
.30 postpaid, that represent quite a saving out to pupils, will be sent at 10 for 25 instruments. We await your call. 
30 under the regular professional prices that cents. 
- apply on these works throughout the rest . . Special E Flat Alto Saxo- 
of the year, in addition to these music Thirty-six Studies or phone part to Presser’s 
.ao publications, the Annual Holiday Offer Caprices for Violin Pooular Orchestra Rnnk 
.35 also carries numerous suggestions of other Bv F Fiorillo t Urcnestra BOOK 
musical gifts, such as music rolls and J * In response to many demands we have ■8® satchels, pictures, piacques, musical jew- The curriculum of violin studies in use had written for Presser’s Popular Orches- 
'JU elry, calendars, etc. ‘ by a majority of teachers is fairly well Ira Book, a special part for the E flat Alto 
There is the old slogan, “Do your Christ- established. After the first instruction Saxophone. The instrumentation for this 
mas shopping early” to be kept before us book has been mastered and a certain book is the same as that given above for 
at this time, and it is advisable to make ara°uut of technical work has been accom- the Church Orchestra Collection with the 
selections from the Thirty-fifth Annual Phshed, the student is ready for the exception that only the Melody Saxophone 
Directors who have followed “The Choir . Holiday Offer early, ordering at once in s^u<**es ”y Mazas, Op. 36. These in turn and the B flat Saxophone were represented. 
Master” column in Tiie Etude are ac- order tc^ avoid disappointment through seiT? as a preparation for the well-known So many players nowadays use the E flat 
quainted with the Thanksgiving anthems waiting until late when the mails are s*U(~fs Kayser, Op. 20. Before taking Alto Saxophone that it seems desirable 
and solos listed there. Other anthems crowded with the usual holiday rush. The up# the more advanced work by Kreutzer, to have a part for this instrument in both 
available for the purpose are: All People musical literature works that are offered 1S the custom of many teachers to use collections. 
That on Earth Do Dwell, Thomson; present many fine volumes that every ,e studies by Fiorillo. These studies dis- The special introductory price for the 
Awake My Soul to Sound His Praise, music lover will profit by reading and a rare knowledge of the technic of E Flat Saxophone part to the Popular 
Pike; Festival Jubilate, Barnes; O Lord such volumes used as Christmas gifts to *le lnst™ment and they fit in well with Orchestra Book is 15 cents per copy, post- 
How Manifold, Ham; To Thee O Lord music lovers make a substantial lasting 2?^ method or school of violin playing, paid. 
Our Hearts We Raise, Lansing. gift, one that is a source of much pleasure They are just as indispensable in their 
Thanksgiving and 
Christmas Music 
n n 1 n J J . „ _ 
P way as the studies by Kreutzer. We have Stories Notes Can Tell 
in preparation a new edition of the Fior- By Frances Terry 
^St^.Wl^S,5_!Ledi^!V Mr; The best teaching pieces for young stu- 
rU„ro „„e those which in addition to their Otto Meyer a well-known teacher and dents a 
exponent of the Sevcik method. 
The special introductory price in ad- 
of publication is 35 cents per copy. 
technical value, serve at the same time ti 
stimulate the imagination. The set of six 
second grade pieces by Frances Terry, 
heretofore published in separate sheet 
form, will be issued soon complete in one 
volume. The pieces are exceedingly well 
The Christmas season is approaching and profit to the recipient, 
and the efficient choir leader will secure 
his music early and avoid any possible Monthly Packages of 
disappointment in belated deliveries by New Music 
express or post. A new cantata by R. M. 
Stults—King of Kings and Lord of All, is . EveiT teacher appreciates the opportun- 
just off the press and it is written in Mr. tty to examine new music suitable for 
Stults’ best style. Choirs that have used teaching or recital purposes. Our plan of Cwp„ >„ 
this composer’s former works will want sending small assortments of late music , , y c . 
to sing this cantata. Other cantatas that “on sale” each month during the teaching Antnem Selections _____ 
have been successfully used by choirs are: season offers much help and is very con- This is a collection of anthems suitable written and the student whtThas6played 
The Holy Night, by Chaffin; The Greatest veinent for teachers or soloists. To for the average church. It has been pub- one of them will probably wish to plav 
Gift, by Petrie; The Morning Star, by patrons carrying “on sale” accounts with Iished by another firm which has gone out the entire set. They are published com- 
Catap; The Herald, Angels, The King .such packages are sent regularly with- of existence and it has fallen into our plete in response to a considerable demand. 
Cometh and The Wondrous Light, by ”ut special request, but we are very glad hands, and we are pleased to present it The special introductory price in ad- 
Stults. Mr. Paul Ambrose has written a to extend this service to as many others to our patrons. The work contains more vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
new Christmas solo for us. The Angel’s as ®ar® to avail themselves of it. No material than is usually found in similar postpaid. 
Song, which will doubtless be a favorite particular_ obligation is involved beyond collections. For the better part, the four- » »T 
with soprano and tenor soloists. returning in good order any of tiie music parts are written on two staves in short ^ew Theory Book 
Mr. Preston Ware Orem has contributed A pOS,tal card ra(lue'it giviag score- The work is similar to the one that By Preston Ware Orem 
the passages containing the prophecies and T ii *ie rhere are a few magnificent much theory as is absolutely necessary is 
sEi-SSi aSSwf esr&rt&FZsz 
stecsttbsSS 
We have also I„ued a ,ee«,d book* S.7“ T. ’2SSLS?3 j-g* 
Standard Christmas Carols’containing the the end of the season if not found usable, about fifty selections in this work , 
favorites omitted from the first group, and Remember, a postal card giving the infor- terial sufficient t, , w\ i ’ 
two 'Special pamphlets of carols, one for- motion above*suggested %m "start The bookTetafis 
coming to you at regular inter- however, send sample copies for 35 cents’ 
season. jf ordered now before publicatii 
melody are covered in full. Kindred sub¬ 
jects such as modulation and key relation¬ 
ship are also considered carefully. Any¬ 
one who has a working knowledge of 
elementary harmony may take up this 
treble* voices and the other for men’s packages coming" to you at "regular inter- wi!1’ The sPecial introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
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Music Writing Book by 
Anna Heuermann Hamilton 
We take pleasure in presenting to our 
readers a writing book par excellence. 
This is something which we have been 
seeking for years to be added to our pub¬ 
lications. It is a writing book entirely 
different from any we have ever seen. It 
is made out of “whole cloth,” nothing 
copied from any previous work. In the first 
place, it takes the student further along 
than the average writing book, in fact 
it is an elementary theory book. The 
average teacher will be surprised to know 
how many nooks and corners, never here¬ 
tofore investigated, will appear in this 
book for the first time. It shows the 
writer to be an original thinker. Besides 
this, the book is quite modern and teaches 
the pupil to think along original lines 
and at the same time makes the study 
quite agreeable. By all means procure a 
copy of this work, as you will surely find 
use for material found in a work of such 
genuine merit. 
Our offer in advance of publication is 
only 20 cents per copy, postpaid. 
First Grade Book 
For Beginners 
By Mathilde Bilbro 
This work will positively appear before 
the next issue of The Etude. It can be 
used as the first study after the kinder¬ 
garten stage. Both clefs are taken up 
from the very beginning. There is nothing 
but original material in the volume and 
there are over one hundred numbers giv¬ 
ing work for several terms. It is carefully 
graded and docs not go beyond three 
sharps. Many of the most popular books 
used in elementary teaching have been 
composed by the author of this work. She 
is one of the most successful writers of 
to-day in elementary educational work. 
The advance of publication offer is 35 
cents per copy, postpaid. 
Twenty-five Little Melodies 
For the Piano 
By Mana-Zucca 
This is our first publication of this most 
popular composer and we are much 
pleased to present to our patrons a work 
of such real value. The selections are in¬ 
tended to go along with the first grade 
work. The Twenty-five Little Melodies 
are just what the name would imply, they 
are short, easy, pleasing and educational. 
I lie writer lias been particularly happy 
in presenting this little volume and we 
have been charmed ourselves with these 
little pieces and are sure they will have 
the same effect on others. Most of our 
best easy selections have been written by 
tiie best composers, in fact, most of the 
great composers are known best by their 
easier pieces. 
Our special advance price is only 30 
cents per copy, postpaid. 
The Standard 
Vocal Repertoire 
“The pick of the best” is the only ade¬ 
quate way we have of describing this new 
collection of excellent vocal material se¬ 
lected from the catalog of the Theo. 
l’resser Company. It enables the singer 
«nd the student to secure, for a fraction 
of the sheet music price, many of our most 
effective songs finely bound. We know 
that this book will soon be in the music 
rolls of singers and students in all parts 
of the country. There are sacred and 
secular solos for many different voices, 
think of being able to order such a book 
as this at the exceedingly low advance of 
Publication price of 35 cents. 
ior enuaren s 
Voices By Dr. Carl Busch 
This short cantata is exquisite in 
and simple in finish. It is writ 
nitWO S(do v°ices and a tliree-part cbo 
although solo parts may be sung by sn 
GjUpS’ if competent soloists are not av 
ale- The entire atmosphere is juver 
je orchestration light, the text joyous ; 
e whole is quite the thing for festi 
sc- Orchestral parts may be rented. ( 
t'ance of publication offer is 30 ce 
or one copy, postpaid. 
Forgotten Trails 
By Thurlow Lieurance 
These songs are representative of Mr. 
hieurance’s departure from purely Indian 
themes to songs of the great outdoors, 
they are for medium or high voice. The 
four songs are as follows: “In My Bark 
Canoe,’ “Far Off I See a Paddle Flash,” 
A Gray Wood Dove is Calling” and “On 
Cherry Hill.” The respective titles give 
a very good idea of the subjeefmatter of 
each. They are beautifully characteristic 
and inspiring. This will prove a very 
attractive volume. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Songs 
for Girls 
A collection of some thirty songs for 
young ladies or girls in which the texts 
do not treat of romance nor religion. 
Many subjects are treated, and so great 
is the variety that this book should be of 
the greatest possible service to teachers 
or directors who need material for pro¬ 
grams given by the young. Humorous, 
serious, home and memory songs are in¬ 
cluded and many of the numbers may be 
used as Musical Recitations. 
In advance of publication we are ac¬ 
cepting orders for this book at 40 cents 
a copy, postpaid. 
Vocal Studies for Low Voice 
By George Whelpton 
The great demand for Whelpton’s 
studies as they have been previously pub¬ 
lished for high and medium voices, has 
induced us to bring out an edition for 
low voice. This work is adapted not only 
to the aspirant to professional honors but 
is especially valuable to the one who wants 
a work that will prepare the voice for the 
less arduous art of home singing. In 
tliis lower key all the most valuable parts 
of the original studies have been retained, 
to which have been added exercises de¬ 
vised particularly for the development of 
the voice of deeper range. This will be 
a valuable addition to the teaching litera¬ 
ture for the voice. 
In advance of publication we will ac¬ 
cept orders at the special rate of 30 cents 
per copy. 
.lbum of Piano Pieces 
or Six Hands 
iy A. Sartorio 
This will most likely be the last month 
i which this work can be had at a special 
ite. There are very few volumes pub- 
;hed containing six-hand pieces; this is 
hy this work will meet a special demand, 
here is no more capable man in writing 
aterial of this kind than Mr. Sartorio, 
ho has had extended experience in writ- 
g all types of music for the piano. He 
one of our most thorough-going mu- 
dans of the present day and you may 
;pect something of genuine musical value, 
he selections are taken principally from 
le standard writers such as Haydn, Mo- 
irt and Beethoven. They are well within 
ie grasp of players who have had two 
■ars or more instruction, in fact the sec- 
id and third parts can be taken by 
lose who have had even one year’s in¬ 
ruction. This will be the only volume of 
s kind in our catalog and we take 
ensure in recommending it to the teacli- 
s profession for the winter’s work. The 
rice will at least be double when it 
spears on the market. 
Our special advance price on this album 
35 cents per copy, postpaid. 
cene de Ballet 
or Violin and Piano 
iy Charles de Beriot 
The violin works of de Beriot set a cer- 
,in standard in violin playing. His 
cene de Ballet is an epitome ot modern 
iolin technic. Although regarded as an 
idispensable teaching work, it is also 
icluded among the genuine show pieces 
ir the violin. Our new edition of tins 
ork is nearly ready. It has been pre- 
ared after a careful comparison of all 
revious editions. . . _ 
The special introductory price ui ad- 
:,nce of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
The Edwin H. Lemare Album 
of Organ Transcriptions 
Lemare is a genius unlike any which 
has appeared on the musical horizon for 
years. He can take such a delightful old- 
fashioned song as “Love’s Old Sweet Song” 
and, by a kind of musical alchemy all his 
own, make a transcription of it so beauti¬ 
ful that it is worthy of interpretation by 
great organists upon the finest organs. 
This collection of eighteen Lemare compo¬ 
sitions including such numbers as we have 
described will serve to provide the organ¬ 
ist with “out of the ordinary” fresh ma¬ 
terial for both service work and recital 
work. Bearing the name of one of the 
greatest organist of the time the pur¬ 
chaser who orders this book in advance 
may well know that every composition will 
be developed with the highest musicianship 
and practicability. Performers in the 
large moving picture theaters will find this 
a “bread and butter” book which they 
simply must have. The advance of pub¬ 
lication price is only 50 cents. 
New Album of Marches 
For the Piano 
This new album is now about ready, 
but the special introductory offer will be 
continued during the current month. This 
volume will be an exception to the usual 
run of March Albums in that the various 
types of marches included are all such 
as may be marched to. There are many 
pieces called marches to which it is al¬ 
most impossible for one to keep step. 
Many a good player has found to his 
discomfiture that there is an actual knack 
in playing for marching, especially march¬ 
ing indoors. The knack lies chiefly in 
the selection of fitting rhythms. In the 
preparation of this new collection special 
attention has been given to this point. 
The marches are all tuneful, and taking. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
From My Youth Twelve Char¬ 
acteristic Sketches for the 
Piano By R. Krentzlin, Op. 85 
Richard Krentzlin may be regarded as 
a modern representative of the school of 
writers of which Cornelius Gurlitt was so 
conspicuous a representative in the past. 
These composers have made a specialty of 
the better class of teaching pieces for the 
piano. Mr. Krentzlin has superior excel¬ 
lence of workmanship, a thorough knowl¬ 
edge of teaching demands and ample 
melodic inspiration. The set of pieces 
From My Youth, will be sure to please 
elementary students. They are in char¬ 
acteristic style with plenty of contrast 
and each one exemplifies some special 
point in piano technic. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Album of Trills 
For the Piano 
This work will appear on the market 
during the present month which will close 
the special offer. This is one of a series 
of volumes devoted to separate phases of 
technic that we purpose publishing during 
the winter season. The next one will be 
an Album of Scales for the Piano. Selec¬ 
tions for this book are already being made. 
While these works may have a very tech¬ 
nical name, they are not so in reality. The 
trills, scales and arpeggios are studied 
through pieces, and pieces that have 
proven great successes. There isn’t a dull 
piece in the entire collection. It should 
be the aim of every teacher when taking 
up a new piece with a pupil, to consider 
its adaptability to the pupil’s technic. In 
some stages of piano technic the pieces 
themselves afford all the technical drill 
necessary, but this principle should be 
carried out to a greater extent than is now 
the case and hence the reason for intro¬ 
ducing this set of study pieces. They are 
pieces for a purpose and we are positive 
they will find a place in the curriculum 
of many, of our best teachers. In our 
own experience we would have been thank¬ 
ful to have found just such albums. 
Our special advance of publication price 
on this volume is 30 cents per copy, post¬ 
paid. 
(Publisher's Notes continued on page 802) 
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World of Music 
(Continued from page 737) 
Sir Hng-h Allen, the eminent English 
musician is on the tongue of Dame Rumor 
as the director of the Eastman School of 
Music of Rochester, New York. 
Lemon Hill, Fairmount Hark, Philadelphia, 
thus vindicating the wisdom of the City 
Council in providing these entertainments. 
Olga Samaroff and Elly Ney were two of the 
must brilliant of the assisting artists during 
this summer’s season. 
The New York Music Season had its 
formal opening on the night of September 17, 
"—’■ Opera Company gave 
5 rapturously 
tember 2 
an ‘Aida” production 
effective that the audi__ 
to the episode of Rhadame’s triumphant_ 
try and called principals and conductor be¬ 
fore the curtain again and again.” 
to be launched in New York within the past 
year is rumored to be about to be started 
on a season of twenty weeks, by Dirk Foch, 
the Dutch conductor. 
Joseph Pasternack has been given the 
leadership of the Symphony Orchestra of 
fifty pieces, at the Stanley Theater of Phila¬ 
delphia. This theater is believed to be tak¬ 
ing the lead of the moving picture houses of 
the country, in the standard of its musical 
offerings and their interpretation. 
Marcel Daprf- has been decorated with 
the insignia of the Legion of Honor by the 
French Government, in recognition of his 
services to French art throughout the world, 
and especially to the distinction which he 
has given to organ playing. He began his 
second American tour with a recital in the 
New York Wanamaker Auditorium on Sep- 
79 ; and at Montreal, between Octo- 
J “0 he played a series of ten con- I.v V.-*-■»-1 memory 
The Forty-fiftli Annual Meeting of 
the National Music Teachers’ Asso¬ 
ciation will be held at Cleveland, Ohio, De¬ 
cember 20-28, 1923. For detailed informa¬ 
tion address Max L. Swarthout, Secretary, 
M. T. N. A., Milliken Conservatory, Decatur, 
Illinois. John J. Hattstnedt, of Chicago, 
will be chairman of the Piano Conference; 
and Sister Cecelia Schwab, Master of Music 
~t Seton College, will read a paper on the 
“VlKlala,” a New American Opera (or is it a “Buckeye” Opera, since both li¬ 
brettist and composer are Ohioans?) will be 
produced by the Cleveland Opera Company, 
in February. The book is by Cecil Fanning, 
of international reputation as a baritone, 
and the music by Francesco de Leone, the 
Akron composer. The opera is founded on 
an Indian theme of the “Days of ’49,” for 
the atmosphere of which Mr. Fanning’s 
ployees, was unveiled c_ —_— „„ 
ceremonies commemorative of the fiftieth an¬ 
niversary of the establishment of the busi¬ 
ness, nnd the opening of a large modern 
Massachusetts, September 27-29, under 
patronage of-Mrs. F. S. Coolidge. The new 
Festival Quartet of South Mountain, and the 
London Quartet, with Mabel Garrison, Elena 
Gerhardt. Reinald AVerrenrath, Myra Hess 
and Katherine Goodson among the leading 
soloists, made up a brilliant galaxy of talent. 
Presser Home for Retired Music Teachers 
to Raise Admission Fee 
The Home for Retired Music Teachers in 
Germantown, Pennsylvania, reports a very 
delightful summer. Many of the residents 
have been away upon little trips. In this 
connection the management of the Home de¬ 
sires to make it clear that the only restric¬ 
tions that arc ever placed upon any of the 
residents are those for their own interests, 
protection and convenience. This also ap¬ 
plies to the initial consideration of appli¬ 
cants for admission. 
leeting of the Board of Direc- 
“ raise the 
. , in the 
very near future. Until further oCicial an¬ 
nouncement, however, the fee will remain 
at $200. 
An endeavor is made to restrict admis¬ 
sion to those music teachers who, because 
of their long service to the art, deserve to 
retire, as the business man of mature years 
retires when his means and affairs permit. 
In approving of applications the committee 
endeavors to select those whose accomplish¬ 
ments and personalities are likely to make 
of the^ 
opanlons to other residents 
kept i 
i the 
i the high level which : upon —=_ - -
_ __ .jviable a place of residence. 
In other words, the Board of Directors 
of the Home endeavor to recognize, in so far 
ns possible, that the home might provide 
many things for the maintenance of its resi¬ 
dents which conld not be as enjoyable if 
there was not a group of people with hearts 
and minds .big enough to be friendly, con¬ 
siderate and mentally active. 
One of the honored visitors to the Home 
during the month of September was Christine 
Terhuhe Herrick, one of the most distin¬ 
guished of American women. 
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Premium Workers 
You will find on the inside back cover, 
an interesting announcement of new pre- 
miums for securing Etude Music Maga- 
e subscriptions. No cash is necessary 
Polyphonic Studies The Modern Graded Course Concerto No. 1 
For Violin By Henry Edmond Earle For Violin and Piano 
By Oscar J. Lehrer This work can be used as an alternative By J. B. Accolay 
This is a further carrying out of the for the earliest grades of Mathews’Stand- A Concerto for any instrument is 
idea of teaching violin in classes. In Mr. ard Graded Course, many of the selections ally intended as a dwpiay of the c^aDi^ ^- as ^ Christmas gifts as'you 
Lehrer’s Ensemble Method for the Violin, of this course being duplicates of ties of the performer Although mode A pleasant talk with any music 
the first position was employed exclusively. Mathews. The work comes to us through concertos have come to meanmucti )oyer resuits ;n a subscription- and each 
In the Polyphonic Studies, the third posi- another publisher who has discontinued than this, the dictum still holds good as . means saving in your Christ 
tion is introduced and also shifting In business. There are three grades or vol- regards the classic concerto. The Concerto ^cnption m ^ secure a premium 
i, selling at $1.00 each Throughout No. 1, by Accolay, is a compendium of the mas shoppmg. you can secure » premium 
i the author has valuable com- conventional violin technic and as such, it .. S. 
the study of this work the violin class 
n be divided up into three sections and this work t 
each section may'in turn play each of the ments and hints on the selections. The is used nowadays more as a study piece “P°“h*kjjC°Sjs Offered3 t^tlle* subscriber 
three parts. By using a work of this course will give a bright pupil work for Our" new X ^ 
nature, the busy teacher may at the same the season. The finger work and the a standard teaching work Our new edi 
time teach intonation, steadiness of rhythm melodies are blended in the most pleasing tion has been edited with the utmost care 
and the requirements of correct ensemble way. We are sure the profession will give by a well-known modern teacher and Premiums 
p'?£ The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Church Orchestra 
Collection 
This new collection is now about ready 
for the press. We predict for it a great . 
success. The instrumentation is as fol- JNeW Instruction Book 
lows: First Violin, Violin Obbligato (A For the Piano 
and B), Solo Violin, Second Violin, Viola, gy John M. Williams 
iPoll/nr T? occnnn \ "RaCC /OT* F, flat RflCcV 
u. welcome to these three volumes. The player. . 
continued use of any set of studies by the The special introductory price m ad- 
teacher becomes irksome in time. New vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
material is an inspiration to the teacher, postpaid. 
We recommend an examination of this ,, 
course. Gallia 
Our special advance price for each vol- By Ch. Gounod 
is 35 cents, postpaid. 
Our new catalog will be off the press 
November 1. Drop us a post card and 
we will be glad to send you a copy. It 
will be worth while keeping for reference, 
as the catalog is good for a year, and will 
,v V.I1. uu uuu enabl.e fto select S0T attractive 
This short sacred cantata, suitable for *atJ°u °“£n ^ 
any Sunday in the year, is not particularly . fi' / . . . ? ‘ crlP" 
difficult tossing but needs much rehears- tl0ns from your muSlcal fr,ends’ 
ing to bring out the inherent beauties of 
the score. This new and carefully edited Beware of Swindlers 
. ediJtion of ^is classic will soon be ready Now is the open season for swindIers 
This is a thoroughly practical and mod- and we would advise all choir masters to usin„ canvasses such as “I am a World 
flat)7c Melody Saxophone (or Oboe), E instruction book planned along sensi- take advantage of our advance publica- War Veteran,” or “I am working my way 
flat Alto Saxophone, B flat Tenor Saxo- ^le pedagogical lines. It has the advan- tion offer at 15 cents for one copy only, through college.” Our experience has been 
phone. First, Second and Third Cornets tage, which will appeal to many present- postpaid. that 99 per cent, who use this talk keep 
(in B flat). Trombone (Bass Clef), B flat teachers, of beginning at once with-- the subscriber’s good money and do not 
both treble and bass clefs. The student _ , . . . 71 send the order to us. Do not place an 
order for Etude or any magazine with 
a man not personally known to you. We 
cannot be responsible for money paid out 
to an unauthorized solicitor. 
TromDone ireme VAei tor oarnone;, _ . ,, . -. --■£ t t 
Horns in F (or E flat Altos), Drums and &TS} °f a11 «arns ™ddl« C “both clefs 
Piano. The instrumentation is so ar- a"d tben adds m direction a note 
ranged that it may be played effectively at ,a J‘me\ Tha material used in the book 
by almost any combination of instruments ls both original and selected. It is all of 
with the First Violin and Piano as a excellent quality. The writer is a success- 
foundation. The Solo Violin part is for f“ pm™ teacher who is also the author Magazine Subscriptions 
_ —tv.__ -„,i „i.'i'll., ni, of a number of popular educational musi- ° . _1 
ETUDE readers desiring a copy of 
the picture used on the title page of 
this issue may i ecure a copy for ten 
cents in stamps. 
a rather more advanced player/ The Ob-, °r a nu“ber of popular educational 
bligato Violin parts are very easy. All c ,r,worKs. . . 
of the parts are suitable to be played by' The sPeclaJ. introductory price in ad- 
amateurs. Some very popular contempor- ™\ce ?-f Publication is 40 cents per copy, 
ary composers are represented, together PostPaia- 
with some of the very best arrangers in Easy Opera Album 
the country. __ ^ For the Pianoforte The special introductory prl 
vance of publication is 15 cents per copj 
for each orchestra part and 30 cents foi 
the piano part. 
as Christmas Gifts 
No one can give a more appreciative Christmas remembrance than a year’s 
subscription to a high class magazine. We have been fortunate in being aide to 
make arrangements with publishers of high class magazines whereby our friends 
can purchase subscriptions in clubs at reduced prices. Check up the names of the 
magazines on the following list, making your selection and send them to i; 
- - will be glad to place the subscription for you starting it anytime that you 
Some of the world’s greatest melodies *° begjn and also sending a neat card to the recipient, advising that the i 
Everyone who cares for music 
at all enjoys these melodies. The larger 
operatic fantasies and transcriptions how¬ 
ever are in many cases beyond the reach 
of even the average player. Many of them 
also are much too lengthy. Our new 
mi Easy Opera Album aims to gather to- 
„ getlier the gems from all the great operas 
in playable selections of from one to 
New Recital Album 
For the Pianoforte 
This new album will contain a choice 
assortment of piano solos in all styles. 
Every piece included in this volume will 
be found to possess an individual 
keeping'in TminTkand choosing not only W m ?"*“• of 
such compositions as are suitable for pro- - ™ n aVe J/e<:n made asl,e" 
grams but also those which naturally be- the wav ^ 1S ^ °" 
Wj“IT ,m *d- Sot contain any selections thet have ap- ?! P»bh“«>»“ '* » cent, pet eopy, 
peared in any other book. Every piece ** 
in that respect will be entirely novel to nphp (Arrian Cmr. 
purchasers and there will be no risk of I V & „ , °re 
duplication. Anthem Book 
in advance of publication the introduc- (Sweney and Kirkpatrick) 
tory price is 35 cents a copy. This collection has been on the market 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. 
Pictorial Review. 
Youth’s Companion. 
Regular price. 
..$2.00" 
.$6.00, 
) All 
> $5.00 
1 Save $1.00 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE . . 
McCall’s . 
-$ioo] I All Modem Priscilla. > $4.00 
Regular price. Z^o\ 1 Save Jl.00 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. . 
McCall’s . 
Youth’s Companion. > $4A.60 
Regular price. 
... 45.50J 1 Save 90c 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... 
Modern Priscilla. -$2.00') 
.... 2.00 | 1 All Christian Herald. > $4.35 
Regular price. 
... 46.00J Save $1.65 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE.... 
. ...$2.00\ Both Delineator . 
.... 2.00 ( > $3.50 
Regular price. Save 5Cc 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. .. . 
Christian He aid. 
Pictorial Rcrieiv. 
Regular price. $5.50 J > $4.65 Save 85c 
ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE. . . . 
Woman’s Home Companion. 
American Magazine. 
Regular price. 11 
kS
l 
' All 
. $5.00 
Save $1.00 
etude music magazine. ... 
. .. 42.00N 
Red^Book. T*. Co™p'"' . _ 1.50 / 
_3.00 S ■ $5.00 
Regular price. 
. ...$6.50j Save $1-50 
$2.90 
I Save 60c 
Album of Compositions 
For the Pianoforte 
By M. L. Preston 
The new collection of pieces by Mrs. M. 
L. Preston (M. Loeb-Evans), is now well are 
under way. This is a judicious selection 
of the piano pieces published under either • 'jeioel’ 
of the above names which have proven s™llar type. The reason for the .. .... 
most popular. Mrs. Preston is ve£ well 
represented in our catalog and there are 
many successful numbers to her credit. 
for a number of years and it has proved ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE, 
^ery popular with choirs. We are pleased Sunset (the L'rMt Mnn 
indeed to add this work to our catalog. Begular pi 
There are more than one hundred and 
sixty pages of anthems and about fifty 
selections in the book. The composers 
principally those that are well known, 
Geibel, Gabriel and others of a 
Pacific Monthly)..!’ 2.50 I ETUDE MIJ8IC MAGAZINE. . 
- $2.50 
•e written o 
All styles 
are chiefly 
difficulty. 
The special introductory price in ad- -pUg r-t Cnirit 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, Ane Kansas City Spirit 
postpaid. Cantata for Solo and 
four-parts 
is done to save space and 
used more than it is in churcl 
Our special advance price 
per copy, postpaid. 
two staves. This 
lght to be 
collections. 
Mixed Voices 
By Dr. Carl Busch 
The poem by Clara Virginia Townsend 
People’s Home Jourr 
t i . 
School of Violin Technic 
Exercises in First Position , 
Dv o Srivrik On t Part 1 The po^m,by Clara Vlr?lnla Townsend Kes°kr Price. By (J. aevcik, Up. 1, Part 1. vas awarded first prize by the Kansas City 
Our new edition of this work is on the Star in an open contest and Dr. Busch American"v 
press and copies will be ready very soon, lias wonderfully caught the spirit of the 
This volume has been edited by one of lines in his music. The work is tre- Bcgulai' 1 
Sevcik’s foremost pupils. The edition mendously stirring .and yet easy to sing, ETUDE 
iost. accurate in all respects; it should with a snlenrlid climnv Review i 
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_3.00 ( Both $3.50 Regular price. 
. • .$3.00 ^ Save 75c’ Regula: price. Save 51.50 
. .$3.25/ S 
Musical Courier.. 
Regular price... 
Mr. 
is m t t i ll t ; l it pl di li ax. Other Civic Cen- 
be studied, by everyone who wishes to ters can easily use this splendid festal Re,,uIl.r 
play the violin capably and accurately. cantata with -but slight changes in the - - .. 
The special introductory price in' ad- text. Orchestral parts may be rented. ETUDE MUSIC Magazine" ... 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy. Our advance of publication price for one 8t' Nieho,as  
postpaid. copy only is 35 cents, postpaid. Regular price 
•_!7> $4.25 
.$4.’50 * Save '25c 
nnl a.?0"’ ^ 1 "K MUSIC M $4.75 Classic. 
^.$6.00^ Save SliS Regular price... 
- 7r) ''T' llK .Ml sir \| 
•’7^ >$5.25  
• 46.00/ Save 75c Regular price.. 
■ $4°00 
.. $5.00j Save $l.0( 
l $4.00 
. 42.00N Beth 
j H $4.0( 
.44.50/ Save 50 
1 
fUE ETUDE 
cA 
DISTINCTIVE 
COLLECTION 
of 
MUSICAL 
MASTERPIECES 
‘Boston Music Co. Edition” 
A few of the attractive volumes: 
42 American Composers Album. 
94/5 Bach-Vincent—For Beginners (2 Bks.) ea. 
314 Debussy —Album of 5 Pieces. 
357 Palmuren—Album of 12 Pieces. 
379 Russian Composers Album (3 Bks.) ea... 
346 Schiitt—Carnival Mignon. 
248 Schytt4—Chord Grasps. 
310 Schyttfc—40 Pedal Studies. 
46 Schyttfe—25 Easy Studies, Op. 160. 
368 Sibelius—From the Land of 1000 Lakes . 
QFOR sale by music dealers everywhere 
Descriptive booklet and the “Teacher’s Order Guide” 
will be sent FREE post-paid upon request 
BOSTON MUSIC CO. 
26 West Street 
Boston • Mass. 
CURWEN EDITION 
The publishers of this edition have been the leaders through 
out all England in the educational field of music for the past eighty- 
five years. 
Ori ginai —A uthoriz ed—Editi on 
of 
MRS. CURWEN’S PIANOFORTE METHOD 
(The Child Pianist) 
A practical course of the elements of music. With illustrative 
duets for teacher and pupil by FELIX SWINSTEAD and JOHN 
KINROSS. 
PUPIL’S BOOKS 
First Step.Stcinslead.$ T5 
First Step.Kinross.. IP 
Second Step.Swinstcad f? 
Second Step.Kinross .. 
Third Step.. ^ 
Third tep.Kinross .  
Fourth Step..  
Fourth Step.Kinross  • 
Fifth Step .Kinross. ■ 
Sixth Step.Kinross  
ILLUSTRATIVE TUNES 
Selected and arranged with the idea of giving the teacher material 
to illustrate each new pulse-division as it is introduce . 
TWO-PART READING EXERCISES 
Book One.. 
Book Two . 
PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED TO MUSIC TEACHING 
by 
MRS. J. SPENCER CURWEN 
__ rimers I hi 
most concise, and the most helpful oi r written for the teacher.” 
TOBIAS MATTHAY 
Should be in the library of every earnest teacher_Post-paid $2.50 
George H. Dows 
1701 Chestnut St. 
Music Publisher 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Edna Swanson Ver Haar 
The Great Favorite Contralto 
Is Singing with Immense Success 
“A Mither Tae Her Laddie” 
Words by ROSCOE GILMORE STOTT 
Music f>y CLAY SMITH 
There is something beautiful about Mother Love 
that appeals to all and this song with the yearning 
of a Dear Old Scotch Mother in every word and 
tone makes a wonderful vocal offering. 
A MITHER TAE HER LADDIE <m.i 
ROSCOE GILMORE STOTT Price, 50 Cents CLAY SMI 
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILA., PA. 
Music Publishers and Dealers—Est. 1883 
ERNEST 
GAMBLE 
BASS 
with the Gamble Concei 
Co. of Lyceum and Chat 
PREMIUMS FOR NEW ETUDE 
SUBSCRIPTIONS! 
MAKE YOUR SPARE TIME PAY DIVIDENDS 
A little enthusiasm plus a 
short talk with any music 
lover will secure an ETUDE 
subscription and bring a 
splendid reward. 
Send for Catalog 
Showing Additional 
Rewards 
Catalog of Bargain 
Magazine Offers May 
Be Had on Request 
WITHOUT ONE PENNY CASH OUTLAY 
Lingerie Clasps—gold filled. FOR ONE NEW 
SUBSCRIPTION 
Envelope Purse—back strap 
Eeal Pin Seal Purse—black 
Handy Shopping Bag—fold: 
opens up into roomy carrier 
Water Proof Apron—nea 
1 Salt and 
Cuff Buttons—gold filled— 
will wear indefinitely. 
Three Piece Blouse Set- 
Tooth Brush—Prophylactic 
tooth brush holder—white 
vegetable ivory. 
Gold Cloth Powder Case— 
Your Own Subscription 
FREE Cream Ladle—Sterling. 
Bon-Bon Dish —• silver-pi 
old lined. 
FOR TWO NEW 
SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Handbag'—brown leather fit¬ 
ted with mirror. 
Nupoint Gold Filled Pencil 
Dainty Midget Fountain Pen 
—ladies’. 
Uneda ^ Canning Set —two 
Slay Lme?,6 on?y 4 Tew 
Utility"Siome Kitchen Set 
"ahT^’turner. Pack. Takes a tt i 4V( 
d fork, only picture, a dependable 
~iappy companion, making 
faithful record for your 
GROVES DICTIONARY OF MUSIC, six splendid volumes including 
American Supplement, red silk cloth binding, awarded for 20 new subscriptions. 
$2.00 ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE $2.00 
THEO. PRESSER CO. Publishers 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
t. golc 
blades. 
_Knife. 
Relish Dish—nickel plated— 
O’Cedar Mop. 
Combination Scissors Set. 
Nelson Bible—hound in silk 
cloth. 
Camera—the Celebrated 
- • Kye, 2A Box Film 
e ..
i : 
Every Teacher Should Send a Postal 
for a copy of this 
“GRADED THEMATIC CATALOG OF 
PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS” 
m 
Faust School of Tuning 
F 
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Schools and Colledes 
_CHICAGO AND MIDDLE WEST CP 
Chicago Musical College 
™.TY RORnwaiTT T3v.Qc,iz4nw,+ /lAn-r Ti — FELIX BOROWSKI, President CARL D. KINSEY, Manager 
The Leading and Largest Conservatory of Music and Dramatic Art in America 
FALL TERM NOW OPEN 
Faculty of more than 100 Teachers including the following Noted Artists: (Alphabetically Arranged) 
PIANO: Maurice Aronson, Moissaye Boguslawski, Edward Collins, Harry Detweiler, Max Kramm, 
Alexander Raab, Louis Victor Saar, C. Gordon Wedertz. VOCAL: Belle Forbes Cutter, Edouard Duf- 
reone, Rose Lutiger Gannon, Mabel Sharp Herdien, Dr. Fery Lulek, Edoardo Sacerdote, Burton Thatcher. 
VIOLIN: Lois Dyson, Max Fischel, Maurice Goldblatt, Rudolph Reiners, Leon Sametini. ORGAN: 
Clarence Eddy, Howard Neumiller, Helen W. Ross, C. Gordon Wedertz. HARMONY, COMPO¬ 
SITION, ETC.: Felix Borowski, Laura D. Harris, Pauline Houck, Harold B. Marvott, Louis Victor 
Saar. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC: Harold B. Maryott. SCHOOL OF OPERA: Edoardo 
AND EXPRESSION: Walton Pyre. TEACHERS’ 
COURSES: Maurice Aronson and Julia Lois Caruthers, (Piano) Max Fischel, (Violin) 
Harold B. Maryott, (Vocal) Walton Pyre, (Expression and Dramatic Art). 
TWO NEW DEPARTMENTS: Concert, Lyceum and Chautauqua: Elena De Marco 
Motion Picture Organ: Charles H. Demorest. 
RETURN OF ALEXANDER RAAB 
ALEXANDER RAAB 
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES v'SHRZESL 
Partial application blanks on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the 
and Sen.or Diploma 
n«re Musica! Education for competition 
58th YEAR * MASTER SCHOOL WITH FAMOUS GUEST TEACHERS AND REGULAR FACULTY OPENS JUNE 30 V TEACHING, CHAUTAUQUA, LYCEUM, CONCERT 620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENIIF 
AND ORGAN POSITIONS GUARANTEED OHIOAG-O, ELLS! E 
EFFA ELLIS PERF1ELD 
TRINITY PRINCIPLE 
PEDAGOGY 
MUSICIANSHIP 
SIGHT SINGING (not “do re mi”) 
Studios 
121 Madison Ave. (30th St.) 
New York City 
Phone Madison Square 9069 
Associate Teachers Wanted 
ML 
PIANO, VIOLIN, 
VOICE, ORGAN, 
PUBLIC SCHOOL 
MUSIC, DRA- 
SCHOOL MATIC ART. 
Dormitory accommodations $6.50 per Week 
Pupils May Enter at Any Time 
Detroit Conservatory of Music 
* L' York. M- A- Pres- Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-Pres 
Finest Conservatory in the West 
i courses in Piano, Voice Violin, Cello Organ, Theory, Public School Music 
Drawing, Oral Interrelation, etc. Work based on best modern and edu- 
Numerous Lectures, Concerts and Recitals throughout the Excellent Boarding accommodations. Tcuoliers' certiUcat™, dtuloma. fnd deer-.. 
Students may enter at any time 
For detailed Information address 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, Boa 7, 5035 Woodward Ave., DETROIT, MICH. 
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music 
Louises in singing, piano, organ, violin and tbeor,. 
Lotuses lor training supervisors and teachers of public scl 
Total living expenses need not exceed six dollau'per'we Write for Cat l ^uk'°n anr^ 6tes exceptionally low. 
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY 
tL J. WATERM AN, Dean Appleton, V 
OHIO—See Page 806 
SIGHT READING FOB PIANISTS 
PIA|ngSmy marie T4""Th? Art WSighUteadTng?' "s“ght 
reading is not o “gift" and is witbiu Urn resell of all 
N.U/ The iulletin- 
SCHOOL »f Lake Michigan, itnmed'iateWadja'ccn 
MUSIC ^SsS=S 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS, Director 
60-62 Eleventh St., So. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
LOUIS WOLFF. Mart, 
AMERICAN JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT President 
CONSERVATORY 
Chicago’s Foremost School of 
MUSIC! 
---—— ~ «»*8uages, trancing, i neatre urgai 
Playing etc. Eminent Faculty of 100. Su 
penor Normal Training School supplies Teacher 
for Colleges. Lyceum Engagements, Teachers 
Certificates. Diplomas and Degrees. Superiol 
hirty free scholarships. Application blanks 
38th"stu^“t SiTnow. New catalog mailed free. 
'I KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO, ILL. 
IYC EUA\ 
Hrts Qons ER.VATOR.Y 
PERCY FULLINWIDER 
VIOLINIST 
MASTER TEACHER 
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean.’° 
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART 
iiooU^.,rV2;11 Punches—Master Faculty Including 
in i??I:.Presi,dent and Director: Theodore Han't- 
?ominence°r Voca* department, and others of 
A thorough education is offered in music and dra- 
10 diplomas, degrees and teachers* ffdcatW. Our school graduates the largest pro- 
ited free catalog 
N. Dearborn St., Chicago, H 
THE etude 
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School, 
v AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
.OF APPLIED MUSIC 
Metropolitan College of Music 
THIRTY-EIGHTH YEAR 
Piano \ Kate S’ Chittenden, Dean 
Pedagogy 
is and 
°tK, New England, Pennsylvania and Southern 
FACULTY OF 
SPECIALISTS 
teaching 
Music in 
all its ! 
branches 
Courses 
Lead to 
Certificates and 
Fall Term 
Opens 
October 1st 
Highest Type of Musical 
For Catalogue and Circulars at 
J. LAWRENCE ERB 
Managing Director 
212 W. 59th St, New York City ' 
SOMBS 
INSTITUTE 
MUSICAL ART 
of the 
CITY OF NEW YORK 
!0 Claremont Avenue, Cor. 122d St. 
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dir. 
ffHACA (]ONSERWORY 
MUSIC 
CONSEK^OSrySusIC 
PHILADELPHIA 
(39th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 10th) 
A Residential and Day School of attainment of a complete musical 
ArT?CH00L OF individual instruction 
e. heoretical and Applied Branches Taught Privately and in Classes) 
Mon! hyh^Ss!\Ure^de!hfo^cuTt’u?e^innd1^^l sci?ntiflc methods, individual instruc 
mann„at2XMl 
firmnrnnCheF D°r™.a! Jraini,nS Course For Teachers. Public Per- 
R™,an f°Ur Pup,‘s Recitals a week. Full Orchestral and Military 
Band Departments. Two Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras 
Conductor’s Course. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
, dormitories for women 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, 
tt Park, Ithaca, N. Y. NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS 
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 150 Riverside Drive, New York City 
bming° sLdasd“Ten 
JOOL 
AarneflAd^k New York 
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and 
TEACHERS 
Svstn^T’ TOUCH and HEARING 
Teaching. Write for Booklet 
Conservatory 
of Music of America 
ounded by Jeannette M. Thurber 
he only School of Music in the United 
‘ ates chartered by Congress. 
126 W. 79th St., New York City 
Cr2N^mal Instifute of Music 
"g Sch“>tof Supervisors 0/ Music 
Voicecultnr, SEXES 
,0r®. mu,ic.h;'ght'“n?in*i ear-training, harmony, 
tiOnC 1 *’CC*1 eac^*n8°Frad°rUtS"CbD lj1 ^°^’ methoda' 
‘°ns 1Q colleges 8r;»«rajUate* hold posi- 
S3 MAIN Ct ' y and norraal •chooli. 
-____j_^T>^^^POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Founded by the late A. K. Virgil 
Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier 
5. A. K. VIRGIL, 510 West End A 
New 
“VIRGIL” Pieces 
Order from VIRGIL CONS. 
To Teachers 25 cts. each 
120 West 72nd St., New York 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
PFAROHY CONSERVATORY 
1 L/ILIUI/ I BALTIMORE. MD. I , . 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers 
Zeckwer - Hahn 
PHILADELPHIA 
MUSICAL ACADEMY 
1617 Spruce Street 
ie Zeckwe erick Hahn 
PENNSYLVANIA’S LEADING 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
54th Season 
.W Open. Pupila may enter at any time. 
The Christmas 
—Scholarship 
A Parent. Grandparent. Uncle or 
aspSESSsSi 
llgps 
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
Annual Summer Class for Teachers of Piano 
21 at SEASON 
August, 1924 
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
THE P0^MOSTtShCeHsOOLtOF FINE ARTS 
Advantages Equal to Those Fnund Anywhere 
Students may enter at any time Send for 
Catalog. SEO. P. LINDNER, Director 
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta. Georgia 
INTERNATIONAL 
MRS. BABCOCK 
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Col- 
,, jeges, Conservatories, Schools. 
Also Church and Concert Engagements 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
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OHIO 
SANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
SUMMER SESSION OPENS JUNE 18th 
are broadcasted each Wednesday night from eight to nine. Eastern Sta 
Address LYNN B. DANA, Pret Desk E, WARREN, OHIO 
Professional 
Directory 
ALBERT 
AM E RIPRO G RESS IV E 
BEECHWOODS^SS 
(fincinnati 
(fonsett»aior& “‘HUisic 
FOUNDED 1857 by Clara Baur 
CLARK 
DUNNING SYSTEM of Improved Music Study for Beginners 
n. /nr Dunnine Teachers Cannot Be Supplied. Why? 
NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS: 
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator. 8 Wes. 40th St. New York City. 
Mrs. Zell. E. Andrews, Leonard Bldg., Spokane Wash. 
Allis E. Barcus, 1006 College Are., Ft. Worth, Texas. 
Dora A^Chaae^Pouch Gallery, 345 Clinton Are., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Adda C. Eddy, 136 W. Sandnaky Aye., Belleionta.ne Ohio. 
Mrs. Beatrice S. Eikel, Kidd-Key Cons., Sherman, Texas. 
Miss Ida Gardner. 15 Weal 5th Street, Tulsa; Okla. 
Cara Mathews Garrett, 4121 Jackson St, San D,ego, Cal. 
Mrs. T. 0. Glover, 1825 Gorman St., Waco, Texas. 
Travis Sedberry Grimlanl, Memphis,Tcnn. For boodets a 
Ruby Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Mustc, Dallas, Texas. 
Held month,, through the year. 
- ~ - -- , 5011 Worth St., Dallas, Texas. 
COMBS^TSS^isSSa. VIRGIL 
DUNNING S.SSS VIRGIL 
EDDY 
AMERICAN 
GUICHARD.‘";-aS?.„.,..,., BURROWES'SfSS. 
HAWTHORNE "'"sar,,. 
MOULTOHriS^Sr 
NEW YORK -aSHeSaS^ 
mLWBs38s£ 
TRENTON-'sirSSS*"" 
s. KNOX 
SPECIAL NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1-ANNOUNCEMEfffS ] 
HgpWSfS 
i!:ii A 
it ..■,yg=^1ggir».c E 
y ; 
CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI SSi'FKaa-is 
DETROIT ~ 
T0MLINS0N|^S 
WESTERN rS!- 
9244 Under the X— 2 J0 
Under the Xrnas Tree ,s 
~££: J 
TsuTT Tt?°r,and 3 -50 
VIOLIN AND PIANO 
rs- — * 
S‘ma3p&r,0ra 3rd Pod. -60 
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said, ‘I now put 
T- syPP°^s*®d;'because 
A Musical Turkey 
stay in the pianos all the rest of you/life 
of ,h, ,, very g00d „,d - ——— sxs a 
.si-sisris 
5S3SSP- - sagsm~ vss'rr.zi 
' l^und^self in 
Silent Music 
Probably all of you who have had the 
Sy yhave"nIvSdhadopp'oS 
sHSxHa-- 
When you seeP a melody written down, 
feWifa how* -dll .o»d wta, 
!!«L2'1.*.bo?.k’ *»”'1 °f 
you ? So when you see 
the piano of'a little girl. I I 
sssrw^ra: 
And here I am, now visiting you!” 
S}°ry. are WOn" 
me a lot of good and Tam g 
New Feature Letters 
see in the Junior Etude. The^st*letter 
X StS ^ Eg% '& 
:0,K,We„i„g,a,„smrerrailed 
H"£ !™"rf;fri““nT„Pnin-, ' 
so if you have any questions you want to 
swered in the”’question box’ ^ ** 
6 >tbeS s'mt 0ymaii!U”ceptbS 
[ HAPPY THANKSGIVING TO ALL JUNIOR ETUDE READERS 1 special’cases. Always give n 
THE ETUDE 
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„_„_„-_fuates. 20 
YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in teaching the most 
m^cFence611 SIMPLER* Ahiff BETTE R^TH AN 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. Write to-day for 
FREE illustrated booklet and guarantee plan. 
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL of PIANO TUNING 
1209 Bryant Building AUQTTBTA, MICHIGAN 
Reading music at sight, rapid 
fingering, flexibility of wrists 
and a fine Vibrato for pianists, 
violinists, and ’cellists acquired 
by a few minutes’ daily prac¬ 
tice away from the instrument. 
NO APPARATUS. STATE 
IF A TEACHER. 
Write for FREE Illustrated Book 
COWLING INSTITUTE 
500Fifth Ave., Room221-B, New York City 
Junior Etude Competition 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best and 
neatest original stories or essays and 
answers to puzzles. 
Subject for story or essay this month— 
“Is Music an Entertainment or a Neces¬ 
sity?” Must contain not over one hundred 
and fifty words. Any boy or girl under 
fifteen years of age may compete, whether 
a subscriber or not. 
All contributions must , bear name, age 
and address of sender, written plainly, and 
must be received at the Junior Etude 
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., 
before the tenth of November. Names of 
prize winners and their contributions will 
be published in the issue for January. 
Put your name and age on upper left 
hand corner of paper, and address on 
upper right hand corner of paper. If your 
contribution takes more that one piece of 
paper do this on each piece. 
Do not use typewriters. 
Competitors who do not comply with 
ALL of the above conditions will not be 
considered. 
Puzzle for November 
The nuzzle this month is very easy 
just to find the words that can be spelled 
on the piano key-board, and the prize win¬ 
ners will be those having the LONGEST 
and BEST list. How many do you think 
you can find? Please number each word. 
Lists not numbered will not be counted and 
can not be considered for prizes. Have 
you any idea how many words can be 
spelled on the key-board? If you have, 
don’t tell! 
^hristensGn 
Teachers Wanted tq,rn«M. 
—N SCHOOL OF POPULAR MUSIC 
- •• \ CHICAGO, IT r 
GUIDE TO NEW TEACHERS ON 
TEACHING THE PIANOFORTE^ 
teachenf Raving adinoe^on'works'toiaae'frointhevery 
start. Send a Postal for It Nov 
Phila., F 
IS MUSIC A PART OF MY HOME 
LIFE? 
(Prize Winner for May) 
In answer to that question, I say yes 
with all my heart. We have in our house 
a piano, organ, violin, guitar' and saxo¬ 
phone, I have taken lessons on the piano 
for four years, my brother plays the saxo¬ 
phone and father plays the violin. Music 
has become an essential in our home. How 
dreary and. incomplete the home would 
seem without it! Music should play a 
large part in all home life, and a great 
deal depends on the training one receives 
at home. Music tends toward better ideals, 
more peace and enjoyment. One works 
harder when hearing music. Even the 
chirping of the song birds and the croak¬ 
ing of the frogs, to which I am accus¬ 
tomed, seems like music to my ears. If 
music were brought into more homes, there 
would be better citizens. 
—Eva Johnson (Age 13), Michigan. 
IS MUSIC A PART OF MY HOME 
LIFE? 
(Prize Winner for May) 
Music Is a part of my home life, and I 
could never get along without it. I think 
music in the home is one of the very best 
helps parents can give to their children. It 
encourages them to stay at home and enjoy 
themselves in the evenings. Children who 
have music in their home can learn more 
about the great composers and their works 
and can carry on a conversation with 
musical people, whereas other children can 
not. I do not think that anyone can be 
called learned without having some musi¬ 
cal education. Children who have music 
in their home can distinguish between jazz 
and good music as soon as they hear it, 
arid soon prefer the classical music. I am 
„ - --- glad to say that music is a part of my 
ts devoted tc ichanics. Electricity, i irr Physical Tr; np Collecting, Car- home life. 
nniui Dig pages with handsome —Dorothy Wilkes (Age 13), South 
drawings. “ °f Dakota. 
Subscribe for this great magazine for your boy or - 
[ °r wu™ mean ’("’him °piSsureTen? Honorable Mention for May Compositions 
tertamment and instruction.^ «oo we will Ruth L Holland, Barbara Carpenter, 
Special Offer! i THE BOYS’ mag- Irene Lovett, Virginia Milam, Horace 
\Z1NE for a full year Hend’ FLLEE^to Milam, Eleanor Horr, Clela E. Hurst, 
Mdi'sutacrSe^a’m'w'of"°ur book “Fifty Ways for Mildred Hesse, Muriel Cottrane, Wanda 
Boys to K®™d^^ey,ghri^a7u^“aj4ldwittj1e yoS Weissenfluk, Margaret O’Malley, Lucile 
nametasa donor.S<>^Satisfaction or money refunded.) Nanney, Mary K. Moseley, Lucile Nuna- 
- k r, Agnes Pantenberg, Rhoda Lundy, 
rl,Esa22^i'nin st.' smethport, (4. ” Winifred Hogan, Maxine Collise, Mary 
i enclose thVboy's'8 mag- Gastrock, Thelma Jones, Leona Otto, Mary 
AZiNE!'olSCTdr"im Bit-first copy of the boys’ Margaret French, Mary Graves, Beatrice 
MAGAZINE, a Christmas gift card and a cow 
rf your book, “Fifty Ways for Boys to Earn Money, Kelley. 
all to reach him on Christmas morning. - 
lame.*... In very olden times, they say, 
oiMEL F. D... When organs first were made, 
□tty .... stat« . The keys, they were so wide and stiff. 
Your name  With elbows they were played. 
Answer to Opera Puzzle in May 
(Omitted during the summer months) 
1 M—anon 
2 A—ida 
3 Thai—S 
4 To—S—ca 
5 Tannhaus—E—r 
6 Carme—N 
7 Loh—E—ngrin 
8 Rigolet—T—o. 
Composer—Massenet. 
Prize Winners for May Puzzle 
Winnifred E. Mobbs (age 14), Oregon; 
Ralph Hallenback (age 10), New York; 
Margaret L. Bartholomew (age 9) 
Indiana. 
Honorable Mention for May Puzzle 
Bernhardt Mandel, Elinore Kirkle, Irene 
Zabawa, I’earl Irene Brown Jeanette B. 
Gutman, Ruth Heard, Anna C. Conner, Eli¬ 
nore Ware, Clarice Dawson, Ivy Kink, Gert¬ 
rude Finkelstein, Frances Kedzierska, J. Syl¬ 
via Rudberg, Maribelle Albery, Helen Reu- 
land, Anna Brunswick, Martha VandePon- 
sele, Mary Mahoney, Lydia von Berthels- 
dorf, Alice G. Johnson, Vilma Rafael, Ada 
Golln, Phyllis Walker, Eva Louise Hender¬ 
son Ruth L. Holland, Virginia Flanders, 
Diana Ellis, William Potter, Annie .Tones, 
Wilda Wetherall, Mildred Kiedel, Mildred 
Haid, Esther Grnss. Margaret Stewart, 
Gwendolyn Scott, Grace Foley, Ida Stein, 
Mary Gastrock, Bessie W. Johns, Theresa D. 
Cardella, Violet Regnier, Leona Londry, 
Jeanne Bedard, Esther Quinn, Mae Galle- 
gher, Sabina Brinkman, Violet Goldie, Flor¬ 
ence M. Fox, Edna Ardoom, Mildred L. 
Rawlings, Alba Boldizzoli, Marcella Kuhn, 
Helen Boswell, Gertrude Fulcher, Theresa- 
Laplande, Julia Etta Eager, Elizabeth Vogel, 
Harold Seymons. Edith Alpert, Florence Sil¬ 
ver, Maxwell Meyer, Betty Meyers, Evelyn 
Marotta, Louise Eitelgeorge, William Grant. 
Amelia Senner, Agnes ■ Pearson, Dorothy 
Marengo, Catherine Ratalis, Sylvia Rabino- 
witz Paul Brand, Geraldine Lambert, Beat¬ 
rice L. Harvey, Maildred Almquist, George 
Hoffbauer, Joseph Puntigan, Mary Wain- 
right, Annie .Mayo, Mary Switalski, Bella 
Weinstein, Tillie Blassberg, Elizabeth Sweet, 
Lou Ernestine Buck, Elinore Lehti, Frances 
Rowan, Elmer Proost, Regina Beckman, 
Annie Colagross, Harry Harlend, Margaret 
Sehilp, Horace Milam, Virginia Milam, Mary 
Ellen Hoffman. Irene Lovett, Gwendolyn 
Evans, Hilda Bridge, Phyllis Bridge, Lillian 
Albert, Elizabeth Fanter, Ida Gross, Marga¬ 
ret Hohnsbehn, Melvin Tenholder, Dorothy 
Turlington, Phyllis M. Davis, Ruth Andren, 
Cela Hurst, Allen Erwin, Gladys Vera North- 
rup, Jean Morgan, Frances Loftus, Tbeckla 
Mothers! Your Children 
WILL LOVE 
The Children’s Bible Stories 
—just starting in 
WSJMI 
week. Told in 
stand. Stories 
that will influence 
and inspire their 
lives for all time. 
“The paper seems 
like an old friend 
of the family,” 
writes aNebraska 
subscriber. And so it is to many. 
Christian Herald 
ll is Lotted, by Home Folks 
All the world’s a-seckirg HAPPINESS yet 
many of us pass it by because HAPPINESS 
is a Spiritual Quality, not a material possession. 
Christian Herald is more than so mary print¬ 
ed pages; more than information; more than 
interesting reading. For 45 years it has been 
and is a silent, throbbing INFLUENCE, that 
helps to shape family IDEALS and to build 
CHARACTER, the things that make for a 
HAPPY, SUCCESSFUL life. 
YOUR MAGAZINES AT'REDUCED^ p RICES 
The Etude'a’z j'.m'es)* °r“ " *2.00) 
n Herat! 1 ALL * Christian 1 
a World l J3.75 McCall’, 
icie I TV Elude 
Deae Junior Etude : I want to write and 
tell you how much I enjoy the Etude, especi¬ 
ally the Junior part. 
In looking over one of the Etudes I noticed 
a letter from a Junlor reader, asking for some¬ 
one to tell her something that would whiten 
discolored piano keys, and I have found oxalic 
acid better than any thing I have tried. 
From your friend, 
Maby Thelma Gray (Age 14) 
Georgia. 
raid-) ALL 3 
.4 ROD 
Christian HeraldA ALL 3 
Wo^mlrfl Home j $4.75 
A ALL 3 
' $4.25 
11.55. 
) ALL 3 
S5.5Q 
THE WORKING OF THE MIND 
IN PIANO TEACHING AND PLAYING 
An application of Psychology to the 
Ithe!,,h^t™merts.yb"gHA°NS SCHNEIDER 
SCHROEDER & GUNTHER, New York, Pobl. 
W. Percy Goetschuis cays: 
•*I have read, thoroughly, Mr. Hans Schneider’s Psycho-Physiology of Plano Teaching and Play¬ ing, of which ‘The Working of the Mind in -Plano P}aylng,MSfthOoflreUnst^ment^b^pubhsh^e 
woric^undenTably most masterly 8 It is profound, 
accurate, clear, consistent, and as concise as is 
S «Vm0t:8CXurSSeTt 
times, and always delightful. valuable 
treatlMydvitaPzlSebyr<Trath?whJrt should Hr 
means be placed before the piano-teaching public. 
Statement Made in Compliance with 
the Act of Congress of 
August 24th, 1912 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, 
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., oi 
The Etude, published monthly at Philaaet 
phla. Pa., required by the Act of August zt, 
Editor—James Francis Cooke, Philadelphia. 
Managing Editor—None. 
Business Manager.—None. , , .. Publisher—Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia. 
Owners. 
Theodore Presser, Philadelphia. 
Edith Rue. Hetzell, Philadelphia. 
James Francis CooTte, Philadelphia. 
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and otm- 
security holders, holding 1 per cent, o- 1,1 nr* 
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, oi 
securities: 
None. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. (Signed) James_ Francis _CooK*l 
,r other 
__ _ before me this 1st 
day of October, 1923. [seal] John E. Thomas. (My commission expires .March 7, 19Zt>.)_ 
Afo Money 
Not a penny now. .Tllst mail tho mimnn cmrl Hav+rnan urill oan/I _1 • i . 8?°P,v p6A?y ”ow> iust mail the coupon and Hartman will send you this splendid complete 
Sf1* Cooking Set, and also the Free 10-Piece Combination Kitehen Set When 
£wS?fISf ^7?“? # W PsWent 0f °£ly $i0n 7the Aluminum Set. Pay nothing for the Kitchen 
back , E* -HSe \otKsets 30 daVs’ 071 Free Tnal’ and lf not more than satisfied, send them 
DavfovH, AiW1 ref™d y°u.r money and pay transportation both ways. If you keep them 
Payfor the Aluminum Set, a little every month. Keep the Kitchen Set as a gift from Hartman! 
Complete 32.PiBr.st Aluminum Set mlffhenslt 
10-PIECE 
v KITCHEN SET 
Not a penny to pay for this set. You get it 
absolutely free with the Aluminum Set. 
For,$ Potato Masher 
Can Opener Egg and Cake Turner 
Ice Pick Measuring Spoon 
Mixing Spoon Egg and Cream Beater 
Wall Rack Vegetable and Pan Brush 
.. All have white enamel handles and hang on wall 
—je if for life. ^utensilB-eTCrVTwngVouneedfo^bakmg'boiii^ rack—keeping them conveniently at hand. 
"V.r,ylr!5; J«st read the list above.. You want and need e?4ry thing---—--1 
--- “ “ 
-i’s famous, sp__,__ J„.^vy 
complete cooking outfit, light to handle, easy 
—— clean, always 
. So durable that we 
FREE I 
Nearly a Year to Pay l 
•Tartman crivea the world’s most liberal forma .  . I 
I !?AFIBPAM Furniture & Carpet Co. 
I Dept. 5806 Chicago. Illinois 
Send the hicago, Illinois j 32pijs; se* 
No monev down. Pav £2.00 and Pncfoo-a _ « . rrlval. Balance | Na ■uwnimy. xv-t'iece rvucnen del is FREE,, 
HARTMAN f«b**iture & carpet co. 
• I Ivl^ll Dept. 5806 Hartman's, Chicago Chicago, III. jSi 
Truth in Advertising Implies Honesty in Manufacture 
